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PREFA 3E.

Earlv impressions are indellible, are aj powerful. And the

earlier, the more so. Yet how few carry this principle back

JO Parentage, its first, and most eventful application—to the

influences, on offspring, of the various conditions of parents at

the time the former receive being and constitution from the

laitT. To develop those laws which govern this department

of nature, and analyze its facts—to show what parental condi-

tions, physical and mental, will stamp the most favorable im-

press on the primitive organization, health, talents, virtue, &c.,

of yet uncreated immortals, and what must necessarily entail

physical diseases, mental maladies, and vicious predispositions,

constitute our subject matter. It consequently involves, not

their animal life and death merely, but also their mental life

and spiritual being
;
and is therefore among the most momen-

tous subjects which can possibly engross human attention
;
as

well as one which parents must understand in order to confer

on offspring the highest physical, intellectual, and moral en-

dowments and capabilities in the power of parentage to bestow.

These exalted considerations dictated this work
;
and if it

enables a few'parents only to endow their children, by nature,

with a strong and healthy physical, a high mental, and a pow-
erful intellectual constitution. Infinitude alone can measf^-e the

good that will result therefrom, not merely to these children

themselves, but also to their descendants for many generations
to come.

A tributary object is to show all who have entered, all who
may enter, the connubial relations, how to enlist, cement, per-

petuate, or re-kindle, as occasion may require, those tender

feelings of conjugal affection so incalculably promotive of both
parental happiness, and human endowment. This consocia
lion of « Lcvc and Parentage,” is now grourd, but the only
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correct one, because both are twin sisters by nature, and so rs

ciprocally related, that to promote either, is thereby to aug
ment the other.

In treating this subject thorough.y, and yet adapting it to

popular reading, the Author encountered the utmost difficulty,

partly inherent, but mainly consequent on that prudery which
characterizes and disgraces American taste. But to have
minced, would have spoiled. No middle ground remained
between its scientific exposition, and entire abandonment. He
has, however, taken special pains to render his style, and man-
ner, propriety in which is even more essential than in subject

matter, perfectly unexceptionable to even fastidiousness itself.

How far he has succeeded in this most arduous task, he leaves

his readers tojudge, and any who can accomplish it better, to make
trial

;
but earnestly solicits, at least before being condemned,

one special favor

—

re-perusal—as aiding its full comprehen-
sion, and doubtless pleasurable. Still farther to obviate all

possible objection, he has irnbodied in a supplement, entitled

“ Evils and Remedy of excessive and perverted Amativeness,

including advice and warning to the married and the young,”

matter intimately related to this volume, and originally design-

ed to accompany it, which those who wish can order bv mail,

as per advertisement.

Still depraved minds may perhaps even yet make a corrupt

use of the momentous truths herein irnbodied, as they can any

and every thing else. Yet here pre-eminently,

‘‘Evil IS to him who evil thinks.”

But “ to the pure, all things are pure.” Whatever it is im-

proper, in and of itself, for man to know, God will effectually

hide from his restricted vision
;
whereas, by almost compelling

parents to put their own mental and p/hysical states, at this pe

riod, side by side with the characters of their children, he lite

rally thrusts this whole matter upon their cognizance
;
therebj

virtually commanding them, in the name of yarerUaX love, to

inwstigate, in order to apply, the laws and facts of parentage

to the cons.mmation of their own happiness, in cfTecting tht
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highest possible endowment of their detcly beloved o.Tspring

The ‘propriety of so doing, then, what pure or intelligent mind

will question, of for a moment doubt its imperious obligation.

[s it our solemn duty to fulfil the great command of the Bible

and destiny of our nature, to ‘‘ multiply and replenish the

earth,” and is it not a constituent part and parcel of this very

duty to confer on offspring the highest natural capabilities and

prerogatives in the power of parentage to bestow ? Is it im

proper to investigate these laws, in order thereby to secure re-

sults thus glorious, and is it not much more so to marry, and

become parents? Nor can that squeamishness which would

discard this subject, be justified in any ground, philosophical

or moral. Of necessity, believers in the Bible must either ad-

mit the propriety of our subject matter, or else condemn hosts

of passages as far more improper. Would this book of mo-
rals so often and so emphatically portray parental influences,

unless to enjoin the propriety, and even duty., of their investi-

gation and application ?

While, however, the Author pities those who condemn this

subject, he yet accords to them that prerogative of thinking
and acting for themselves, which he also claims to himself.

“To his own master,” each “ standeth or falleth.”

But WOMAN be the final umpire. Deeply interested in what
ever appertains to offspring, mothers especially may and should
read these pages. They will, and to their decision we bow,
because truly modest, yet not fastidious. Nor need maiden
purity blush to read more than to approach the hymeneal altar.

But why detract from its inherent dignity and importance,
by continuing its defence? Cavillers deserve no farther no-
tice. Hardly this. Our mission is from God, and this volume
is the missionary. Beware how ye hinder it, lest ye be found
to fight against truth, against humanity, against God; but
bid it God’s speed ye who would advance the most glorious,
cause on earth ?

°

When, but only when, mankind proper! (r love and harry
nnd then rightlv geneK/VI’e, c.miuy, ndkse and educate ihcii
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cliildi’en, will they be in deed and in truth ihe holy and happy

sons and daughters of the “ Lord Almighty,” compared with

those miserable and depraved scape-goats of humanity which

infest our earth. Oh! the boundless capabilities and perfec-

tions of our God-like nature! Alas, its deformities! Behold

in these pages the means of developing the former, of obviating

the latter

!

N. B. So reciprocally is every department of man’s domestic re-

lations interwoven with all the others, that, to treat either separate-

ly, is imperfectly to present them all. This has compelled the Au-
thor either unduly to swell this volume, by copious extracts from

Ills other works on “ Matrimony,” “ Hereditary Descent,” and kin

dred subjects, or else to make frequent references. He has chosen

the latter, but hopes, ere long, to imbody in a connected form, 1st,

Sexuality, or the menral and physical characteristics and differ-

“irces of the sexes ; 2d, The FAMiuy, or the power, and right exer-

cise, of the domestic affections, including recipes for rendering the

family perfectly happy : 3d, Love anb Matrimony ;
their nature,

effects, laws, and conditions, and the choice of congenial compa-

nions, or what dispositions, temperaments, &c., are adapted to live

happily together, and what are not ;
including Courtship, and the

means of promoting conjugal affection : 4lh, The Evils and Reme-
dy consequent on the perversion of this element, and how to pre-

vent unfaithfulness and licentiousness ; 5th, Hereditary Descent,

its laws and facts, applied to the improvement of mankind, including

the effects, on offspring, of different existing conditions in parents :

6ih, Maternity, or the influences of the various states of the mo-

ther’s physiology and mentality, on tlie forming minds and bodies

of children before birth, including Labor, Nursing, and Infantile

Regimen and Education. It is high time this whole matter of tjic

domestic relations was treated fully and scientifically ;
and as

nothing but Phrenology can develop it, such a work would be in-

calculably valuable", and should be incorporated into the minds of

all who have formed, or may hereafter consummate, the conjugal

and parental relations. Of the time of its appearance, due notice

will be given
;

till when, subscP'ptions will not be received. “ M--

lernity” will be published first orobably soon.
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INTRODUCTION.

Fuat its Parentage determines whatever is constitutionai,

i„ the nature of every herb, tree, fruit, animal and thing endowed

with life—its shape, texture, aptitude, characteristics, and whether

it shall be strong or weak, sweet or sour, good or bad, &c.,

throughout all that is primitive in its nature—is a law of things,

governing man, as well as brute and herb
;
that which gives exist-

ence, by virtue of its own inherent power, also determining whether

its products shall be herbs, or trees, or animals, or human beings,

and of what kind, and thereby their anatomical structure and

physiological constitution
;

their original strength or feebleness of

body and mind
;
their predisposition for virtue, or hankering after

vice—111 that goes to constitute the sum total of their natural cha-

racters
;
because in begetting any part of the primitive constitution

of animal or thing, it begets all. The whole or nothing, is the only

correct philosophy, the only matter-of-fact—every other doctrine

being too self-evidently absurd to require refutation. Its law is,

“Each AFTER its kind.” “Like parents like children.” ‘‘In their

own image beget” they them. In what other can they] How can
a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit]” How can animal propensi-

ty in parents generate other than depraved children, or moral purity

beget beings other than as holy by nature as those at whose hands
they received existence and constitution? Nor do any but parent a
influences enter into the formation of the constitutional character.

Nor “ each after its kmd”merely, but “ after its kind” at the time
the being or thing received existence. That is : as are the parents,
physically, mentally, morally, when they stamp their own image
and likeness upon progeny, so will be the constitution of that pro-
geny. True, education may modify, direct, increase, diminish, &c.

;

but remodel what is constitutional it never can, nor either cre-
Ate nor eradicate any primary capability or quality of any anima.
thing. Though,

“Just as the twig is bent the tree’s inclin’d,”

yet the brambl j cannot be bent to bear delicious peaches, nor the
sycamore to bear grain. Education is something, put parentage
is every thing

;
because it “ dyes in the wool,” and thereby

exerts an influence on character almost infinitely more powerful
than all other conditions put together, maternal before and after
birth not excepted. This is the “original sin,” the “Adams fall,”
to which is blindly, but justly, ascribed most of that depravity of
children, over which parents mourn, and most of the sinfulness and
consequent suffering of mankind. This is the great sower of hu
manity. If jt sows tears, humanity reaps sorrow—reaps the whirl-
wind when it sows the w.nd

; but its good seed bears fruit a hun-
dred fold, to the glory of God in the highest happiness and perfec-
tion of his creatures, here and hereafter

; for, parentage determines
ine character and happiuoss in this life, and thereby in that which
IS to come. It alone can lay the axe of reform at the root o'" the
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tree of all sin, and replant again those trees of Eden wlilcn shal
bring forth fruit for the salvation of the world ! Nor can that cor-

rupt and bitter stream of human depravity and wo now bearing on
its dark waters most of the imperfections, sinfulness, and sufferings
of mankind, be purified and sweetened, except at its fountain head.
There it may be—must be, if at all. Morality may weep in an-
guish

;
Christianity may preach and pray; education may teach

;

and philanthropy may labor
;
but it will all be comparatively in vain

till parentage takes up the herculean labor of human reform and
perfection.

Thoughtless mortal ! sport not on the brink of relations thus mo-
mentous ! By all the happiness your children are capable of expe-
riencing, if endowed, constitutionally, vvith the very perfection of

our nature, without spot or blemish, mentally or physically, more
than if sickly, depraved, and miserable by nature, 1 conjure you,
before you allow the first goings forth of love, to learn what paren-
tal conditions in you will confer so great a boon on the prospective
bone of your bone, and flesh of your flesh ! By all the happiness it

is possible for you to enjoy here and hereafter in your children, or

for them to enjoy in themselves and their descendants, if they should
be beautiful, healthy, moral, and talented, instead of diseased and
depraved, is it your imperious duty to impart to them that physical
power, moral perfection, and intellectual capability, which shall

shed such a halo of glory on all concerned ! Prospective parents !

oh, pause and tremble ! Will you trifle with the dearest interests

of your own children 1 Will you, in matters thus momentous, head-
long rush

“ Where angels dare not tread,”

seeking only mere animal indulgence! Well might cherubim
shrink from assuming responsibilities thus momentous ! Yet, how
many parents tread this holy ground completely unprepared, and
almost as thoughtlessly and ignorantly as brutes—entailing even
loathsome diseases and sensual propensities upon the fruit of their

own bodies ! whereas they are bound, by oblig.ations the- most im-

perious, to bestow on them a good physical organization, along with

a pure moral, and strong intellectual constitution, or else not to be-

come parents ! Especially since it is easier to generate human an-

gels, than devils incarnate.

Once rr.ore: Words are utterly powerless to portray the amount,

the aggravation, and the almost universality, of the perversion of

that elen.cnt, designed expressly to perpetuate our race. Nor can

any other means whatever obviate or prevent either this perversion

or its consequent misery, but sanctifying this propensity. To arrest

its '.arrinc current, is impossible, because its flow is a part of hu-

D’.anity itself. Nor need we. Only to purify and direct. Moral
reform efforts fruitlessly attempt the former; this work proposes

the larter; by the simple but effectual instrumentality of properly

direcmig the l''^’c, and promoting the nffeefions
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CHAPTER I

PARENTAGE AS TRANSMITTING ITS VARIOUS PHYSICAL
AND MENTAL CONDITIONS AND OUALITIES TO PROGE-
NY, BY MEANS OE THE NATURE, FUNCTIONS, AND ADORN
ING INFLUENCES OF LOVE.

Is the fulfilling of the law. Angels love, and are lovely, and
those that love most, are most godlike; for “God is love.”
Nor is this Divine sentiment unknown to man. It forms a con-
stituent element of his primitive constitution. None are wholly
destitute of its charms, of its sweets. Blot it from the soul
of man, and you blast his nature !

But, there is a “ friend that sticketh closer than a brother.”
There is a tie stronger than life. It is that oneness of sou,
“ which binds two willing hearts” indissolubly together, and
makes “ of them twain one flesh.” Connubial love ! Thou
“ holy of holies” of human emotions ! Thou queen of earth I

Thou glorious sun of our nature! Thou garland of terres-
trial loveliness ! Thou solace and sanctifier of man ! Thou
life and soul of woman ! Thou precious relict of Paradise I

Thou Paradise itself! Oh, God! We thank Thee for emo-
tions th IS holy

;
for bliss thus divine! We bless Thee for a

foretaste of heaven so rich, so enchanting
! The o-old of Ophir

the nectar of Eden-all earthly blessings-are°but as stars’
and this the sun ! But, oh ! forgive and restore, for we have
sinned against so great a blessing! Our souls are almost
barren, which should bear this food of angels in such rich
abundance! Take away our “wild olive tree,” and incrrafl
hereon tfce fruit-tree of true love! and oh, earth! hearthou this choruf of heaven, and join herein I
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SECTION I.

ADAPTATION OF PARENTAGE, AND FUNCTION AND LOCATION OF

AMATIVENESS.

Parentage perpetuates our race. Ditto all things endowed with

life. Its efficiency. Its wisdom. Effected by a prim&ry faculty

of mind. Amativeness. Appearance when large. Illustratefl

by an engraving of Aaron Burr. A state prison female. Patty

Cannon. Appearance when small. Illustrated by engravings

of Osceola, and an infant. Skull of an old maid.» Its location in

the cerebellum admitted. Effects on husbands and wives when

large. Ditto when small. Its legitimate function pleasurable

only. Its perversion painful only. Importance of knowledge

touching this matter. This the object of the volume.

Parentage perpetuates our race. Besides re-supplying th»

ravages of war and pestilence, of death in all his insatiate crav-

ings, it even far outstrips him in swiftness, and rises above

him in might, literally defying his power to annihilate the spe-

cies. Man will multiply, the earth will be replenished, in

9j)ite of him

!

What magnificent results, from an arrangement so simple

!

Washes, but yesterday desolate, to-day it is beginning to peo-

ple, and anon will have crowded with homes, hamlets, vil-

lages, and cities, swarming with countless millions, and teem

ing with life and happiness. It plants its seeds of h imanity

upon solitary islands, and then fills them with throngs of busy

occupants. It sends its hardy progeny almost to the icy poles,

to multiply in spite of all that is terrible in the utmost of cold,

and wind, and storm. Anon, it takes possession of the tropics

still urging on its grand process of propagation, though meltec

to weakness, and scorched to blackness. In s
,
wherevei

life can be sustained, thither docs or will this proi./.c principle

send thi swarmiiiff trophies of its power to “ multiply, and re-
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plenisli the earth,” till it is literally But for this, ora
kindred arrangement, our earth would have been a soliiary

waste, without one living soul, except the first parents of our

rac('. to have enjoyed its beauties and its bounties. Even beast,

birn, fish, reptile, insect—animal life in every form and grade,

other than the first God-created pair—would have had no exist

F.nce
;
and all the adaptations of water, air, and earth, to their

subsistence and happiness, would have been in vain. Even
the entire vegetable kingdom would have passed away in its

very infancy, to return no more forever
;
because re-production

here also is effected by that same great principle of parental
agency which obtains in the world of animation and sense.*

Considering, then, either its extraordinary efficiency in re-
producing such vast hordes of herbs, trees, animals and human
beings at the same time that it multiplies our race, it also
augments the means of re-supplying their constantly returning
wants or its own philosophical beauty or perfection, surely no
department of creation evinces more the very infinitude of His
concurrent wisdom and goodness who made all things, than
this arrangement of parentage

;
nor is any more prom°otive of

human progression in numbers and happiness
;
for it is the be-

g-inningand foundation of all the interests of man—those my-
riads of human beings who have thus flir inhabited our earth,
and the millions that now enjoy its luxuries, each being but the*
products of this great contrivance, as will be all those°who in
all coming time, may rise up, in successive generations, to peo-
ple this world and another.

^

ro become fruitful, any and every k.id of seed must of neces-
Bity have a male and female parent, and the pollen of the latter
receive impregnation from the former; just as must the eo-crs ofowls, fishes, &c before they can bring forth their chick or splwn.
If this Idea should be new to any reader, be will find its invest,
igation eaeeedinsly interesting. But, however instructive and philo-

“ih tl „ r" ?
“ are dismissed1th this passing allusion to thoir existence merely.
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Nor is an end thus important, thus all essential even to hu-

man existence, left to he carried forward by intellect or morality

alone
;

it is enforced by all the resistless authority of a demand

of our natures. “ Be fruitful, and multiply,’' is a law of our

very being, written in ever-living characters upon our 'primi-

tive constitutions. Otherwise man—all that lives—would soon

cease to be ! As, in case he had been created without appetite

or hunger, left to eat what and when his other faculties dictated,

he would probably never have known that he- required food

;

or, knowing, might have forgotten to eat for days together
;
or

been too penurious, or too intent on other avocations
;
and hence

have inevitably starved
;
and thus of breathing, sleeping, rea-

soning, &c.
;
so without some primary faculty devoted express-

ly to propagation, how few, even of our own selves, would ever

have been born ? Or, destitute of its promptings, how many

of us would voluntarily subject ourselves to all the expense,

trouble, and various pains, consequent on bearing and rearing

children? Not one in thousands, especially of mothers. We
probably should never have known even the use of some of

our organs, and certainly could never have used them. BloU

this faculty from the soul of man, and it is doubtful whether

even another generation would be brought forth to carry on

»hat ceaseless din of business, happiness, and life, with which

this arrangement compels all earth to teem, and all time to sub-

serve. Henr;e, that same Infinite Wisdom which devised this

arrangement of parentage, has ingrafted it upon a primary ele-

ment of the human mind, the promptings of which form a con-

stituent and necessary part and parcel of human existence, in

order that it may be effectual in subserving its end.

This faculty is called Amativeness, and is adapted to man’s

parental organs, and male and female constitution and relations,

and they to it
;
so that the action of either calls the other also

into exercise, on account of the reciprocity existing between

them
;

love being the mental emotion, and this imkicing that

oarental function which perpetuates our race.
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That this whole range of mental operations is exercised by

means of a cerebral organ,

located in the cerebellum,

is here assumed, it hav-

ing been demonstrated in

the Author’s other works.

When this organ is large,

or very large, it fills out

the head between and be-

hind the ears, and enlarges

the top of the neck. It is

immensely developed in

the accompanying engra-

ving of Aaron Burr, who
was one of the most extra

ordinary men of his own
age or any other, for it?

manifestation in characterNo. 1.—Aaron Burr.

It is also large in the accompa-

nying engraving of a “ State Pri

son Female, copied from a work

on Marriage by L. N. Fowler,

as drawn from her head in the

Auburn Prison, where she was

sent solely in consequence of her

total and shameless abandonment

in this respect
;
as well as in that of

Patty Cannon, who was notorious

for its manifestation, and lived

habitually ire and by its unrestrain-

ed indulgence, and had a re-

markable faculty of captivating the

opposite sex thereby.” [Sec Ame-
rican Phrenological Almanac for
1841.] No. 2.—State l^rison Female.



appearance of amativeness large and small.

When it is very large, and

Parental love is small, the hind No. 5.—Osceola,

head rises almost perpendicular-

ly above the back 'of the neck, as seen in tlie annexed en-

graving.

When this organ is small, the head, on a line with the eye

and top of the ears, projects far back over the nape of the

neck, slopes in, and becomes narrow as you descend—as
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No. 6.—Infani-.

seen in the above engraving ol

Osceola, the former Chief of the

Seminole Indians. This form of
head obtains in most infants. See
the back of their heads, and you
will perceive them generally to

be very similar to that repressnt-

ad in the accompanying engrav
ing.

r

I

i

it IS also small it

the annexed engrav
ing of the skull ofar

old maid of sixty, in

whose cLar.mter this

faculty v'\s almost

wholly wanting. The
array of demonstrat-

ive proof establishing

the existence and lo

cation of this organ

a location peculiarly adapted to its office—is so
compelled its admission by most scientific men"

Connubial love and attachment to the opposite sex am •

proportion to ivs size and activity. The husband ' \
is active, and directed upon his wife lovesf
tionate intensity and fervor ; dotes upon her
tects her, almost idolizes her, and dL vvha’t
der her happy; but when /eeble, orL^^etr
be cares little for her, serves her with r i f

‘o'^'^ids her,

«ow, of afrec.;;„TLr jty

:
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So, too, the wife in whom this element is strong, active, and dr

reeted upon her husband, thinks the world of him, Ifis society,

advice, services, and caresses
;

is blind to his faults, but over-

rates his virtues
;

is completely devoted to his interests, and

esteems it a privilege to promote his happiness, even at the sac-

rifice of her own
;

literally living in and for him, and desiring

nothing as much as reciprocity of affection
;
but when feeble,

or not exercised towards him, she magnifies his faults, depre-

ciates his virtues, disregards his advice and happiness, is un-

willino- to be beholden to him, refuses his marks of affec-

tion, and literally loathes his embraces. It also renders man

fond of woman as a sex, and causes him to appreciate and love

the feminine in proportion to the intensity of its normal action,

and vice, versa of woman as regards man.

Its exercise, therefore, becomes a duly. As no department of

our nature was made in vain, so this was not created to slum-

ber, like the foolish virgins, its lamp unfed and gone out. We
are under a moral obligation^ solemn and imperative, to become

parents, and thus fulfil this high function, this exalted destiny

of us all
;

nor can they attain the perfect stature of men and

women, who do not.

Taking its dignified rank, then, among the primary elements

of the human mind, its proper exercise, like that of every other

function of our nature, is promotive of happiness, and in a pre-

eminent degree. As, in the proper exercise of the eye, or in

and by the very act of seeing, we. naturally experience a great

amount of pleasure; and thus of eating, breathing, accumu-

lating, talking, sympathizing, constructing, remembering, rea-

soning, worshiping, &c., throughout every function of our whole

nature: so the legitimate exercise of this faculty is designed

and calculated, in and of itself, to yield a great amount of

pleasure, besides that experienced by its living products. In-

deed, happiness, both in its own independent exercise, and in

every other department of our nature, is its sole end and aim,

its only constitutional product. More. Besides that wide range

of pleasure consequent on its own individual action, it furiuslies
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to Parental Love the only objects capable of calling forth its full,

toned and pathetic energies
j

which, thus roused and quick-
ened calls industry into new and more powerful action, in
order to provide for their constantly returning wants; adds
increased zest to Appetite in feeding and eating with them

;
plea-

surably re augments Cautiousness to guard, provide, and care
for them

;
fans the ready spark of Approbativeness into a blaze

of delightful action in hearing them praised
;
redoubles the ac-

tion and consequent pleasure o^' Language, by furnishing new
listeners and talkers, and those most delighting and delight-
ed in the world

;
provides reason with new listeners to"’ its

logic, and new “ ways and means ” for promoting their happi-
ness to be planned and executed, as well as opens up a new
and vast field for contemplation

;
presents Mirthfulness with

new and most amusing subjects of merriment, and incentives
to laughter

;
furnishes Benevolence with new objects of sym-

pathy
;
Devotion with new subjects of prayer, and pupils of

religious instruction
;
Authority with new and obedient vassals •

Hope with new and most enchanting buds of promise • and
thus of every other faculty of man

;
thereby redoubling a

thousand times over, their action, and consequent enjoyment
Reader, when you grasp this subject in all its bearings, you will
see Love and. its accompaniments, exert so all-powerful
an influence over the weal and wo of man

;
how, whe^i well

directed, they swell the placid stream of human happiness from
the rivulet to the mighty river

;
gently irrigating the whole

vale of life till its enriched soil bears, in full perfection, every
flower, every fruit, every sweet, which the exhaustless capa-
bilities of our nature can experience. Nor, in all probabilL
has the most happy of mortals in the domenic relations ever
yet experienced a hundredth part of that flowing tide of nerne.
tual pleasure which this element is designed and calculated
to pour forth upon every son and daughter of the human family
Behold how inexpressibly happy it renders some who neithei
understand its laws, nor apply intellect to its guidance, and thaton only moderate physical and mental endowments
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How much more, then, mankind in after ages, who shall both

understand and apply its laws, and possess an organization in-

calculably superior to any now attained !

But, like all thp other elements of our nature, it has its laws

and they, broken, inflict pain, and pain proportionate to the

pleasure consequent on their obedience. Nor could the elo-

quence of angels portray the agony of body and the torture of

mind caused thereby. Families gone into perpetual mourn

ing for a dissolute son 1 Talents, moral worth—all that is no-

fice on the altar of lust ! And by the uncounted million I

Confiding daughters of virtue defiled, and sent into hopeless

bondage, for a short but most miserable existence, in the

land of shameless prostitution ! All the nectar of female love-

liness and bliss turned into the bitterest gall our natures can

drink, and in thickening draughts without number ! Hus-

bands and wives innumerable estranged, and rendered intolera-

bly miserable for life 1 Our race, ever?, corrupted, debased,

depraved, and tortured, in ways without number, and degrees

beyond computation I Oh 1 if one deep, continuous wail of the

wo caused thereby, could break upon the ears of all flesh, ten

thousand thunders could not be heard I All would exclaim,

“ Where is the ark of virtue and safety ?” Oh youth
!

pause

and tremble, for you walk upon the very, verge of this fright-

ful precipice, ignorant of impending danger 1 Oh I take this

m ^ ^ •m/1 ^>MfTOroH

friendly warning. And, ye who have sinned and sufiered,

sound the alarm. Scatter light! Impart knowledge.

We may, perchance, light upon the observance of these

laws without understanding them, and should if our natures

ble and God-like—forever blasted—offered up a living sacri-

,

perverted
;
but infinitely better with. Concerning no

iculty, probably, exists an equal amount of ignorance

e • i-.-j orift ffinsenuent sufferinj;.
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rily induce suffering ; if it shall disclose which, it will be-

come a great public benefaction. Bear in mind that it comes

to increase these pleasures, not to abridge them. Let us, then,

proceed to investigate this incalculably momentous subject with

clean hands and pure souls, and in order to augment our vir-

tue and happiness, and escape all the terrible consequences of

its perversion.

SECTION II.

^HK PHILOSOPHY OF PARENTAGE, OR MODUS OPERANDI BY WHICH
IT STAMPS ITS “ OWN IMAGE AND LIKENESs” ON PROGENY, IL-

LUSTRATED BY ITS FACTS. ILLEGITIMATES.

Progeny inherits the constitutional character of parentage. Ditto

the particular conditions existing at this period. Magnetism the

instrumentality. The origin of all that grows analogous. Its

quo modo, that relation existing between all the secretions and
the state of body and mind for the time being. This secretion,

especially. Facilitated by the location of Amativeness. Dlus-
trative supposition. How the parental physiognomy is transmit-
ted. Respective offices of paternity and maternity. Facts.
Congenital history of an idiot, as related by George Combe.
Daughter of a distinguished judge. Ditto of a maimed whale-
man. Consumptive and other diseases at birth. Jacob’s peeled
rods. Rlegitimates. Summary appeal to parents.

That progeny, vegetable, animal, and human, both derives
its primitive constitution, physical and mental, from its parents,
and also resembles its parental nature, is a conclusion estab-
lished by the universal fact, that the products of all genera,
species, and individual things reproduced throughout the vast
J^nge of creation, “ take after” their parentage

; those of man
being human beings

; of whales, whales
; and of every animal,

tree herb, and thing, being similar to its parent animal, tree’
* or thing. To pe“ceive that the natures of children are
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but the perfect transcripts and blendings of those of their pa-

rents, requires neither the learning of a Burritt, nor the philo

Sophy of a Bacon, but is a conclusion thrust upon us by uni

versal observation and experience.

Nor 's this department of nature left to chance. Like every

other, it is governed throughout, even to its minutiae, by its

laws^ one of which is, “ each after its kind." Else, our chil-

dren might be born brutes, or trees, at perfect random. But

this law renders them like their parents^ and thereby preserves

the unity of both our own species and every other. This great

law of things, “ Hereditary Descent” fully proves and illus-

trates in any required number and variety of cases, showing

that progeny inherits the constitutional natures and characters,

mental and physical, of parents, including pre-dispositions to

consumption, insanity, all sorts of disease, &c., as well as

longevity, strength, stature, looks, disposition, talents all

that is constitutional—oxidi in those various degrees in which

they obtain in parents, and even derive every physical, intel-

lectual, and moral element and shade of character directly from

similar ones in parents. From what other source do or can

they come. Indeed, who can doubt a truth as paljmble as that

children inherit some., and if some, therefore ali., the physical

and mental nature and constitution of parents, thus becoming

almost their fac similes.

Moreover ; for precisely the same reason that they inherit

the constitutional or permanent character of parentage, do they

also take on those particular parental conditions existing at

the time they received being and character. In other words;

as they inherit the constitutional character of parents, so when

circumstances excite even feebler faculties in the latter to tempo-

rary predominance long enough to affect the character of those

materials employed in the manufacture of life and mentality,

children 'mbibe along with their very being these lemporari.g

prevailing characteristics of parentage by the action of that

same <>reat law which transmits the permanent physiologx a'si
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mentality when they predominate. That is, the mental and

physical character then existing in parents, is fully and com

pletely transmitted to offspring-. (See Appendix A.)

But hoio transmitted? By what instrumentality is either

die constitutional, or the temporary, characte-r of parentage

tiahsmitted to offspring? By magnetism^* through the in-

strumentality of the secretions^ and their intimate relation to

* Magnetism, or eleclrici’^y, or galvanism, all only different

names for the s-ame thing differently applied, is now generally

conceded to be the grand agent or instrumentality of life in all its

forms, all varieties of human, animal, and vegetable life includ-

ed—the bones, muscles, organs, &c., being only the ropes, pullies,

and tools, while this is the master workman, or grand executive,

of every animal function and mental exercise. V/hen applied to

grain, roots, herbs, &c., it accelerates their growth a thousand per

cent. Animals, also, are found to be organized on the principles

of the galvanic battery, and to generate those positive and nega-

'ive forces, the alternation and expenditure of which produce

every motion and function of nature. [See Am. Phren. Jour-

nal, 1845, pp. 129 and 359.] Strongly corroborative of this doc-

trine is the fact established by the experience of most persona

who have suffered the amputation of a leg, for example, in feeling

pain in the foot, or where the foot would have been if still on
—a fact perfectly explainable by the doctrine of a magnetic
organization as well as anatomical, but on no other

;
on the

ground that amputation destroyed the anatomical organization,

but not the magnetic.

If this doctrine is true, then it is the magnetic constitution of the
ii.uierials employed in imparting life, which gives them their

Vitality, efficiency and power to produce character. And what
agent equally befitting this function—equally subtle, ductile, trans-
icrrable, efficient, and all-pervading—every thing required for
.ransmitting this vital or magnetic nature of parentage to the off*

•spring with all that. accuracy and minuteness actually attama-
? Still, be this agent what it may, probably nothing will fur-

tish ua with a better illustration of its power and modus ope.
raudi than magnetism.
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both body and mind. The law that governs this whole ma»

ter seems to be somewhat as follows : Man has a two-fold oi

ganization
;
the one, anatomical—the other, magnetic or vital

which are intimately interwoven throughout
;

the latter, b

means of its affinities and natural superiority, controlling th ,

form, texture, &c,, of the former, and secures its action throug x

the instrumentality of various magnetic connexions, depots, &c
,

called poles^ which, put in action, produce and constitute all

the phenomena of life. This magnetic constitution has two

great central poles
;

the one, in the head—^the other, in the

chest. This magnetic nature of parentage is imparted to the

germ of life, or imbodied in it, only that it is yet folded up or

concentrated in that great central pole in the chest, where em-

bryo life commences, and then deposited, by that function which

imparts being, in the place provided for its nutrition, where,

also, nature has stationed a full supply of maternal vitality, to

feed it till it can germinate, as does the egg when subjected to

incubation, or seeds supplied with terrestrial magnetism.

If this theory requires confirmation, it has it in the analogy

existing between the generation and the germination of all that

live and grow, from the most inferior vegetable, up through-

out all gradations of animal and vegetable life. Seed, animal,

child, all require the intercourse of male and female parents,

from whom they all receive that vital germ which imbodies

and constitutes their entire character. All grow, and grow

much alike. The human germ bears a resemblance to that

of fowls so close as to be called ovum, the Latin for egg, and

even has that nutritious deposite called yolk, which serves in-

stead of the stomach ; though that of the egg contains all the

nutriment required for incubation and formation, while one in

he human germ sufficiently large to sustain it several months,

beside.? forming all its con plicated parts, would be exceedingly

inconvenient
;

and hence it receives its nutrition into this sto-

mach from the maternal placenta, as do all species of the mam-

malia, and for a kindred reason. See, also, the male and fe-

ra’e spawn of fish, and their analogy to the ovnries of all nr”"-
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cnalia animals. Quite Boalogous is the germination .>f ail

grains, seeds, roots, nuts, &c.
;
their body, bulb, root, moat,

&c. being to them what the yolk is to the egg, and the placen-
ta to the young mammalia, namely, furnishing nourishment
till they can put forth their roots and draw it from the ground.
That they, in common with eggs, contain nourishment, is evi-

dent from the fact that they impart it when eaten
;
yet germi-

nation consumes it, and unfits them for food. Now, since true
analogy is a certain guide to truth, and since so striking an
analogy exists between the generation and germination of all

seeds, nuts, grains, vegetables, &c., and the egg, and between
the latter and all mammalia animals, may we not rest upon
correct inferences drawn from this law? Still, strong as it is,

those not content to receive instruction from it in this import-
ant respect, should bear in mind that it furnishes a good illus-
tration of fundamental basis on which proceeds the gene-
ration and germination of all that live and grow.

Clairvopnce also sustains this doctrine, yet is referred to as
confirmation only^ not as proof.

and how, then, or by what law, does this germ ofhuman life derive its magnetic constitution or mentality, phy-
siology, every thing, appertaining to its oroduct ? Mark well
t e answer All the secretions partake largely, not merely ofthe general condition of both body and mind, but also of their
particular states for the time being. Thus, not only do fe-vers, jaundice, and other phj^siological conditions, greatly

anroth
" discolor the urinary, excrementitious,

nd other secretions, and control their odor, consistency, cha.

thaf
\ ^‘'celerate or retard their discharge so
p ysicians often inquire concerning them, and prescribeaccordingly, but strong emotions of various kinds have a sim/

mes effecting copious secretions and discharcres of tears-
on a favonte dish, making thi ^mh
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igorous and healthy secretions of the liver
;
and grief retard-

ing or impairing them—nothing equally inducing dyspeptic

and kindred affections—and vice versa of joy, and thus of all

tne secretions. Now, since the organic and mental conditions

actually control the character of even these secretions, much

more that employed as the messenger of life; the whole or

nothing being the maxim of universal nature. And the more

so, since this secretion in particular, is known to be so inti-

mately related to the mind, that it cannot be voided, even in

sleep, without the concomitant exercise of its corresponding

mental emotion, and often can be simply by Us indulgence

;

which always effects that distention requisite and preparatory

thereto. Indeed, what stronger proof can be required or had,

of the perfectly sympathetic relation actually existing between

its character, discharge, and every thing appertaining to it, on

the one hand, and the states of the mind and body on the other,

than that furnished by the experience of all who have experience

in this matter ? Now, since this reciprocity is knovm to exist

in part, it is of course complete, and thereby the existing magnetic

conditions of every element and function of both the mind and

body of parentage, and in all their shades, and phases, and de-

grees of action and conditions, are transferred to this secretion,

and through it transmitted to that physical and mental consti-

tution of progeny derived therefrom !

This reciprocity is still farther establish ;d and facilitated by

the location of Amativeness, the cerebral organ of this func-

tion
;

it being situated at the upper extremity of the spinal cord

—that great central railway of nervo-magnetic travel, by which

every organ of the system communicates with all the other or-

gans and parts—and this secretion taking place at the other

;

its place of starting on its mission of life being immediately at

its base. The destruction of life always consequent on sever-

ing this nervous track, and of sensation in the arm, or any

other part, consequent on the cutting ol the nerves that connect

It with this cord, and thereby with Amativeness, and much

more to the same effect, all gohig to show how intimately
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Amativeness is related to both this secretion, and to the exist-

ing condition of every other portion of the system.*

By way of illustrating the how this transfer of both the per-

manent and the existing physiology and mentality of parents to

this secretion, and through it to offspring, probably occurs, let

us suppose this magnetic agent of such transfer to be composed

of various ingredients which might be denominated sub-Jluids^

one of which represents and produces anger, another kindness,

another love, and others reason, taste, and thus of every other

mental faculty, as well as of every bone, muscle, and physical

organ of parentage. Now, those children that receive exist-

ence and constitution when all these sub-fluids maintain their

usual relative power and activity in parents, will resemble

these parents in every yarticular ; but those that receive being

and impress when the angry, or the kindly, or the intellectual,

or any other sub-fluid prevails in parentage, and is therefore

imparted in existing relative predominance to the materials of

life, will inherit these sub-fluids in their then existing predo-

minance or deficiency
;
some of which may be greater in the

child than in either parents, because augmented by increased

activity in both parents, and others less than in e,' her, because

little excited in either
;
while those begotten when circum-

stances have conspired to diminish the combative sub-fluid, and
increase the moral, for example, or any other, will receive from
parentage a proportional endowment of the temporarily pre-

vailing sub-fluids and consequent characteristics: and thus

when any other faculty or element prevails, or becomes defi-

eient, in parents at this period
;

its existing degree of parental

iction being fully and faithfully represented In these materials

and thereby transmitted to progeny. Fuithermore: when one
sub-magnetic fluid prevails in one parent, and another in ano
thcr, at this period, the progeny takes on the then existing

* For a much more complete view of the perfect reciprocity sus-
tained by the cerebellum, and of course by Amativeness, to all per-
Boas of the system, sec American Phrenological Journal for 1845,
page 359.
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covlhi a'lons ot these magnetic fluiJs, forces, or qualities
;
ond

thus of all their other combinations
;
nor does it matter whether

(hey prevail temporarily^ or permanently, so that they but pre-

vail at this periotl.

If the preceding illustration of the quo modo by which chil-

dren take on the existing conditions of parentage is defective,

or even erroneous, this would not invalidate the great law at-

tempted to be illustrated by it, namely, that children do actually

take on the existing mentality and physiology of parentage.

Some merins, some instrumentality are employed in effecting

that resemblance borne by children to their parents in physiog

nomy and character, already shown to exist. But -what t

Shape is transmitted, that of fathers, even, though their paren-

tal rein*' cease with the deposits of the materials of life.

But hoio Liansmitted. The magnetic nature of every living

thing determines its form, texture, aptitudes, character, every

constitutional. (See note to page 25.) Put the

ism of the tiger into the embryo calf, and it will assume the

shape and habits of the tiger. It is thus that malformations

occur, as seen in “ Hereditary Descent,” p. 218. Kindred

magnetic natures therefore assume kindred shapes and charac-

ters; and since children derive their magnetic nature from thic

germ of life, and it its from the existing magnetic constitution

of parents, by moans of that perfectly sympathetic reciprocity

already shown to exist between the two, they of course are like

their parents by nature, and therefore look like them. That

this explanation is the true one, is evident from the two incon-

trovertible /izc^s, that magnetism imbodies the principle or in-

strumentality of life in all its forms and functions, and that

tliis germ of life is so intimately related to, and so fully charged

,/ith, the magnetism, that is, the vitality of parents. This ex-

plains the rationale of some, and since of some, consequently

of ALL transmission, from sire to son, throughout all the gene-

rations of all animals and things that propagate, and shows

why and how rheumatic, cancerous, inflamed, and all the other

deceased and health^' londitions and affections of any anl a.J
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the organs and parts of parents, ave so transmitted as to stamp

all their healthy, diseased, rheumatic, inflamed, and all other

affections and impresses upon the corresponding organs and

parts of offspring

—

why and hote^ when the heart, lungs, liver,

Btomach, muscles, nerves, brain, phrenological organs, &c., of

fathers even, are vigorous or feeble, healthy or diseased, &c.,

throughout all their ever-varying conditions, during the secre-

tion and deposit of these materials of life, the child's magnetic

germ of the heart, lungs, muscles, brain, &c., will be similarly

conditioned, and of course the organ or part formed therefrom
;

and thus of all parental conditions, qualities, affections, every

thing whatsoever.

Special stress has been laid on falernal conditions. Is then

the mother deprived of all participation in forming theconstitu

tional character of progeny 1 Has she indeed “ neither part

nor lot in this matter” of stamping her own “ image and like-

ness,” physical and mental, upon the fruits of her own body ?

A.re not her physiology and mentality also both represented

and transmitted ? Then why experience the orgasm? And
why no product, however well the paternal seed is sown ? She

nt least furnishes the ovum, which of course partakes of her

magnetic nature, and he/ offspring of its. That each pa-

rent furnishes an indispensable portion of the materials of life,

and somehow or other, contributes parentally to the formation

of the constitutional character of their joint product, appears

far more reasonable, than to ascribe, as many do, the lohole to

eithf^y some to paternity^ others to maternity. Still we need

light on this subject very much, nor can all there is be broughi

to view without entering somewhat more fully into its physio-

logy and philosophy. Still this decision, go which way it may.
does not affect the great fact that children inherit both the

physiology and the mentality existing in parents at the tbn\

they received being and constitution.

But “ to the law and the testimony” of facts, which, even if

these reasonings are fallacious, constitute a sure guide to truth
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George Combe, high aiUhority truly, in his “Constitution of
Man,” gives the following case m point.

“In the summer of 1827, the practitioner alluded to was
called upon to visit professionally a young woman in the im-
naediatc neigiiborhood, who was safely delivered of a male
child. As the parties appeared to be respectaole, he made
some inquiries regarding the absence of the child’s father •

when the old woman told him that her daughter was still un-
marriedj that the child^s father belonged to a regiment in Ire-
land

,
that last autumn he obtained leave of absence to visit his

relations in this part of the coun
j
and that on the eve of his

departure to join his regiment, an entertainment was given, at
which her daughter attended. During the whole evening,
she and the soldier danced and sang together

;
when heated

by the toddy and the dance, they left the cottage, and after the
lapse of an hour were found together in a glen, in a state of
utter insensibility, from the effects of their former festivity

j
and

the consequence of this interview was the birth of an idiot. He
is now nearly six years of age, and his mother does not believ'e
that he is able to recognise either herself or any other indivi-
dual. He is quite incapable of making signs whereby his
wants can be made known—with this exception, that when
hungry he gives a wild shriek This is the case upon which
it would be painful to dwell; and I shall only remark, that the
parents are both intelligent, and that the fatal result cannot be
othervvise accounted for than by the total prostration or eclipse
of the intellect of both parties from intoxication.”

In a conversation on this subject with a distinguished Jndge^

he said he employed the principle here involved in regard to his

youngest child. Determined at the end of several successive

sessions, to dismiss business, and recreate awhile with his

family, he invited several of his legal and other intinaate friends

to accompany him, for the purpose of having a delightful fes-

tive occasion. Meanwhile, his wife had ordered out the car-

riage, and came to escort him home. All entered, heirtand
soul into the dance, mirth, and music, of the occasion. In the

exceedingly agreeable frame of the minds of its parents thus

induced, this child received existence and character, a t l| ac-

cordingly, rarely cries, or frets, or complains, but will sit on
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the floor for hours together and amuse htrseJ, always appears

perfectly happy, and is one of the best natured children in the

world. Behold the contrast

!

A whaleman in i'J., was severely hurt by a harpooned and

desperate w^hale turning upon the small boat, and, by his mon-

strous jaws, smashing it to pieces, one of which striking him

in his right side, crippled him for life. When sufficiently re-

covered, he married, according to previous engagement, and

his daughter, horn in due time, and closely resembling him

in looks, constitution, and character, has a weak and sore place

corresponding in location with that of the injury of her father.

Tubercles have been found in the lungs of infants at birth^

born of consumptive parents-j-a proof, dear and demonstrat-

ive, that children inherit tlissauera' states of parental physiolo-

gy existing at the time they received their physiological

constitution. The same is true of the transmission of those

diseases consequent on the violation of the law of chastity, and

the same conclusion established thereby
;
and Jacob’s placing

peeled rods before the strong cattle at this period, and thereby

seeming spotted and vigorous cattle, shows that this law was
understood many thousand years ago

;
and what was then and

is now true of the brute creation, applies equally to man, only

in a degree as much higher as he is their superior.

Illegitimates also furnish strong proof af the correctness of

this our leading doctrine. They are generally lively, sprightly,

witty, frolicksome, knowing, quick of perception, apt to learn,

full of passion, quick-tempered, impulsive throughout, hasty,

indiscreet, given to excesses, yet abound in good feeLng, and
are well calculated to enjoy life, though in general sadly defi-

I

cient in some essential moral elements. An important excep-

tion to this description, neither Author nor reader has probably
ever seen

;
while all have seen, or can see, its striking confirma-

tion in them all. Indeed, it has been found so strikingly true

m all ages, countries, and individual cases, as to have even
passed into a 'prnrerh. Now’ this uniformity of sequence has
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its ?a?p, and is caused by those circumstances necessarily attend-

ing their origin, in which, mainly, they diflhr from others, and

with which their chamcteristics coincide perfectly. In what

else can it ?

Wherein, then, consists this difference? First, m “ novelty

lending an enchantment” rarely experienced in sated wedlock,*

as well as in a power of passion sufficient to break through all

restraint, external and internal
;
and hence their high toroughi

organization. They are usually wary and on the alert, and

their parents drank “stolen waters.” They are commonly

wanting in moral balance^ or else delinquent in some import

ant moral aspect
;
nor vmuld they have ever been born unless

this had been the case, for the time being at least, with their

parents. Behold in these, and many other respects easily

cited, how striking the coincidence between their characters,

on the one hand, and, on the other, those parental conditions

lecessarily attendant on their origin ! Does our theory require

any more proof than this range of facts furnishes?!

* This novelty rarely obtains touching the first products of wed-

lock, which is not often fruitful for weeks or months after marriage,

and for reasons which support our doctrines, yet need not be spe-

cified.

f As they neither caused these unfavorable circumstances, nor

could prevent them, so far from enhancing, I would rather lessen,

that load of odium usually cast upon them. Still, their personal

FEELINGS must uot be allowed to interrupt science. Though to

visit them with scorn or jest is utterly out of place, and evinces a

mean, contemptible spirit—he who ridicules the insane, or deform-

ed, or illegitimate, or inferior, almost deserving to e.xchange places

with them—and though humanity and intellect dictate sympathy

,'or all unfortunates, yet they also learn and mpart therefrom, as

well as from all other consequences of violated law, lessons of

warning, by wh.ich to prevent additional misfortunes. Illegitimates

should, therefore, cheerfully render service to science and to man

by allowing themselves to be used as practical samples for sub-

serving chastity, and restraining sinml passion, in order to prevent
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And now, reader, in the name of truth and sound reasoning^,

do you require any farther proof of this doctrine ? Can you

open the eyes of intelligence upon it, and yet reject it? Is it

so improbable in itself? I? it so at variance with what we al-

ready know of this ntatter 1 Let parents recall, as nearly as

may be, their circumstances and states of body and mind at

this period, and place them by the side of the physical and

mental constitutions of their children, and then say whether

this law is not a great fTactical truth, and if so, its importance

is as the happiness and misery it is capable of effecting ! The

ipplication of this mighty engine of good or evil to mankind,

to the promotion of human advancement, is the one specific

object of this work, to which we now address ourselves,

similar results. As their fathers, by having eaten sour grapes, have

“ set their teeth on edge,” they must allow the finger of science

and MOEAL PUKiTT to warn others against partaking thereof, lest

others set on edge the teeth of other hapless children yet unborn.

And let all learn the great lesson of continence thus practical-

ly enforced, and take warning against those illicit pleasures which

produce consequences so ill-fated to their own offspring who are

guilty
;
and let parents, too, read the lessons, for they are many,

here taught.
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SECTION III.

the physical conditions of parents at this period trans-
mitted, AND NECESSITY OF HEALTH AND ABUNDANT VITALITY
IN ALL THEIR ANIMAL ORGANS AND FUNCTIONS.

Those parental conditions most favorable for offspring yield
the most enjoyment to parents. Law by which the physiology ia
transmitted. Importance of health. The product more orless
perfect according as is the parental function. Children inherit
the condition of quantity. Offspring promoted by energy. Pre-
vented by tameness. Talented men from vigorous parents. Ne-
cessity of muscular energy. Roman orators'! Sedentary habits.
Infanticide. Necessity of health of brain and nerves. Cere,
bral disease occasions depravity. Sickly children cross. Intem-
perance causes vice. Nervous diseases cause pain, which is the
consequence of violated law, and this is sin. Appeal.

The inquiry then becomes truly momentous : What paren-
tal conditions, at this period, are requisite in order to confer on
offspring the strongest and the best physiological organization
possible, and at the same time endow them with the most pure
and elevated moral, and the highest intellectual, constitution

capable of being conferred or received ?

1 he answer .0 this eventful inquiry, nature has already fur

nished at our hands, in having instituted this great law of things
for our sure and specific guide, our immutable landmark, our
pole-star always in sight, and throwing upon this whole mat-
ter the clear sunlight of perpetual day, namely, that whatev^er
is best in itself is always most pleasurable, and whatever af-

fords the most happiness, is therefore the best in itself
;
and

vice versa as to what is injurious. In other words, the more
perfectly we observe the order and laws of nature, the greater

the happiness consequent to all concerned
,
and vice versa as
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to their infraction and the misery consequent. And since the

laws of transmission are among the most important of our

whole being, their observance yields a measure of happiness

the most exalted imaginable to both parents and offspring,

while their violation is proportionally painful to all concerned.

Or thus : every thought, word, and deed, consumes that mag-

netism, the expenditure of which constitutes our very Zi/e, and

bemg; and happiness, as well as executes every function of our

whole nature; so that our happiness is as the amount of mag-

netism expended, and this is in proportion to the number and

the intensity of the functions brought into simultaneous and

harmonious action, except that its abnormal expenditure is pro-

portionally painful. The correctness of this law, every philo-

sophical mind will readily perceive, and its application to the

case in hand fully assures us, that whatever conditions render

parents the most happy at this period, therein and therefore

proportionally endow and bless offspring
;
and this i.« effected

by whatever enlists the greatest number, and promotes the

most intense action, of one and all the organs and functions of

parents. Let us then proceed to apply this principle in that

twofold aspect, the first physical, the other mental, in which it

naturally presents itself.

By what instrumentality, then, is our animal nature and or-

ganization transmitted, and what physiological conditions must

parents observe at this period in order to confer on offspring

the greatest degree of physical perfection possible, and what

avoid lest they entail suffering, disease, and premature death?

Unless effectually prevented by some means, some efficient

instrumentality always acting at this period, human beings

might, must, have been born, some without a heart, others

without lungs, or muscles, or eyes, or brain. «Sc.c. How, then,

are such fatal results prevented ? What law necessarily act-

ing at this period, endows all human beings constitutionally

with every physical organ and function ? This; Just as the

stomach has its cerebral organ in Alimentiveness, and the
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reproductive system its in Amativeness, so the heart, lungs,
muscles, every physical organ, has each its cerebral organ lo-

cated in the cerebellum, or at the sides, and all around, Ama-
tiveness

;
so that on the principle that organs located together

naturally act together,* its exercise always and necessarily
promotes that action of each'individually, and of all collective-
ly

,
so indispensable to their respective transmission

j
which

harmonizes perfectly with the fact, that this parental function
constitutionally and necessarily excites, and in a degree pro-
portionate to its intensity, the combined and simultaneous ac-
tion of every bone, muscle, organ, and physical function of pa-
rentage. Probably no other function of life equally so. Be-
hold, in the experience of all, how it accelerates the laboring
pulsations of the heart, promotes perspiration, and augments
respiration, till its subjects, paternal in particular, literally pant
for breath sufficient to supply the increased demand. Nor, in
this enormous taxation of all the vital organs, is that of the en-
tire muscular system omitted, or its tax light

;
but, besides

being absolutely indispensable, the more powerful and per-
fect its action, the more perfect both this function and its

product, because the more forcibly do those spiral muscles
which bring the materials employed from their permanent
station, (see p, 28,) deposite them in the place of their final

destination,! this force being all essential to the energy and
stamina of offspring. Beho.d, in this imperfect explanation,
the instrumentality employed by “ heaven’s high Architect”

* See illustrations in the American Phrenological Journal for 1844,
the series of articles entitled," The Philosophy of Phrenology,” &c.

t So exceedingly delicate are these seeds of life, that, unless
planted in a place of perfect security, they must all be de.stroyed,
and our race itself extinguished. And what place as secure as that
chosen, where they can be reached only with the utmost difficulty,

and then only at the peril of even life itself! But, to plant them
thus deeply requires that powerfully existing apparatus furnished,
which, that it nay be out of the way when not wanted, retires ex-
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for effecting ends thus indispensahh
]
and behold, moreover,

the perfection of its operation in the fact ihat every human be-

ing is endowed with every animal organ and function !

From this demand, imperious and almost compulsory^ for the

vigorous and powerful action of the heart, lungs, stomach, mus-

cles, and entire physical man
;
in short, for health, let parents

learn \\iG practical lesson taught them, namely, that the only

way they can secure living and healthy children, is for them

to render iAemseZiies vigorous and healthy at this eventful pe-

riod
;
and that in proportion as they perfect the power and ac-

tivity of their own physiology as a whole, as well as of each in-

dividual organ, will they impart them, thus perfected, to their

progeny, and, moreover, that their physical debility and dis

ease, general and local, proportionally enfeeble the corres-

ponding organs of their children. Is it not a law of things, that

the product of any given function is more or less perfect in

proportion to the perfection of the function itselfI Thus, is

not breathing both beneficial and pleasurable in proportion as

it is more perfect, and thus of every other function ? And
shall not the health or disease, vigor or feebleness, &c., of off-

spring be according to the energy or tameness of that function

which gives them being and capability? And is not its per-

fection and power in proportion to the vigor of the health, with
which also its various degrees of pleasure fluctuate ? Health is

but a full supply and powerful expenditure of that magnetism
which is life, and hence the more vigorous the former, the
more magnetism it furnishes to this function, to its materials, and
to offspring, which takes on the condition of quantity as well
as every other

j
so that children are proportionally vigorous

when this function is vigorous, and feeble when it is feeble.

Indeed, nature has even proved this already at our hands by

cept when its function is required. Behold the efficacy of this in-
stance of Divine Causation ! Nor less perfectly adapted to its of-
fice, is the place selected for their deposits, in Its allowing both the
required flexibility and iioom for orowtii
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omitiiag its product when this function is tame or imnerfect,

and by rendering the former the more certain as the latter is

the more energetic—a fact cognizable by all who know the

alphabet of this matter. How often does improved health ob-

viate that barcenness occasioned by debility and disease, as

ihose consulted in such cases know full well 1 And how of-

ten, too, when the debility is not so great as actually to prevent

offspring, does it fail to charge them with vitality enough to

secure them health and vigor of constitution, so that they bare-

ly live along a while“between hawk and buzzard,” too feeble to

enjoy life, and then die, because so slightly made 1 Corres-

ponding with this, is the fact that the most healthy classes have

the most numerous families; but that, as luxury enervates so-

ciety, it diminishes the population, by enfeebling parents, na-

ture preferring none rather than those too weakly to live and

be happy, and therefore rendering that union unfruitful which

is too feeble to produce offspring sufficiently strong to enjoy

life.* A counter fact is, that, without exception^ talented men

are from a healthy, and therefore a longlived stock. (See Fle-

reditary Descent, p. 250.) Still, great men often have weakly

children, because they generally work up all their strength,

* The idea prevails, that those predisposed to consumption, in-

sanity, or any other transmissible disease, should not become pa-

rents, lest they entail them on offspring. Though the autlior has

advocated this doctrine, yet mature reflection has satisfied him of
j

its fallacy. To pi’each it, while physic.al education is thus misera-

bly conducted, may do as a partial offset
;
but strictly speaking,

whenever there is sufficient physical stamina in parents to secure

offspring, the latter will have strength enough to be capable of be-

ing raised and becoming happy, provided they are carrif.d ane

BEARED in the best manner possible. Otherwise nature would w.ai

with herself
;
but now, that very debility or disease which would

render offspring too, sickly to live and be happy, kills both the de-

sire and power of becoming parents. Any child strong enough tc

be born alive, is capable of enjoying life, and of living to a goal old

age; else natu'e would not let Ihen begin to live.
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and usually impair their health, in those arduous labors which

accompany their greatness, thus leaving themselves too little

remaining vitality to produce vigorous offspring. As no func-

tion can go forward without being fed, or farther than fed,

with vitality, and as this function combines in simultaneous ac-

tivity, and that greater or less in proportion to its intensity, eve-

ry organ and function of our nature, and thereby becomes pre-

portiomlly exhausting, parents are required to bring to this

work a great amount of animal energy^ in order to put forth and

sustain, at least for the time being, the fowerful effort required.

Especially should parents cultivate their muscular system

preparatory to the perfection of this function, and of their chil-

dren
;
because, to impart strength and stamina to offspring,

they must of necessity both possess a good muscular organiza-

tion, and also bring it into vigorous requisition at this period.

For this reason, if for no other, let those of sedentary habits

cultivate muscular energy preparatory to this time of need.

Shall Roman orators practise gymnastic exercises merely to

strengthen their muscles preparatory to the forum, and shall

not parents assiduously cultivate muscular power preparatory

to an end infinitely more important? Even the LIFE, as well

as health and talents, of offspring, depends thereon
;

because,

for reasons given on p. 37, parents having weak muscles can-

not possibly produce children sufficiently strong to grow up, or

talented to be worth the raising, and must die childless ! The
sedentary habits of so many of our citizens are alarming, tru-

ly FRIGHTFUL even, in view of their destruction of offspring,

and will break more parental hearts, and prematurely bury
more victims, than all the wars and all the pestilence of all Chris-

tendom, if not, in proportion, than even heathen infanticide.

For every ‘-foreign missionary” sent to preach against infan-

ticide, we require to employ a score or so at home, to proclaim,
in the ears of all parents, present and prospective, the great
truth imbodied in this section, as a n eans of preventing that

frightful infanticide perpetrated perpetually in our very midst.
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and perhaps actually or prospectiyely co’rnjnilled even by some
readers

!

Inquire whether one or both the parents of those nume-
rous children that die around us, have notweak lungs, or a
debilitated stomach, or a diseased liver, or feeble muscles, or
else use them but little, or disordered nerves, or some other de-
bility or form of disease The prevalence of summer com-

.
plaints, colic, cholera infantum, and other affections of these
vital organs of children, is truly alarming^ sweeping them into
their giaves by the million. Shall other animals rear nearly
all their young, and shall man, constitutionally by far the
strongest of them all, lose half or more of his? Is this the
order of nature? No, but their death-worm is born m and
with them, and by parental agency. Take grave-yard statis-

tics in August, and then say, whether most of the deaths of

children are not caused by indigestion, or feebleness
.
of the

bowels, liver, &c., or complaints growing out of them? Rather,

family statistics from broken-hearted parents ! And jmt,

in general, those very parents who thus suffer more than words
can tell, were the first and main transgressors, because they

entailed those dyspeptic, heart, and other kindred affections so

common amongAmerican parents, upon their own child'-en*

thereby almost as bad as kilted them by inches

;

thus depriving

thorn of all the joys of life, and themselves of their greatest

earthly treasure ! These fashionable ailings of adults, and these

ravaging summer complaints of children, are the same in their

nature, and differ only in form. Children . may indeed die

whose parents are healthy, but they almost must whose parents

are essentially ailing in one or more of their vital organs
;
be-

cause, since they inherit this organ debilitated or diseased, any
additional cause of sickness attacks this pa'-t first, and when

* They are also quite as miserably nursed. Mothers understaind

almost nothing about Low cither to diet themselves while carrying

or nursing, or their children afterwards
;
and hence the importance

of that work on this subject announced in the Prcfaia.
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It gives out, all go by the board together. "W heu one parcni

is health}'-, and the other sickly, those children that take after

the healthy one, (and nature more often secures this desira

ble end,) are more likely to live than those that resemble the

sickly one
;

but why hazard the lives of any, since, by pre-

serving or establishing their -owTi health, parents can just as

well- save all^ especially if they will also properly real

them 1 Let, then, those who would avoid that terrible anxiety

occasioned by watching over the sick-beds of theii own dearly

beloved children, as well as all that direful array of health-

ruining and heart-breaking feelings consequent on their death,

provide against them beforehand by preserving their own

HEALTH, and let the unmarried choose healthy companions or

none.

The importance of health in parents as such, must not be dis-

missed without urging, in a special manner, the absolute ne-

cessity of health o[ brain, and nerves, and 'phrenological or-

gans. As their several states of health and vigor, or debility

and disease, are of course transmitted in common with those of

all the other organs, it remains to inquire. What effects have

nervous and cerebral diseases on the mind and morals of off-

spring? Most pernicious, alivays. They even cause depra-

vity? Does not dyspepsy produce depravity, by rendering

the feelings and disposition morbid and bloodshot ? What is

that increased irritability, fretfulness, ill-temper, «fec., which

usually accompanies this malady, but increased depravity,

caused by this physical disorder ? Children naturally obedient

and sweet tempered, when unwell, generally become irritable,

cross, disobedient, ugly, spiteful, &c. Is not this depravity?

Then pray what is? And is it not caused by physical dis-

order ? Because, restore their health, and you obviate these

depraved manifestations. Let a citizen, naturally moral and

good, become intemperate, and he therefore becomes more sin-

ful, swears or blackguards, does nst pay his debts, perhaps

fights, and abuses his family, or even commits murder
;
none

of which he would do if temperate. Does not intemperance
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always and necessarily augment depravity ? But reform tlva
wicked man in this single matter of drink, and he stops swear-
ing, pays his debts, becomes kind and provident to his family
and an excellent citizen again. And all because temperance
promotes moral purity. Indeed, the point is too clear to require
proof, that intemperance augments sinfulness. How? By
disordering and inflaming the physiology, and thereby the
brain, especially its base, or the organs of the propensities, be-
cause of the intimate reciprocity of those relations existimr
between the body and the base of the brain which serves it.*

1 his cerebral disease of course deranges those mentalfunctions
produced by the diseased brain, because every function becomes
diseased, that is, abnormal, or a departure from nature, when
its organ is diseased; and this consequent departure from na
ture is of course a departure from her laws, which, accruing in
the organs of the mind, produces, and even constitutes depravi-
ty. And all occasioned by that diseased or inflamed state of
the stomach and body which has imparted its inflammation to
the animal propensities, and thus roused them to that undue
and abnormal action which occasions and constitutes depravi-
ty. In short, the inflammation or disease of the bodily organs,
causes sickness

;
that of the brain, sin/uhiess and depravity, ex-

cept that inflammation in the intellectual organs warps judg-
ment, distorts conclusions, and adopts error for truth

;
and

thus depraves opinion, conduct, every thing.

As bold and startling a doctrine as that physical disease oc
casions moral depravity, requires demonstration, and has it in

the fact that those nervous diseases consequent on cerebral dis-

order, always and necessarily, render their afflicted subject*
most miserable by making them gloomy, fretful, fault-finding,

&c., and even revengeful, and therefore deceitful and disho-

* In “ Fowler on Temperance,” this principle is fully demon-
strated, and also run out in its detailed application to the production
of various species of wickedness. The law there shown to govern
this matter, will be found full of interest in itself, and rich in its ap-

plications.
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nest, by way of retaliating wrongs merely imaginary. Let

such live in ptivadise even, and they would be wretched still,

wretched always, as Cowper said he was, and would be, even

if in heaven, with a body as his then was. In the absence of real

cause of grief, they always cause, even out of whole cloth.

That which, if healthy, would render them happy, now only

augments their suffering, nor could anything whatever make

them happy, because their nervousness, ipsofacto, turns a .1 they

touch, not into gold, but into occasions of suffering. But

cure them, and what before only gave them pain, now becomes

pleasurable, simply because their brain is restored to its healthy

and normal, and therefore pleasurable action. All who have

experienced nervous affections, know full well that they cause

pain, ana that the most intense possible or bearable
;
nor will

any other kind of anguish equally eke out life by wretched

inches, or hasten its termination.

Now, what but violated law causes this pain, or any pain ?

Does pain ever occur except in consequence of violated law ?

and is it not its necessary consequent, and its universal concom-

itant? That such violated law alone causes such pain, is fun-

damental truth—one of nature’s axioms even. Now, since

these cerebral and nervous diseases cause mental anguish, and

since this anguish is but the sign and consequence of violated

law, and since this violated law is sin, therefore cerebral and

nervous diseases cause and constitute sinfulness. Nor is the

demonstration of any mathematical truth more conclusive. It

is even immutable truth itself*

Now, since children take on the existing physiology and

mentality of parents, and since almost or quite all forms of

physical disease, whether of the heart, stomach, lungs, or any

other organ or portion of the hodj, disorder the nerves oi the

diseased part more or less according to their aggravation, and

* Not that ALL depravity has this origin, but much, perhaps most.

Nor that such disease always, or even often, confines to the sick

bed. The degree of either deprevity or sickness, is not the point,

but the PRINCIPLE invcAvod
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ic.eby pioponionally disease the ^itrvous system as a wholeand of course the brain, thus rendering parents more and moreunhappy and depraved as they are more diseased, their childrenwdl of course zn/^n^, constitutionally, whatever of these painfulor depraved (both the same) conditions appertain to parLts at
this period This painful or depraved condition thu! born inand wuh them-»DVEDiN the wooL”_therefore becomesmost difficult of cure and liable to increase, hence pre-
isposes to this abnormal, painful, depraved, condition of tLir

mental faculUes/.Wi/e/ Beware, therefore, oh
!
parents, howyou entail either physical or cerebral disorder, and therefore

pain and depravity, upon your own children, and that both con-
and for life, unless cured, which is much less

likely iUn ^crease ! How infinitely more virtuous and hap-
py would they be, and you in them, if you should be healthy
in body, and happy in mind, so as to beget in them a constitu-
-lonally healthy and vigorous physiology, along with a serene
and happy frame of mind ! Words are utterly powerless in
answer, and so is every thing but a life-time of consequent
happiness or misery ! Learn and obey, then, the laws of lifeand health, that you may both reap the rich reward yourself
and also shower down upon yenr children af;er you, blessines
many and most exalted.

•'it.
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SECTION IV.

tOVE AND MARRIAGE, AND THEIR ADORNING AND PERFEOTINil

INFLUENCES.

MenUlity transmitted by means of love. Love ana parentage go

together. Fundamental basis of love. Its nature known by its

fruits. Little understood. Earliest promptings Advice. Age

at which it appears. Develops the natural charms. Story of a

bride. Its influence in intonation. Anecdote. Speakers. Ef-

fects of disappointed love on the voice. Index ot the states of

the aflections. Intonations of woman. Perfected by developing

her love. Love and Music. E.flects on beauty. Expression

heightens beauty, and love expression. Fascinations of love.

Hilarity. Natural language. Whom love most adorns. These

charms induce marriage. . Heightened by it. The wife and ma-

tron compared with the maiden. Reasons why marriage gene-

rally defaces beauty. Loss of health. Diminution of affection.

But however indispensable the transmission of the whole

'physical man, the importance of health included, that of the en-

tire intellectual and mm-al being as infinitely exceeds it, as the

happiness experienced in mental perfection and power exceeds

merely physical gratification. So does also the Divine

Causation employed for effecting it. Do you then eagerly in-

quire : By WHAT instrumentality is mind transmitted, and soul

propagated? Would to God I could transfer to your

minds this answer as it exists in my own
;
but here again words

utterly fail. Oh ! that all might experience it in their own
.souls ! To attempt.

That parental function which imparts being and character

to offspring, besides exciting at this period, in order to transmit,

every physical organ and function, also awakens, by virtue of

its own inherent nature^ every intellectual and 'moral function

and faculty, preparatory to </tm- transmission, and instrumental

I
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tlieieto. The wiacAireery employed for efTecting this greatesi
0/ God’s terrestrial works, is love—that mental emo\.ion whi:h
constitutionally precedes, accompanies, and induces, parentage,
and which, in and by its very nature, quickens all the feelings,
purifies and elevates a-11 the moral affections, and augments all

the intellectual powers, as the means of their transmission.
Bear in mind here, through the work, and throughout this
whole department of man’s nature, that love and parentage,
when thejr have their perfect work, constitutionally go together,
accompanying each other as uniformly as warmth and sum-
mer

;
nor is it possible for either to exist in anything like per-

fection without the concomitance and co-operation of the other.
Indeed, the parental function is but the very perfection and
climax of love, the legitimate and only natural terininus of all

ts various stages and appurtenances, parentage being but the
ultimate of what love is the element and various incipient

stages, and the two being only different degrees of the same
elementary function of Amativeness. Would that they were
consociated in the minds and conduct of mankind, as they are

in the ordinances of nature !

Hence, in order to ascertain the constitutional character of

parentage, as well as its most favorable conditions as applica-

ble to the intellectual endowment and the moral perfection of

offspring, we must first ascertain the constitutional nature and
character of love, to which, therefore, we now proceed.

The fundamental basis of love is laid in the adaptation, espe-

cially mental, of the sexes to each other, and their mutual ca-

pability of bestowing and receiving happiness. That is : man
is capacitated and calculated to take pleasure in woman—in

her physiological constitution, beauty of form, modes of action,

feelings, and whatever characterizes and goes to constitute, the

feminine
;
and woman, also, is rendered happy by the mascu-

line in person, intellect, and soul. Now it is a law of mind,

that we love whatever renders us happ
3% and in proportion

thereto; (see demonstration of this law in Fowler on Matri-

mony, p. 35.) Since; therefore, the feminine is adapted to pro-
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|iote the highest happiness of the masculine, it enamors the

lauer, and the more so the more it contributes to its enjoyment,

ind vice versa as regards the masculine. Hence, in proper*

•ion to the amount of pleasure, and that of the most exalted

kind, which each sex is calculated to pour into the soul of the

other, should they love each other, and this capability of con-

ferring and receiving pleasure being mutual, their love conse

quent thereon should also be mutual : and thus it is.

On the principle that the “ tree is known by its fruits,” we
shall be able to derive important instruction, touching the na-

ture and constitutionality of love, by first observing its effects,

and to this we devote the main body of this section, with the

Tiew of learning therefrom its natural character and function,

in order to their more specific application in the next. What,
then, are its e/ec<s on its possessor ? What qualities, virtues,

beauties, charms, <fcc., does it develop ? What collateral ends

subserve ?

Though the world is full of books attempting to portray this

passion—though tales, novels, fictitious writings, love-stories,

&c., by far the most numerous class of books, are made up, in

warp and woof, of love
;
though even the Bible itself is laden

with descriptions, injunctions, and directions, concerning it

;

and though no events of life cast a deeper dye of destiny than
love and marriage—yet how imperfectly understood is this

whole subject ! How much error prevails ! And how much
sin and suffering are consequent thereon !

Perfectly aware that neither his organs nor talents adapt
him to encircle this passion with that poesy and romance gene-
rally thrown around it,* the Author is content to adduce its

plain, every-day, matter-of-fact effects on character^ in illustra-
tion of its functions, and explanation of its laws.

Its earliest promptings attach boys to their mothers most,
«md girls to their fathers. The facts of such preference are

* Amativeness being only moderate, and Ideality none tbo
argest.
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rendered certain by observation, and probably attested by the

experience of nearly every reader. Now it is that same facul-

ty which attaches the son to his mother, and the husband to

his wife. Hence that son who is affectionate to his mother, is

generally (and always capable of being) devoted to his wife.

Mothers, moreover, reciprocate this attachment with their sons

;

nor should they fail to convert to the best possible account, that

tremendous influence over their yet plastic but rapidly forming
characters imparted by this beautiful arrangement of our na-

ture. Constituted to prize the masculine above all price, they
are of course thereby fitted to develop by culture that in

their sons which they love in their husbands. Fathers, too,

reciprocate this affection with their daughters, and are thus

calculated to develop and mature in them all that is feminine,

and thus prepare them to become the pride and prize of pros

pective husbands.

Otherwise than in this manner, love rarely manifests itself

till from the fifteenth to the twentieth year, varying somewhat
according to the backwardness or precocity of its subject, except

when brought forward prematurely by those artificial stimu-

lants to be mentioned in our supplement. Nor then only in its

faintest shades, barely tinging the cheek with its modest attrac-

tions, as the first rays of morning faintly yet effectually light

up the face of approaching day. At first, it just softens and

slightly subdues the manners and expressions of the sexes as

regards each other. Gradually, it creates a modest deference,

accompanied by a slight attraction of each towards the other
;

which nature, however, restrains by the always accompanying

feeling of native modesty inherent in all. And wo to that

youth whose modesty is obliterated, or even essentially sealed
;

nor should it ever be trifled with, because it imposes a much
needed and almost insuperable barrier to undue familiarity and

premature union.

Its next perceptible influence^ augments the charms, and de-

velops the beauties of the human character, by rendering wo-

nan more graceful in every look, action, and expression, and ,
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by making man more polished, bland, elevated, and rt.oble,

substituting refinement for grossness, propriety for vulgarity,

manliness for boyishness, mildness for harshness, and bland-

ncss for roughness; besides, superinducing, in woman, the

sedate instead of the trifling, and the womanly in place of the

girlish. Still, love exchanges characteristics in her less than

it augments those constitutional perfections previously existing,

by throwing a halo of loveliness around her entire being.

It was once our pleasing lot frequently to see and converse

with a betrothed bride, both before and after her lover arrived

in town preparatory to their contemplated marriage, as well

as at and after their happy union. Though accomplished and

charming before, yet she was much more so afterwards
;

not

only walking with_a lighter step, and moving with new grace

and elegance, but giving additional fascination and perfection

to all she said and did
;
and thus far, every day augments those

heavenly charms. Oh ! if man as a sex only knew, as did that

husband, how to culture and develop the natural attachments

of the female character by completely enlisting and properly

directing the affections of woman, no words could portray the

extent to which her improvement might be carried, and his

own and her happiness thereby promoted! But, alas! he
neither duly appreciates her loveliness, nor cultivates her vir-

tues, and all for a miserably animal reason to be given in our
supplement

!

The beautifying effects of love on the intonations, furnish

another illustration of ho adorning influences, the charms of

which, however, can he heard and felt

^

better than transmitted
to paper. These tones in men, before softened and subdued by
tliis tender passion, are seldom smooth or flexible, but generally
grate harshly upon the ear, being essentially defective in both
compass and expression. But the tones of love are always
soft, tender, subdued, and insinuating, and in proportion to its

intensity.

An illustrative anecdote. To a fellow passenger, whose in-

. tonation evinced an unusual amount of this tenderness, we
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said; “Will you allow a plain, perhaps impertinent question ?’

‘ Most certainly,”' was the courteous answer. “ Flave you net

recently been disappointed in love?” With commingled con-

fusion and amazement, he turned and inquired :
“ Pray sir,

how did you know it?” “ Then you confess the /ac^ He
(hen admitted that he, had just bid adieu to a young lady at the

south whom he loved devotedly, and who reciprocated his af-

fection, but his marriage' with whom was attended with diffi-

culties insurmountable. We then analyzed his intonation,

pointing out to him its subdued and almost plaintive notes of

tenderness, accompanied with shadings of sadness, discourage-

ment, and disappointment. From these tell-tale intonations

and other similar indices, can the precise states of the affec-

tions of almost any individual be correctly deciphered. When
the love has simply been excited, but not yet either fully center-

ed or disappointed, they become prop.ortionally the more rich,

melodious, sweet, tender, and touching, yet not so in perfec-

tion. When called out, but partially interrupted, these vocal

charms will be perceptible, yet proportionally merged in tones

of plaintive sadness, and become more and more sharp, cut-

-ing, shrill, husky, or withered, «Stc., according to the extent

jf the disappointment. The tones in which gushing affection

ihooses to array and express itself, are always low, soft, flexi-

'jle, insinuating, and tender, uttered generally almost or quite

m a whisper, and falling sweetly upon the ear like the notes

of the .(Eolian harp
;
as those will remember with delight, or

have observed, who have ever loved or been beloved. The

intonations of the same speakers and individuals when ad-

dressing their own sex exclusively, will be found Jess bland

and persuasive than when addressing the opposite sex or a

promiscuous audience, because the mere presence of woman,

by acting on this faculty, imparts that insinuating intonation

which, besides making its appropriate impression on her to

whom it ' was especially addressed, finds its way directly to

the soul of man, and thereby gives that command over mind

and conduct which nothing else could impart. Nor is any
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one fully qualified for public speaking till this tender passion

has polished, sweetened, attuned, and modulated the intonatiC'a,

and also added that blandness of manner, delicacy of sentiment,

, and elevation of idea, which captivate and' sway the human,
mind. Hence, public men, moralists in particular, should

seek that society of refined and accomplished woman which
their public capacity both requires and facilitates.

But it is the intonation of woman^ that love renders most de-

lightful and bewitching. Though 'that of the girl is sweet,

yet it is still light and immature, and its modulations compara-
tively few, because neither varied by emotion nor mellowed by
pathos

;
nor is it till love opens up every fountain of her na-

ture, and brings forth from its rich store-house and spreaas up-

on the table of life, all the exhaustless treasures of woman’s
soul, that the female voice becomes adorned with its last touches
of perfection, all its modulations being delightfully diversified,

and exquisitely rich, soft, tender, and almost angelic ! Words
are tame, paper is a comparative blank, in describing either

their power or perfection ! Mark the intonations of the truly
splendid wife whose affections have been called forth and de-
lightfully reciprocrated, and remain at rest in the bosom of her
fond husband

;
every sight of whom awakens a new thrill of

holy pleasure in her soul, which adds to her already attuned
voice another note of delicious sweetness !

But how different her voice whose love has been blasted 1

Her intonations irritable, or dried up, or parched, by disap-
pointment, or rendered husky, or tremulous, or short, by exces-
sive, or conflicting, or unhappy feelings. Analyze her tones
who lives unhappily with her man. Need we lift the veil ?
Reader, lift it for yourself Take notes. Open your ears to
th-se musical intonations of love, and then to those withered,
grating, repulsive accents of reversed affection and unfortunate
wedlock ! By the application of this touchstone of the affec-
tions, their existing conditions in almost all can be correctly
inferred

;
and, though it will disclose discord between many

husbands and wives who have thus far contrived to hide it from
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the world, yet both the principle involved and its various ap-

plications, are too valuable to be lost.

Since, then, the intonations of woman are sweetened and

perfected in the ratio of her domestic happiness, let those who
delight to listen to the sweet warblings.of gushing feminine emo-

tion—let man, as a sex, do all that can be done to promote hei

domestic felicity, and also avoid deteriorating her intonations

by trifling with her love. If man would but do his part, wo-

man would laden every breeze with notes sweeter and richer

than the morning warbles of feathered songsters, till they dif-

fused throughout his whole soul a perpetual thrill of holy plea-

sure. Oh ! how infinitely thankful should he be for the be-

stowment of the purifying, elevating, perfecting, and indescrib

ably enchanting voice of woman ! May it be fully appreciatec

by him, and improved in. her
;

for, as yet, it is but the voice of

infancy compared with what it might be, and will one day bt

come

!

The inference is obvious, and coincides with the fact, that wo-

man must love before she can sing. Not before she can learn the

gamut, or thrum the piano, or rehearse tunes by note or rote,

but before she can sing with soul^ or reach the soul.* W e need

not enlarge. The knowing will understand.

If asked how these delightful results are eflbcted, an illustra-

tion must answer. As some existing connexion betiveen the

mental faculties and the face impresses the ever-changing ope-

rations of the former upon the latter, so a connexion probably

similar between the former and the voice, reports all our states

of feeling and shades of intellect, those of love of course includ-

ed, through the instrumentality of these intonations.!

* The fact is in point, that birds of song sing their love, and sjig

more sweetly when they woo than at any other season.

f The principle and quo modo by which both these phenomena

are produced, will be fully explained in the American Phrenologi-

calJournal, for 1846, and some most beautiful phrenological indices

derived therefron .
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In like manner, love beautifies the expression of the connte-

naiici. Beauty consists far more in expression than in the

form or arrangement of the features—in that emanation of soul

seen in the sparkling eye, the glowing cheek, and entire as-

pect beaming with emotion, rather than in configuration merely.

Contrast any countenance when listlessness, lassitude, or va-

cuity, has banished expression, with that same countenance

when animated in conversation, lighted up by strong emotion,

or beautified and adorned by the harmonious blending and in-

tense action of the whole mind. To confine attention to a sin-

gle point—that of the color. Though beauty of form and

symmetry of features essentially aid beauty, yet this species is

unspeakably lower in kind than that of expression, of which

color forms an important part. Where no feeling is, color

forsakes the cheek, as in fainting, and the leaden hues of death

brood darkly over the soulless face. But call out the intellect,

and arouse all the faculties of the same man, and especially

w'oman, to the highest pitch of pleasurable and commingling
emotion, and that countenance before vacant, and therefore un-

interesting, now beams with that almost superhuman expres-

sion which mainly constitutes beauty and adorns the “ human
face divine” with hues and shades before unseen, but now be-

yond the power oflanguage to depict. Even ordinary features,

lit up by expression^ become attractive if not beautiful, whereas
we turn disappointed or dissatisfied from features however finely

moulded but destitute of expression, or distorted by the expres-
sion of hateful passions. By as much as we instinctively con-
template intellect and soul, the highest department of creation,
with more interest and pleasur.e than we do inanimate shape
merely, is the expression of the former more truly beautiful
thm outline merely. And since love, as seen p. 35, almost
incalculably augments and intensifies that action of the va-
rious faculties which alone gives expression and therefore
mainly constitutes beauty, it of course proportionally increases
beauty, so as 'ften to render those features deeply interesting
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othferwise insipid, and irradiates thooe naturally beautiful with
almost angelic charms.

AI this in addition to the fascinations of love itself-—to its

languishing, insinuating, bewitching, and almost voluptuous
expression of the eye, its exquisitely touching play of the lij.s,

its modest blush, and all the other charms and beauties im-
paited by this soul-melting passion. But in this case also, as
in that of the voice, words are entirely powerless and empty.
Yet there is a book, which expresses, or can express, all.

Though but poorly printed, and in its first edition, it is almost
infinitely more significant than generally supposed. Its ex-
haustless language, even the alphabet of which we scarcely yet
understand, future ages will read. Study that book, the hu-
man countenance, and then declare, if words thou hast, how
almost infinitely love beautifies and adorns its delightful

pages

!

Otner similar illustrations of the adoining influences of love,

might be drawn from the increased zest and expressiveness il

imparts to the merry laugh
j
from its natural language, which

renders the person more erect, and reclines the head affection-

ately backward and a little to one side, thus carrying the whole
person forward proudly and freely

j
from its augmenting the

hilarity, elasticity, animation, life, and buoyancy of the entire

being, physical and mental, and increasing every power, every

pleasure of life
;
but these must suffice. How all this is effect-

ed, remains to be shown, but the effects themselves must have

been experienced more or less by most readers, and observed

by all.

Not that love augments the charms of all alike, because all .

are not equally endowed with those materials by means of
j

which it operates. As all beauty consists in the manifestation

of human nature, that is, in the exhibition of our several pow-

ers and faculties, those whose faculties are feeble have but lit-

tle human nature in them, so that love cannot augment that >

nature, that is, increase their charms, as much as it does their’s jj
whose human nature, o constitaiional charms, are more abun m
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Hant. Hence it beautifies, adorns, and perfects, those most who
are endowed originally with the greatest amount of human no-

iure, or soul.

The rationale of this beautifying influence of 'ove, and, in-

deed, of this whole matter, is, that in and by rendering the

sexes attractive in the eyes of each other, it may induce each
to do and to become what will please the other, in order thereby
to secure that reciprocity of aifoction which mutual endear-
ments may ultimately develop till they ripen into, and thus
rivet, that love which naturally superinduces marriage and
eventuates in offspring—that great finale of all man’s domes-
tic feelings and relations.

But, though love and its accompanying charms eventuate
in marriage, yet they do not terminate with it. As its ulti-

mate object is the propagation of the race, it should last at least
till age prevents this end, for its waning with the honey-moon,
would be like autumn supervening directly upon spring,
before the happy pair had tasted the luxuries of summer, or
feasted upon the golden fruits of autumn. Courtship is but
the mere alphabet of love, and the wedding season its first les-
son. Properly placed, its natural tendency is to increase with
years, nor ever to diminish till age weakens both it and all our
other faculties together. The blushing bride, all dissolved in
the melting tenderness of gushing affection, does not, cannot
love equally with the middle aged wife, and even the declining
matron. She has not yet tested the virtues or tasted the per-
fections of her beau ideal. It is only after years of the conti-
nual interchange of reciprocated kindness and sentiments be-
tween husbands and wives—after they have ascended together
the hills of prosperity, and perhaps travelled the vales of adver-
sity till they have thoroughly tried each other’s souls and
called forth their mutual spirit of self-sacrifice, perhaps’ after
they have watched over each other when prostrate by sickness,
and reciprocated a constant succession of endearing offices of
kindness and tokens of love

;
above all, after they have become

parents together-that they can bo completely enamored
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of each other
;
because it is her maternal relations which most

of all endear the wife to her husband, besides making her love

him inexpressibly the more for being ihe father of her idolized

children. Perfect love also requires that perfect confidence

which nothin-g can establish but those fullest and most diversified

fests^ married life, alone can furnish, and which, when they do
not strengthen their love, necessarily weaken it in its very infan-

cy, thereby rendering it like the child that pines and dies before

the morning pleasures of youth, or the meridian power and
glory of manhood, or the ripened pleasures of the afternoon

and evening of life, have shone upon it. Mistaken they who
suppose years naturally weaken love. Animal love they do,

and well they may
;
but that blending of soul, that love of mo-

ral excellence instead of person, which constitutes its crowning

perfection and even quintessence, grows slowly, matures gra-

dually, and reaches its zenith only after the fierce fires of

youthful passion have given place to the live coals of mature

or declining age. Matrimony is the very garden and para-

dise of love, and therefore every way calculated constitution-

ally to strengthen and perfect, and thereby augment its every

charm and sweet. With this, the experience of only Gideon’s

chosen few will coincide, because so few husbands and wives

cordially and completely love each other
;

but, chosen and

blessed of God this happy few ! Yours is the sweet cup that

never sates. Yours the dainty luxury that never cloys, but

only increases your relish while it feasts your souls perpetually

on its delicious bounties!

But why continue to urge a truth so little appreciated, and

so contrary lo generally received opinions ? Yet ye who have

lived affectionately in wedlock’s sacred bonds for a score or so

of years, bear the testimony, while the fact that the experience

of so few harmonizes with this blessed reality, only shows how
)

few truly love I Ye, then, who have your die yet to cast, cast

it in view of this principle.

To perceive hoio happy wedlock continues to improve the

agreeableness of man, is easy
;
because by drinking in continual-
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ly those softening, refining, elevating, and ennobling influences

exerted upon him perpetually by a good wife, he becomes more

polished and of a better disposition day by day and year after

year, till all his powers are bedimmed by age or eclipsed by

death. Much more is this true of woman. Happy wedlock

constitutionally develops both that physical and mental sexual-

ity which imparts these finishing touches of perfection to her

grace and elegance of manner, her sweet smiles, fascinating

looks, exquisite intonations, beauty of expression, and, in short,

heightens every charm and perfection of the female character.

By imbuing her whole soul with love for the masculine in

ner husband because it so indescribably exalts her happiness, it

makes her frize his sex in proportion as she loves him, and

-his arrays her in all her charms as a means of rendering her-

self agreeable. Nor is this in the least improper. It is her

nature and highest happiness, as well as the main constituent

element of the wife and mother, both of which it perfects. Pro-

perly to “ know man” in the person of her husband, develops

the feminine^ and thereby augments every female charm and

perfection
;
because it calls out and fulfils her whole nature.

But the maiden has exercised only a part of hers, nor that the

most important. She has not yet fulfilled its great duty and des-

tiny, and hence is below the wife and matron. Not that she

should be underrated, but, bashful and blushing, she labors

under perpetual restraint, which marriage obviates. Sweet,

lovely, is the blushing maiden and the blooming bride
;
sweeter

still, more lovely far, the full blown matron. Let others sip

the nectar of female loveliness as it gushes from the handsome
features, lovely looks, graceful motions, fascinating smiles, and
even intoxicating kiss,ofmaiden purity and undeveloped love;

but let us commune with married woman. Give us the wife and
mother^ whether for elegance of manners, exquisite tenderness

and flexibility of voice, ease and propriety commingled with
freedom, of conversation, and those practical lessons of experi-
mental wisdom which flow, or should flow, perpetually frot»*

her lips. We admire the maiden, but we almost worship tb
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matron, and gather more information, as well os derive more
pleasure, from an hour’s conversation with the wife of forty,
than from weeks of chit chat with the simpering belle of eigh'
teen. The latter is only just beginning to put on her fair, but
yet immature forms and lich colors

;
while the former is fully

ripened
;
her form filled out and perfected

;
her colors enrich

ed and variegated, and their flavor most delicious—every ele
ment being completely consummated. We speak of wives and
mothers as they might be, and shouU be, not as they too gene-
rally are.

But the opinion prevails almost universally, that married
life necessarily dindnishes female beauty. The fact is admit-
ted. Its necessity is questionable. One of its efficient causes
consists in the loss of health generally consequent on marriao’c.
Both the exercise and the expression of love and all its charms,
expend that vitality which health alone imparts, and which
debility or disease always impairs

;
and thereby enfeebles both

love itself, and that power by which alone it can manifest it

self and its charms
;
besides furrowing and fading the cheek

of beauty, emaciating the form, substituting the frowns and
scowls consequent on pain, for the brisk and happy expression
of health—bedimming the otherwise sparkling eye, and weak-
ening, and perverting, and depraving all the faculties. Hetice,
the female invalid ceases to throw that interest, animation, ex-

pressiveness, soul, into her looks, action, conversation, &c.
which health would enable her to put forth and impart; \vhile
disease, by rendering her looks more or less haggard and
ghastly, and her intonations sorrowful or hackled, makes thal

repulsive which health would render charming. How much
an animated walk, or ride, or dance, or frolic, &c., promotes
circulation, heightens color and expression, and augments the
tout ensemble of woman’s charms, simply by rallying those '

animal energies which manifest both her Icve and her loveli-

ness
,

and whai this does for beauty tcmyorartlv, health doee
permanently. a
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That the matrimonial, and especiall} 'uaternai,, relations re-

quire and consume a great amount of this vital stamina, is a

fact attested by the experience and observation of all married

women
;
the latter being so 'particularly exhausting that few

retain strength sufficient to re-supply the immense drain, and

fewer still know how, at this period, to economize what little

they have so as to save their constitutions from utter ruin^ and

hence die by thousands after, and in consequence of, having

borne two or three children, and most that survive become fee-

ble or invalid, and therefore lose their charms. Still, there

is nothing in the relations of the wife or mother necessarily in-

jurious to either health or beauty, provided woman has a good

constit ution, and then obeys the laws of life and health
;
but,

instead, all these relations are directly calculated to promote

health, and enhance beauty
;
for never is woman more attrac-

tive in the eyes of her husband and of man, than when fulfil-

ling the maternal relations. But the cares and, too often, the

drudgery of the family, her almost perpetual confinement with-

in doors, her seeing so little company, and, above all, the mise-

rable dietetic and other habits—the worst possible for health

—

of most women, together with other similar causes too nume

rous to mention, and one specified in our supplement, break

down the constitutions of ninety-nine wives and mothers ip

every hundred, efface their beauty, and hasten them and their

charms into premature graves ! Ye wives and daughters of

loveliness, therefore, who would preserve or regain youi

charms, preserve or regain your healthy so that coming years

shall only enhance your beauty and feed the fires of love

with new fuel continually, so that its flames shall grow bright-

er and warmer as life’s happy months fly swiftly on, till ma-

ture years shall crown you with a husband’s whole-souled love,

and a mother’s glory, or, fitted for immortality, green old age

shall fold you up, leaf by leaf, preparatory to that angelic

bloom which fadeth not for ever ! And ye husbands who will,

can preserve, in still increasing freshness, those very charms
»ihich first swelled your heaving bosom with emotions of ten-
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derness and love, till you have no farther occasion for them orr
her who bore them,

^

diminution oj affection too often consequent on mar--
•riage still more effectually blights both the charms and thei
soul of woman. In nine cases or more in every ten, the wife i

IS less beloved than was the sweetheart ; and nothing will fade
the cheek of beauty, harrow the once lovely face with wrin-
kles, relax the elastic motion, cause the sprightly step to falter,
and becloud or obscure all traces of female beauty, as ra-
pidly or as effectually as the loss, or even diminution, of a hus-
band’s affections. Escape her practised eye, her quick-catch-
ing ear, they never can

;
but waken all her fears, blast all her

hopes, blight all her pleasures, necessarily, and always. Nor
need we wonder. Her all is at stake—embarked for lift.
That lost, all is lost beyond recovery, and she compelled to go
down to her grave mourning! Nor is it possible-to comfort
hei. Say, ye blasted flowers of former fragrance and loveli-
ness—care-worn, dispirited, heedless even of life, and prefer-
ring death to a life so completely miserable—what canker-
worm is that which preys perpetually upon your inmost souls ?

Answer ye not 1 Nor need ye renew your griefs by recount-
ing their cause

;
for they are written in doleful characters upon

your furrowed brow, and inscribed in plaintive and forlorn

notes upon your every intonation ! Ye have married, but not -

congenially ! The cooing dove has lost its wonted mate ! Hap-

py if onhj lost! Strayed to another dove-cot! Alienated ! Your
souls transfixed with many sorrows ! Your life so changed

j

from expectation’s happy dreams ! Excluded from all others ! i

Doomed to dwell shut up forever with one whom you regard |
only with complete aversion ! And all this but the m -re /e ,1

ginning of sorrows ! Compelled even to
j
but enough. 9

No wonder that your beauty fades, nor that you drag out a

miserable existence while you live, and die before your time ! I
Nor is this an idle picture, or one of rare occurrence 1 Veiled,

but felt by many a .iving wretch

!
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But, as we shall soon reach, from a- more advantageous

position, the effects, mental and physical, of unrequited love

on both parents and children, we dismiss this subject for one

more congenial. '

SECTION V.

gPIRITUAL LOVE AS COMPARED WITH ANIMAL : ITS OFFICE IN

TRANSMITTING THE MENTALITY.

The mind propagated by means of love. Difference between the

sexes. Statue. Motion. Chirography. Phrenology. Men-
tality. Mental sexuality. Illustrated by magnetism. Reciprocal
attractiveness of this mental endowment of sexes. The heart’s

core of love. Its sanctifying influence on propensity. Illustration.

Spiritual and animal love contrasted. Love develops the mental
and moral faculties. Appeal. Exception. Appeal to man. An
affectionate couple. This spirituality o'’ love subserves a purpose.
Transmits the mentality. Allies man to Angels and to God.

In what, then, consists that love which induces marriage,
and secures offspring? What - onstitutes its component ele-

ments? W^hat are its conditions and fruits, that parents may
both enjoy its sweets themselves, and thereby perfect their pros-

pective children ? Especially, by what instrumentality is mind
transmitted, and soul propagated ?

The answer to this great question, imbodies the one main
flubject matter and gist of our treatise; namely, those states of
mini in parents most productive of moral purity and mental
excellence in offspring. Some means are employed in trans-
mitting the mentality of parentage to progeny analogous to
those already shown as propagating the physiology, °and to
them we now come—an end the most important in terrestrial cre-
ation, and a means the most Divine in character, and pleasur-
able to its possessor! That instrumentality is love. Fully
to expound it, we must first explain the nature, and fu?iia-
mental lato, of that k>ve already shown constitutionally to ac-
company and induce parentage
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Physical gender alone, does not exclusively constitute the

whole of either the masculine or the feminine. Though the

sexes have each the same number of physiological and mental
organs and functions, yet their lemferament and texture^ or

tone of organization differ essentially, and this causes a corres-

ponding difference in the mode of action of their faculties, and,

consequently, of all they say, do, and are. Thus, as seen in the

following samples of the male and female figure, the male is' the

broadest, deepest, and strongest, in the chest; the female the

most fully developed at the hips, from which she tapers each

way, because her mattrna. constitution and relations require

heU
:hf|

3
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much greater concentration of energy here than any where

else* This organic difference causes a difference, clearly per

ccptible, in their movement, walk, gait, &c.
;
those of men na

turally resembling strength
;
of woman, taste and elegance

;

in their chirography, always distinguishable, and by similar

indices
;
in their forms of head and corresponding phrenologi-

cal developments, as seen in the accompanying sample engrav-

ings of the male and female head, which are always distin-

* This principle, coupled with man’s constitutional admiration of

whatever promotes maternity, tells our fashionables, what Parisian

(ashion-mongcrs know full well—that they dress off and fill on»
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No. 11.—Fema.e Head.

guishable from each other; and, conscqm'iitly, in ineir enure

social, intellectual, and moral constitution. Moreover, the

with their plaits and paddings, their extra garments and hip-swell*

ing bustles, their finely wrought and eye-attracting bodice waists, vj

and (to enlarge by contrast,) tight drawn corset, just where good
\
|

looks require apparent development (because maternal) real—a co- W
incidence rather singular. Still, as honesty is the best policy, better

||

substitute fart for fiction by ruESERvrNG the health, and thereby H
pave both these extra “ li.xing.^,’’ and that diminution of love occa- h
sioned by marriage e.vpo.sing the deception. fl
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tone and cast of all their feelings and mental operations, their

respective styles of conversation, composition, &c., differ so

perceptibly and universally that experienced critics, by reading

a few sentences in any unknown work, can determine by

which sex it was penned. Similar remarks apply to the fe-

male sentiment as compared with that of man to her jokes,

retorts, modes of reasoning, religious, and all her other feeling*

and affections, and, indeed, to all her other mental character-

istics as compared with those of man.”’' In short, the mascu-

line and feminine are not contra distinguished from each other

in physical gender more than in that mental and spiritual sex-

uality (we use these appellatives for want of better,) here in-

tended, and which allows and creates that communion and

commingling of the spiritual in man with the spiritual hi wo-

man, which makes “ of them twain one flesh,” constitutes both

love and marriage, and paves the way for parentage—a blend-

ing, however, far better experienced than-described.

The quo modo, or how, of this assimilation, magnetism may

yet fully explain, and even now furnishes an illustration doubt-

less fundamentally correct. Suppose then, as shown to be

probable on p. 24, that this mental entity, or the being and

agent of mind, consists in magnetic fluids, and that those men-

tal fluids of the sexes are, and differ, in accordance with, their

respective characters. Now there is a law^of mind by which

kindred spirits blend and commingle, each as it were holding

the other in solution, as water, sugar, &c., in which all the

particles of each commingle perfectly with all those of the

other. Now is not that inter-communion of kindred spirits which

constitutes love analogous to this commingling of electric and

* That the sexes differ mentally, is enough for our present

purpose. Fully to show wherein, wouid take us too far from our

subject, and will be shown in a forthcoming volume on avoman

—

another illustration of the need of the work announced in the pre-

face, which shall cover the whole ground of man’s social, sexual,

and parental relations.
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other fluids ? Or thus. The man, in his every word, look,

and action, gives ofT of his masculine fluid or mentality, which
his loving consort imbibes, and incorporates with her own,
and vice versa as to woman

;
and hence that lost, lonely, deso-

late, forsaken feeling, as if torn from their own selves, conse-
quent on their separation

j
because both have in fact imparted

of their own mentality or selves, and taken on of that of the
other

;
and hence both their oneness of soul, and their desire

to be with each other.

Moreover
;
these magnetic natures of the sexes have a strong

adaptation, attraction^ or affinity, for that of the opposite, like

the opposite poles ol the magnet for each other, similar to what
we all have for food, air, &c., which induces each to seek the

company of the other, because happy therein. And this mas-
culine mentality, or intellect and soul, has the same affinity for

that of the feminine, and vice versa, which the sexes have for

each other physically—the same inclination, attractiveness, and
drawing towards

;
the same assimilation and connexion, as

well as analogous pleasure therein. Nor is the latter better

adapted to hold that intercourse productive of offspring than

the former to hold that spirituo-sexual communion which con-

stitutes love, and which is quite as essential to the high mental

endowment of children as the other to their physical genera-

tion. Nor is this physical sexuality of each more pleasing or

charming in the eyes of the other, or better calculated to excite

emotions of love, than this their mental sexuality. Indeed.

true love, in its most exalted exercise, appertains mainly to the

latter, and consists in this cohabitation of soul with soul, which

precedes, accompanies, and induces generation, and, constitu-

tionally governs it. It is this spiritual affinity of the mcntai

masculine and feminine for each other, and intercourse there-

with, which constitutes the very imbodimeyit and heart's core

of true love, and encircles this heavenly emotion with such a

halo of holy purity and sacred sweetness. This it is which

makes a man even “ forsake father and mother, and cleave

unto his wife,” and which binds the fond and willing wife te
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her adored husband in those divine bands which absolutely

nothing can sever. This perfect oneness of feeling and con-

fluence of soul
j

this complete solution of every feeling and fa-

culty of each with every feeling and faculty of the other, and

longing for, its attendant spiritual communion, alone consti-

tute true marriage—that divine ordinance which entitles those

who thus love each other to the rites of wedlock.* .Nor

should that intercourse which multiplies our race, he more sex-

ual than mental and spiritual. For the latter, nature has pro-

vided even more amply than for the former, both in having

rendered it more promotive of connubial enjoyment in parents,

and indispensable to the intellectuality and morality of ofT-

spring. Indeed, the latter alone sanctifies the former—alone

is human. All else is vulgar, debasing, and comparatively

insipid, because consisting, as far as mind is concerned, in the

sensual indulgence of a single animal propensity, and there-

fore yielding comparatively but little pleasure, because of the

small amount of brain called into action.

We shall see more fully how effectually love promotes mo-
ral purity in the light of that great law of mind, the sanctify-

ing influence on propensity, of the intellectual and moral fa-

culties. Thus, anger, without reason or object, that is, un-

guided by intellect, and unsanctified by moral sentiment, be-

comes mere brute force and hot-headed passion, which is both
sinful in character and painful to its possessor and all affected

thereby; but that same amount of anger, directed by intellect

upon something deserving indignation, and also converted by
the higher sentiments into moral courage, resistance to wrong,
delcnce of rights, opposition to evil, &c., thereby becomes vir-

tuous in character, and pleasurable to its possessor, and all

concerned, simply because sanctified and directed by the high-
er faculties

;

whose influence ixMly wonderful m purifying
and elevating propensity, and rendering that virtuous and plea-
surable which would otherwse be vicious and painful. But|

* See this point fully proved in Fowler on Matrimony.
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having fully expounded this law in “ Education and Self-Im-

provement," p. 148, and also “Religion,” p. 36, this single

illustration of the sanctifying influence of the higher faculties

over the lower, must suffice here.

To apply this law to love : Let Amativeness combine in ae-

on with the higher faculties—that is, let man love woman for

her goodness, intelligence, fine feelings, and virtues for her

intellectual aiicl moral instead of for her personal beau-

ty; in short, as one with whom to hold this high and holy

communion of kindred spirits, rather than as a mere sexual be

ing calculated to gratify this sensual propensity—and this ex-

alted sentiment will exert a most purifying and elevating influ-

ence over his whole character, conduct, and being
;

because

it fulfils that great law of virtue and goodness just illustrated,

by subjugating his lower propensities to his higher faculties

which elevates as much as its converse (sensual love) degrades,

by subjugating all that is high and godlike in man to low-lived

lust ! The constitutional influence and effect of this love, there-

fore, are to sanctify and subjugate propensity, and devekp the

moral and intellectual Say, ye who have experienced this

holy emotion, has it not exerted this very influence—purifying,

sanctifying, elevating, adorning, perfecting—over your entire

feelings and conduct ? Did it not inspire within you an abhor-

rence°of all sin, and a longing after moral excellence in all its

variety and perfection? Say, ye who now love, be it husband,

or wife, or some unwedded kindred spirit, does this love cor-

r-uvt your souis by inflaming sensual desire? Does it not chas-

ten and subdue them, and spiritualize your whole nature, in-

stead "2 These its effects, disclose its character.
^

But since love dwells in its greatest purity, perfection, and

power’ in the soul of woman, pervading her whole nature, con-

stitulincr its warp and woof, and staple commodity, the. tone and

characrer of her love, and whether it be spiritual or animal,

furnish a touchstone and sample of true love mcomparab y

superior to that furnished by man. Being the very

cuii-n love itself, •.n addition to being endowed with all the
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sexual impulse requisite for parentage, she is our umpire. On
\er verdict rests the issue.

What, then, fair reader, constitutes the leading feature or

3lement of your love? Consists it mainly in a desire for sen-

sual pleasures? Or almost exclusively in luxuriating in this

spiritual repast under discussion? Though your beloved must
belong to the opposite sex, yet does your love center in this his

physical manhood as such? Suppose this done away, and
your pleasures in this respect cut ofi^ his mind remaining the

same, would your love go down, and go out, in consequence ?

Would it -ev'en be essentially weakened thereby ? Somewhat,
perhaps

;
because less perfect, mentally and physically, and

therefore less worthy of being loved
;
but does this his physi-

cal manhood constitute the principal incentive to your love ?

If so, then wouid woman’s love always be in proportion to the
power of this passion in him. Or, is your attachment to this

1 endowment subordinate to your love of his intellectual capa*
bilities and moral excellence ? Which ? This is the one dis

I tinctive question. Your answer is the required verdict.
What, then, is your answer ? That the predominant Ama-

tiveness of a few females, consequent, doubtless, on the sensu-
ality of their parents, may so brutalize their love as to give an
affirmative answer, is admitted

;
but does one well constituted

woman in thousands love her spouse mainly because of the
animal gratification sought by her, and proffered by him? If
80, then will any other human male equally deserve and excite
her love ! This is lust, not love ; and, though it may satisfy
hmes—hurnan included—yet it can never either call out or
feed the higher elements of her godlike nature. The existence
ofsuch brutes in human form, is not denied. Abandoned women
are such. But do they either constitute the mass, or fairly repre-
sent their sex in this particular? Nay, more: Are they its
^ry perfection and glory? Are they not its very scum?Which? This is question. Answer it, woman, truly—
without prudishness on the one hand, or lasciviousness on the
0 her—but just as it •• l.nc.ause science demands the truth
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We will not frame your answer for you, but leave you to an-

swer practically in your various circles and general conduct.

That your love is more animal and less spiritual than it should

be, is admitted
;
but we have remarks in reserve on this sub-

ject, and its procuring causes.

Man, too, carries within the inmost recesses of his own soul
|

a sponsor to this spirituality of true love
;

less in degree, but I

kindred in character. Let memory bear the hallowed testi- I

mony touching the sexuality, or spl ituality, of your first whole-

souled and tender passion. As ya.» partook, day by day, of

this mental repast, did it not satisfy you fully ? As you im-

bibed, for hours together, those lovely looks, soft accents, and

melting intonations, which literally ravished your very soul,

did you brutalize this holy converse by contemplating and

loving her mainly as your prospective partner in sensual in-

dulgeace ? These recollections of “ love’s young dreams” are

my vouchers, and the almost universality of their spirituality

in all well organized persons of both sexeo—and this spiritual-

ity of love increases with the perfection of that of the organization
j

puts the doctrine of this section—of this volume—completely

beyond the reach of doubt or cavil. Testify, ye who have ne-

ver yet forgotten, who never can forget, the holy spell of your

first mature and whole-souled affection: Was it the persond'

beauty and physical sexuality of your adored one that you

;

mainly loved? Did you even once think of him or her as a'

' male or female merely, or as calculated to gratify your carn?'-

ity mainly? Profanation, the very thought! The farthest

possible from your inmost souls, and most repugnant thereto

!

You sought communion, but was it sexual only as a secondarv <

accompaniment ?

Reader, there are those who have loved each other’s spirits,

instead of their persons—carnality, as such, having “ neither f

part nor lot” in this holy union of their inner natures, not even J

enough to move its correspondent, but as one with w'hom tOJ

hold that angelic communion of kindred spirits which consli-
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tales love, but banishes lust ! Their love was as immaculate

as that of the spirits of light—as ethereal as the converse of an-

gels in heaven ! It was indeed the very distillings of heaven*

ly bliss

—

was that bliss itself! The very ground on which

they walked and loved was consecrated

—

hallowed^ by this sa-

r.red emotion 1 How it quickened to new life, and etherealized,

their every feeling, every aspiration, every element of life, and

inhanced its every function 1 Oh 1 crown of life 1 Thou life

rrsELF I Oh 1 blessed memory I Most blessed reality 1 A
:oramon life-time for a day like this I

But, WHY this most intense action and confluence of all the

ietter, higher^ holier feelings and aspirations of our na lures
;

this combination and concentration of every function of the

the body, every faculty of the mind, every element of our en-

tire being ? In order to their transmission to offspring !

A sentiment thus imbodying the very climax of both Divine
Causation, and human happiness—so glorious in itself, so
fraught throughout with the most consummate enjoyment mor-
tals can taste this side of heaven—was not created in vain.
Nor merely for its n \ ri sake. It subserves some divine pur-
pose. It fills so otherwise vacuum in human nature; and
one, too, every way commensurate with its heavenly constitution.
That magnificent purpose is the intellectual endowment and
the moral perfection of mankind. But for the employment of
some instrumentality, selfacting, and always efficient, here one,
and there another, of man’s moral faculties would have been
wanting, and man a brute! But the tendency of nature be-
ing to perfect all her works, man especially, and his intellec-
tuality and morality constituting the crowning elements of
human nature, their transmission, and in that supremacy re-
quired to guide and govern the animal, becomes indispensable,
-even a sine qua non—io both his well-being in this life, and
ms endowment with that spiritual holy entity which lives
with God beyond the grave ! This mentality, spirituality, and
immortal. t« which ally him to angels and to God, it is the
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one distinctive office of this spiritual love in parents to impart

to offspring—their perfection and power in the latter being

proportionate to this its spiritual sire in parentage. While

sexual love, as such, transmits the bodily organs and ani-

mal functions, it remains for this spiritual love to call forth

into the most delightful and intense action possible, the entire

intellectual and moral nature of parents, preparatory, and in

order, to its conferring on man this boon of angels^ this “ image

and likeness” of God
;
besides purifying and sanctifying the

animal by the ascendency of the moral, and guiding all by

reason. And it is this combined and concentrated, as well as

high-wrought, inter-communion of every physical, every

intellectual, every moral element and function of humanity in

generation as it is by constitution, which renders the pleasure

attendant on this double repast so indescribably exalted and be-

atific to those who spiritually love each other, or in pro-portion

thereto
;

besides being the only means of augmenting and per-

fecting the intellectuality and morality of its product—redoubling

more and more as its handmaid love becomes more and more

perfect, and thereby enhances, and also unites, in this holy al-

liance, faculty after faculty, till finally, when both love and ge-

neration have their perfect, and of course united, work, they

eiiiurace within the wide range of their sanctified enjoyment,

every animal, every intellectual, every moral, organ and func-

ion, and element of man’s entire constitution ! And herein

consists their power to sway the weal and wo of parents, and

to propagate the godlike mentality of man ! Behold, oh an-

gels, and admire, both the origin and the instrumentality of

man’s spiritual brotherhood with yourselves!— what means

he, in holy concert with cherubim and seraphim, is destined

to sing eternal praise to his and your God, and to study with

you forever the attributes and wonderful works of the Infinite

and Eternal Spirit and Father of all that has been, is, and

shall be, for ever ! Oh, blessed brotherhood 1 More bless-

ed destiny ! Most blessed instrumentality LOVE '

!



SECTION VI.

DIVINITY OF MATRIMONY : "TS DUAI.ITY
]
CARNALITY INSIPID AND

pXINFUL
;

MORAL PURITY AND MORAL REFORM
;

FEMALE PAS-

SION
j
FEMALE S.ANCTITY MAn’s SPECIAL CARE; THE ABAN-

DONED, AND THEIR TREATMENT
;
TEST OF LOVE,

Inferences. Divinity of Matrimony. Love constitutional. Uni-
versal. Matrimony equally so. It perfects mankind. Bachel-
ors. Maidens. Matrimony Dual. Love Dual. Over-rates

its object. Matrimony and its rites dual. Carnality insipid and
painful. Chastity constitutional. Nature seeks our good. In-
terdicts promiscuous pleasures. Error corrected. Appeal. Mo-
ral Purity and Moral Reform. Chastity imbodies hymeneal
pleasure. This the motive of moral purity. Reciprocated affec-

tion prevents licentiousness. Disappointed affection causes it.

Purse-proud parents. Crime of interrupting love. Female
Passion. Its relative strength. A paradox explained. Concomi-
tance of person and affection. Female Sanctity Man’s special
CARE. Power of woman’s love. Instituted for man’s good. Base-
ness of effecting her ruin thereby. Appeal. Man the aggressor.
Abandoned Woman, and her Reform. Depraved, bui sisters
of humanity. Reform diifcult, but not hopeless. To be effected
by forgiveness, not casting them off. Prevention. Test of Love.
Advice to young women. Sudden love, animal. Carnality or
spirituality of love.

Consequent on this vital truth of the spirituality of love,

several important inferences require exposition before applying
it more specifically to the promotion of connubial love and hu-
man improvement.

MATRIMONY A DIVINE INSTITUTION.

This element of love is primitive and constitutional. I
foims a constituent part and parcel of man’s very nature. This
cerebral organ and accompaniments are as universally deve-
loped as the hands, or head, and its mental faculty is as inse-
parable from the human mind as self-defence or love of life.
Nor can its spontaneous promptings be annulled any more
than appetite, or set aside by any possibility whatever. Man
must love sometime, and woman, a/way# after fully enrobed in
the garments of womanhood. No man or woman lives thirty
years without becoming thoroughly imbued with this divine
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eRiotion. It intercepts the life’s pathway of every human oe-

ing. Rather, is that sun of lift whose all-pervading light

must be seen bj a//, and whose genial warmth all must e±D»

rience. Nc frigid soul exists,

“ From Greenland’s icy mountains.

To India’s coral strand,’’

unmelted by its beams. No “ nation, or kindred, or tongue,’*

or individual, “ under the whole heaven,” can either put it out,

or put it off

hove being thus constitutional and universal—a constituent

element of man’s very nature—matrimony of course becomes

equally so
;
because, merely its natural terminus, and the only

state in which it can be legitimately perfected. Hence, matri-

mony is an institution of nature and of nature’s God. Th'i

position is self-evident, and requires neither argument nor am
plification.

Still more: Its presence is a necessary ingredient in human

perfectic-;! and happiness. As any one born blind, or maimed,

is sadly deficient, and still more so if bereft of reason, or speech,

or taste, or memory
;
because destitute of a constituent element

«jf humanity and capacity for enjoyment; so whoever lacks

this sentiment, or does not exercise it, is mentally deficient or

deformed, idiocy of love being as great a blemish as that of rea-

son, or memory, or devotion, or self-preservation. Other things

being equal, the perfection and the happiness of every human

beingareproportionate to the power, the purity, and the right

exercise of this heaven-born sentiment. The unmarried may

be virtuous, may be happy, in the other departments of their

nature, but must be either inactive or depraved in this, and

therefore less happy in all the others. They neither ful-

fil their destiny, nor link themselves into that great chain of

human succession by which all mankind are woven into one

common brotherhood
;
but are cut off from all the joys of pa-

rentage, and unconnected with posterity. Bachelors especial-

ly must allow the comparatve torpidit\ of their connubial and
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parental elements, and the consequent diminution of energy in

all their other faculties, and comparative insipidity of life, its

motives, and objects, or else pervert them all. Hence, they

rank far lower in the scale of being and estimation than

their true sphere in other respects
;

because, wherein con-

sists excellence, except in living up to our natures? Nor have

they the shadow of a valid excuse. Accordingly, they are

less esteemed, and of less account in society, whilst the mar-

ried feel that their domestic relations add dignity, weight,

responsibility, and tend lo elevate their characters and stand-

ing
;

and hence feel more like men and women after mar-

riage than before. Nor can the maiden exert that influence,

or eflect that good, or obtain that measure of happiness, secur-

ed by marriage
;

still, the present usages of society forbid her

taking other than a passive part in consummating these rela-

tions: but of this in another connexion.

MATHIMONY DUAL.

Nor does this love roam unrestrained abroad, sipping its

sweets from every beautiful flower. Duality is its very na-
ture. It centers on a single object, not on scores. Say, ye
who have loved : Did that first mature affection described in the
lust section, diffuse itself over the opposite sex in general, or
did it select and hover over one individual in particular, whom
it regarded as its choicest flower, its very beau ideal of perfec-

tion ? Can that man be found whose first spiritual love was
not individualized? Still, since woman is as much better qua-
lified than man to decide all matters appertaining to the nature
of love as she is more affectionate, here also she becomes our
umpire. Woman, what say you ? Did the first goings forth
of this holy emotion embrace all men? Preposterous! Ut-
terly repugnant I True in no solitary instance. It selected
One in particular, preferred above all others, in whom it dis-

covered beauties and virtues amply sufficient to sate its widest
range of desire. Where is the well constituted man or woman
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whose experience does not tally with this exclusive individual-

ity of love? And there are thousands—ay, nearly all, in

their young love—who gladly give and take the pledge of “ sin

gle blessedness” in case their mutual union should fail of con

summation. And the very best specimens of love, feel the

transfer of their affections to be too great a sacrilege to perpe-

trate, and hence shut themselves out of the kingdom of matri-

monial and parental felicity, solely on account of this instinc-

tive constancy of love to one object, and its native repugnance

to any other partner in its love. Reader, tallies not thy expe-^

rience with this doctrine of love’s duality? And did it not re-

quire a mighty effort to break from its desired consummation ?

Nor, unless insuperable barriers had intervened to prevent the

consummation of this dual recip 'ocity, could you have .'sunder-

ed its exclusive ties, and given your love to another.

Again ; Is not the natural tendency of love, always to over-

look faults and magnify virtues, and thus come to regard its

object better than all others, and therefore more lovely ? Ask

any truly devoted husband, or wife, or lover, if they do not in-

finitely prefer their own favorite over all others ? Just hear

them extol their virtues. Hear them commend even their

/aiiZis—faults in fact, but converted by love into excellencies.

It is human nature to prefer our own^ be it even inferior, and

love always, and constitutionally, selects its mate, whom it ap-

propriates to itself, and this partiality and individuality increases

with the purity and intensity of love.'

* To attempt to “ cut out ” others in love matters, is ihe very

worst possible species of robbery; because, in regard to no other

thing is either the strength of the feeling of “ mine,” or the validity

of the claim, or the worth of the object, at all comparable to this.

Much more wicked and contemptible when tlie offender, as is gene-

rally the case, does it out of mere devilment, without once intend-

ing to marry where he supplants ;
but breaking up the aifections

of” both ! Such, however, always have their reward. Woman

commits this sin less often than man, yet I know the woman, who.

though loving and beloved, aic merely to eclipse a rival belle.
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But why amplify or argue a point attested by the perpetual

experience of every virtuous mind ? Who does not H:noze> and

feel that spiritual love lights upon a single object in which it

becomes completely engrossed, and to which wholly devoted ?

Not to have experienced this exclusiveness, is not to have loved
j

and not to have observed its universality, is not to nave seen

what is always apparent. As well argue that two and two

make four, as that love constitutionally becomes dualized and

exclusive.

And if love, of course matrimony, which is both its consum-
mation and home; marriage being but the outer garment of
what love is the inner man and constituent ingredient. Though
this point is most important as determining scientifically and
finally the momentous question of the duality of this alliance,

and, by consequence, the exclusiveness or promiscuousness of

that function to which it entitles, yet it need not be argued, be-

cause only the necessary inference or summary of our entire

subject.

This duality of marriage and its rites are still farther sealed

5y nature as her ordinance over both polygamy and promis-
cuous concubinage, by her requiring both parents to rear an I

educate its products, the father to provide, the mother to nurse
and train. For her to allow the parents of one child, each
to unite with others, and still again with others, in the parent-
age of other children, would be to divide every house against
itself, by bringing together into the same family all sorts of con-

courted and married her rival’s beau, but who now thoroughly loathes
and cordially hates her husband, refuses the marriage rights, and
leads a most wretched life (nor is he much less miserable,) solely
because she violated the laws of love just to supplant her rival
“ Served right.” Nor have I ever known the individual who com-
mitted this wicked deed, afterwards to live happily in wedlock
“Good enough for them.” All who can consent to do it are proi
balLy t.H,deprave.l to be nappy. The mark of Cain is on them all.
argots transfixed by the unorring shafts of nature’s violated law.
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flicting- dispositions and interests, to engender implacable
jealousy and hatred betweea different sets of parents and chil-

dren, and to annul that law of nature by which we love our
own children, and delight to provide lot them, but not those ol

others. Nothing but this duality of parentage—all the chil-

dren of either parent being by the other—will secure that

concord between parents, and that suitable rearing of children,

so essential to both domestic happiness and the continuance of

jur race. In the sexes being about equal in number, and, in

a variety o£ ways, does nature dictate as clearly as that we
should eat, or breathe, that both marriage and its intercourse

should occur only between two individuals of opposite sexes as

long as both live.

CARNALITY INSIPID AND PAINFUL.

Now since that function which perpetuates our race is but

love perfected, so that the laws of love of course govern this

function, this duality and exclusiveness of love not only renders

marriage equally so, but also restrict this function to the one

individual beloved. No species of proof can establish any
point more clearly than nature has thus demonstrated the ex-

clusive duality and restriction of this indulgence. Restriction

however, is not appropriate We are not restricted from eat-

ing stones, or swallowing poison. To follow the ordinances

of nature is neither restriction nor selfsacrlfice, but our own
highest happiness. In allotting us but one connubial partner,

nature does not imprison us with this one, but promotes our

own happiness thereby, in securing that exaltation of pleasure

consequent on both spiritual love and all the joys of parentage,

neither of which this promiscuousness allows. Our primitive

constitution is all right, and the most perfectly adapted possible

to subserve our own highest ’happiness
;
so that limiting these

pleasures to the sacred pale of wedlock, is the very way, and

only way, to perfect them, and enjoy them in their highest

•tate of f>'uition. Nature’s ordinances are not arbitrary
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Her interdiction of both libertinism and carnality is based in
man’s own inttrests—in the greatest earthly good of parents,
of children, of mankind at large. Nor do the laws of chas-
tity and virtue derive their main sanction from either the civil
code, or even the Book of morals and religion, but from that
fundamental arrangement of man’s very constitution of which
both are only transcripts—a source as high as the throne of
God, and compared with the sacredness of which all human
kw IS but as a leaf in autumn, or as a sand upon the sea shore.
Chastity is inscribed on man’s innermost soul by this exclu
siveness oflove; and since nature invariably rewards all obe-
dience to her laws, as well as punishes their infractions, she
will neither postpone the pleasures of continence nor the pen-
alty of carnality

;
but, in . and by the very act of our living in

vmuous wedlock, bestows upon us the greatest possible o^monot
of even hymeneal, as well as connubial and parental pleasures •

whereas the sensualist, in and by the very breach of this lavv
of his primitive constitution, both curtails the very pleasures ofhymen sought, and incurs all the direful penalties df violated
na ural law Nor can he possibly be happy even in his car-
ality merely. His very sensuality itself renders him misera-

ble 1 0 be happy he must live in accordance with his nature •

a IS, must partake of his hymeneal repasts exclusively withinhe narrow enc osure of virtuous wedlock. There akne canthey be truly pleasurable, and all pleasure, and limited cnlv
y hjs capacities for enjoyment. If promiscuous indulgencihad been more promotive of human hanninooo fV. •

nature would have frovM therefor Td
*“'’7

but her iuterdictiu.’it h, thie e.ct:;: Ifl™ 'V

^ure doee o’urXsu^^sr"that even a Goo could invent or execute m
^ all

does He not know what will render us
knowing, not also rk.? In case unbridi dT
enjoyment than wedlock, wiuld He not\’ have incorporated it
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among the institutions of our very nature, so as even io coinpdl

It? Contracted his views of things who expects pleasure ini

violating an ordinance of his being; that is, in licentiousness..

Ignorant, they who do not know that virtue is bliss
;
and

miserable, whr do not live accordingly.

Let then the libertine revel in his lustful, and therefore com- •

naratively tasteless, pleasures, so soon to become the gall of
‘

bitterness to his inmost soul ! Let the abandoned prostitute i

herself foi gold—for a living even—but, while the world stands,

will the bed of lust be comparatively insipid, even for the time

being,* besides ultimately torturing the body and polluting the

soul! Mistaken they, who expect happiness in either promis-

cuous indulgence or unbridled licentiousness. Partial and

temporary they may sometimes afford, only to fill a lifetime

with unmitigated sorrow. How completely foolish the sen-

sualist ! Blasting the very pleasures he seeks 1 Bartering the

most luxurious apple of paradise, for the green, bitter, and

poisonous grape of lust I Virtuous love and wedlock, so far

from curtailing even the sexual gratification he seeks, would

unspeakably enhance it, and are even indispensable to its full

fruition
;

because then, his Amativeness would both co-operate

with intellect and moral sentiment, so essential to its sanctified

pleasures, and also fulfil an ordinance of his nature; whereas

now, it is compelled either to act independently of both, or

else in their very teeth, and thus to violate his nature; for

the moment his higher faculties are exercised, they interdict

its cravings, except governed by that spiritual love which limits

them to one beloved object. Oh 1
pitiable victim of carnality,

if thou but knewest what a heavenly birthright thou hast lost

—squandered for a paltry “ mess of pottage,”—thou wouldst

indeed repent and reform! Pleasure in thy carnality thou

wilt never find ! But holy love yields it in quantity commen-

* Milton has well said, that the embrace of liarlots is tasteless.

The context and previous section show why, namely, because it

(rratdies so small a portion of the faculties, and poisons all.
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surate with thy utmost capacity for its enjoyment, and in

quality the most delicious morsel thou canst taste on earth

!

But thou art wandering from it, and incapacitating thyself for

partaking thereof Would to God and thine own soul, thou

knewest that on this spiritual love grows the very pleasures thou

seekest. And ah ! thoughtless youth, yet unloving and unloved,

neither the gold of Ophir, nor the treasures of Egypt, nor the

crown of the whole world, nor any, nor all, other blessings

combined, at all compare in value with the experience of vir-

tuous love, in place of raging, torturing lust ! Fulfil this spirit-

ual and dual condition of love and hymeneal pleasure, and a

world of perfection and bliss will it shower down upon thyself,

and thy companion, and thy children ! And let those who

would literal^ revel all their lives without satiety in enjoyments

the most luxurious this side of heaven, duly govern and sanc-

tify this passion.

MORAL PURITY, AND MORAL REFORM.

No man or woman thoroughly indoctrinated with this cardi-

nal truth of the spirituality of love and greatest pleasure of vir-

tue, can become or remain licentious. To know and feel that

it alone embodies even sexual pleasure in its most perfect frui-

tion, in addition to all its other luxuries, will root out sensual-

ity and substitute moral purity. It will bury lust by convert-

ing into virtuous and therefore happy love, what sinful pas-

sion perverts and therefore renders miserable. It will quench

those raging fires of sensuality which consume both soul and

body together, and light up instead that sacred flame of moral

purity which sanctifies the soul. Men do not love misery.

By a law of their very being, they shrink therefrom. They seek

happiness^ constitutionally, and universally
;
and as instinctively

shun both suffering and its cause as they do the envenomed

viper
;
and for the same reason. They therefore simply require

to realize that sensuality always and necessarily induces mis-

ery, whereas virtuous love imbodies all the pleasures even of

Hymen, invarably to seek the latter and shun the former,
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Anticipated enjoyment is their only motive for sinning. Hence

let them fully realize, in their inmost souls, that spiritual love

alone yields in perfection the very pleasure sought, but that

sensuality is misery, and they could never consent either to

inflict this self-torture on the one hand, or on the other, to rob

themselves of hymeneal pleasure. Pure selfishness—the hap-

piness of virtuous love and the misery of vice—these ad homi-

ntm incentives are the great practical motives urged so feel-

ingly upon us by our Heavenly Father to entice, compel us to

choose virtue and avoid sin
;
besides being more efficacious than

all others combined
;
those drawn from eternity not excepted.

We can neither drive men by law, nor shame them by expo-

sure, as effectually as entice them by this cow^Z^ic^reaching

motive of self-interest.

Reciprocated affection stiii more effectually subserves

moral purity, while interrupted love is the principal cause

of moral pollution in all its forms—a doctrine completely es-

tablished by the entire constitution of love, its exclusiveness

m particular. As long as this spiritual love is reciprocated, so

long both parties are perfectly satisfied with each other. Nei-

ther wishes to reciprocate one single item of love with any

other, but both regard a change of objects as moral treason in

its worst aspect, and infidelity as sacrilege, than which absolutely

nothing is more utterly abhorrent, because a breach of the most

sacred°relations of the soul. As long as the affections remain

reciprocated, neither has the least occasion to stray abroad, be-

cause completely satisfied at home. Until that exclusiveness

of love already shown to constitute its leading condition, is in-

terrupted, it almost virtue by discerning desirableness in

no other’ and regarding all perfection as centering in their

dearly beloved. But, this holy spell broken, temptation now

takes effect, whereas before it could not be admitted even to a

hearings because the whole soul, already completely pre-occu-

pied by love, was perfectly shielded throughout against all

desire of another love
;
much more against seeking to enjoy

Its foreign repast. As long as the human soul remains bound
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up in its first bundle of devotedness, so long the temptations

of even a Joseph can take no manner of effect. If my all de-

pended on the continence of a thousand youth of both sexes,

as long as their reciprocated affections were fanned by frequent

endearments or cherished by anticipated marriage, I should

feel perfectly safe as regards them all, even if they were sur-

rounded by all the allurements of a lascivious world
;
because

reciprocated love is a perfect antidote of passion. For lovers

to seek foreign indulgence while warmed by the sacred fires

of reciprocated affection, is morally impossible, and a mental

anomaly. But this barrier, love’s chief protection, swept

away, not one in hundreds but could be enticed to make ship-

wreck of virtue, and defile the soul. Before, this sun of love

excluded from, the enchanted vision every star of beauty, itself

alone worshipped with exclusive and devoted homage
;
but

this sun set, star after star of unhallowed passion rises on this

same horizon, and lures from virtue’s sacred pathway. Even

high-toned moral principle, though it may sometimes prevent

transgression in deed, yet cannot so completely shut out all for-

eign desire as to prevent the sin of the soul. The cravings

of unrequited love sigh in secret for some kindred

spirit on whom to lavish its gushing though bleeding ten-

derness. Spontaneous, and therefore no more to be kept at

bay by force of will than appetite, or memory
;
this element hun-

gers and thirsts, not primarily for mere carnal gratification, but

mainly for this spiri^wo-sexual communion of our subject, robbed

of which in the interruption of its first love, it naturally seeks

elsewhere. Lie dormant after once awakened 1 Never, any

more than any other primary faculty. That licentious young

man fell in and by the interruption of his affections
;
and every

daughter of infamy was first ravished in soul, and then either

cared naught what became of her person, or else sought in

passion what she was denied in virtue. Know you the hus-

band who does not cordially love his wife, if he does not love

and go abroad, it is not for want of desire, and he who does

go abroad, is not perfectly cordial at home
;
because connubial
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Dliss effectually kills all wandering desires. So, too, it is not

difficult to gain the affections of that woman who lives unhap-

pily with her man, or who has experienced interruptions, be-

cause all alive with susceptibility and panting for reciprocity

;

ani they obtained, her person falls an easy sacrifice, unless

prevented by a mighty effort of self-restraint. Nor can that

man or woman be found who has been induced to practise

this iniquity before their affections were blasted. Who ever knew

any one become lewd while their first love was nurtured by a

prospect of marriage ? The annals of moral pollution furnish

no such record, whereas every son and daughter of vileness

will be found to have become inflamed by passion in and by

interrupted love. Bear the painful testimony, ye carnally

minded men, and ye lascivious women. Was not this the

wide gate that opened you into “ the broad road ” of depravity?

Upon the unhallowed records of passion, upon universal obser-

vation and experience, we rest this dreadful issue.

If this great practical truth, that disappointed love is the prin-

cipal cause of carnality in all its forms, in all its heinousness,

requires farther proof, it has it in that constitutional law of love,

that the person naturally goes with the affections. That func

tion instituted to perpetuate our race, is but the ultimatum

and the constitutional accompaniment of love. But for this

union, love would not promote offspring any more than

memory, or devotion, nor effect any end whatever
;
whereas

the constitutional union of love with this function, renders

propagation certain. Love being thus indigenous in all, and

then tending directly to induce this parental function, almost

compels man to fulfilthis natural duty and destiny of multiply-

ing his race. Explain on any other ground, the bridal sacri-

fice on the altar of love, of what is held dearer than life, and

consequent cheerful submission to what otherwise native mod-

esty would generally repel. Spiritual love is Matrimony,

and entitles to its prerogatives.* Linked together in the great

* Matrimony, wedlock, and kindred terms, are used throughout

the work as synonymous with the spiritual love of sec. v.. without
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chain of G^d's works, they become joint-partners and co work-

ers in that g’reat and indispensable work of multiplying our

race. But why argue a point as self-evidently an ordinance

of nature as that the affections and person go legitimately to-

gether, and thus overcome that otherwise insuperable barrier

of instinctive modesty thrown by nature around every well

constituted youth, by familiarizing its subjects to the opposite

sex, thereby taking the castle of virtue otherwise impreg-

nable?

Candid reader, is not this the correct philosophy, and the

actual fact? Learn, then, and practise the great practical

lesson it teaches, of bestowing the affections only where the.

person also may be lawfully surrendered for life, and thereby

quell all the soul-polluting cravings of incontinence, and se

cure all the felicity of wedlock.

The inference now becomes obvious and most forcible, that

man will never be virtuous as long as he thus “ courts by the

quarter,” and loves “ here a little and there a little nor wo-

man, as long as her affections are thus wantonly rifled. To
break off the loving pair, is virtually to convert their love into

lust
;
and yet purse-proud parents—some who even pray for,

the least regard to the presence or absence of the legal ceremony,
which is only its public acknowledgment merely, not its constituent

element, nor any way essential, pro or con, to its integrity. If, and
as far as, it is created by the civil law or ceremony, is it a human
institution merely, and a legislative foot-ball of passion or dogma-
tism

; whereas our doctrine places it on ground as infinitely higher
as the Law of God is more obligatory and sacred than human
legislation. As long as the legal ceremony is allowed to make and
break marriage, so long, as in licentious France, will the legal hus-
band possess the dowry of the wife, (?) and her gallant, her person.
Those who make property.matches for their children and wards,
perpetrate matrimonial sacrilege, and legalize carnality; while
those who interdict affianced lovers, separate “ what God hath joined
together” in that holy covenant of nature which marries its votaries
and entitles to its rights independently of law and in its very teeth.
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and give to the Moral Reform cause—are thereby ruining

the moral purity of their own children by the wretched thou

sand. The prevalence of licentiousness is both the witness,

and the legitimate and necessary product, of this co-extensive

blighting of love
;
because, love constituting matrimony, the

interruption of the former is an infraction of the laws of the

latter, the legitimate punishment of which is licentiousness.

Mete penalty for so great a crime, and following directly in its

wake. No crime, not even murder, is greater than breaking

these matrimonial relations
;

for frequently it either takes the

life of its broken-hearted victim, or else, worse than a thousand

deaths, plunges into infamy and wo! No penalty, therefore,

should be greater
;
and, accordingly, what is more fearful than

the wages of this sin ? The sanctum sanctorum of humanity pol-

luted and trodden into the dust I The flood-gates of every species

of wickedness hoisted 1 Pandora’s box of physical and moral

malady opened upon man 1 And all only the natural conse-

quences and penalties of trifling with connubial love—that

most sacred element of our nature! Would that mankind

duly estimated this consecrated emotion, and trifled with it no

more than with death! That they considered its violation,

what indeed, it is, tlie crime of all crimes, because the greatest

destroyer of human happiness, and incendiary of human pas-

sion !

Laborers in the glorious cause of moral purity ! our subject

lays out your course of procedure. It tells you to say less about

licentiousness as such^ and more against this almost universal

flirtation and coquetry of both sexes. These are the chief

causes—the great maelstroom ofmoral impurity. Remove them.

and their effects will cease. Prevent them, and then properly

direct and sanctify the affections of both married and single,

and one generation will bury this vice in all its forms, and

substitute moral purity therefor. And just in proportion as

you effect the former, will you thereby accomplish the latter

;

whereas other efforts comparatively but lop.ofTthe branches of

this deep-rooted and wide-spread tree of human corruption
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and wo, while this lays the axe at its very root—an infallible

prevention, and a specific cure.

FEMALE PASSION

Womafi is freely accused of being the Eve of licentiousness,

and at heart no better than she ought to be, lacking only due

temptation to prove frail. The prevalence of this, or a kindred

sentiment, even among the moral and enlightened, is a matter

of surprise, and so general as to require canvass.

Woman’s endowment with this passion is admitted. Other-

wise, she would be shorn of every female charm—^bereft of a’l

the loveliness of section iv., and barren of all the love of section

V.
;
as well as incapable of fulfilling the only end and object of

her female constitution
;
and therefore a mere cipher in creation.

But for this endowment in her, where would our race soon be ?

But its relative strength—this if the question. Touching
it, be Phrenology the judge, and its experienced practitioners

the witnesses: Testify—Is not this organ smaller relatively

in her than in man? This is the inductive observation of the

author, which his extensive practice entitles to some consideiv

ation
j
nor has he seen the practitioner whose observations

have led him to a different conclusion. With it, that descrip-

tion of her love already given, coincides. Constitutionally,

therefore, she is more virtuous and less passionate than man.

Still she often sins. Females in high repute for virtue and
propriety, sometimes surprise us by elopement, or premature
maternity, or throw themselves away on a sensual vaga-
bond

;
and not a few allow liberties construed by man into

indices of wantonness
;
while very many ply the enticing arts

of courtship with an assiduity an 1 earnestness evincing a pretty
strong desire for wedlock. Ah this and much more is set

down to the score of female passion or infidelity, and the 'dame
of her own fall, as well as ni’ich of man’s sensuality, is charged
on tempting Eve
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But, is not this female fra''.lty, and even the occasional paradox

, of truly excellent women becoming fascinated, perhaps seducei,

by men known to be corrupt, all explained on the ground of

that concomitance of love and person already shown to be both

a law of love, and the instrumentality of multiplying our race?

Woman’s affections once enlisted, her peison is too often sur-

rendered at discretion
;
but she cannot possibly be seduced ex-

ceptyou first gain her lov(!. Testify, ye whose experience, vir-

tuous or vicious, qualifies you to judge. Was virgin purity

ever first to proffer or solicit pleasure? Independently of love,

anu her affections have been called out, have you ever

found her tne enticer? Never. Produce the solitary case.

Nor would a thousand cases criminate the sex, nor any thing

short of their constitutional wantonness before having loved or

“known man.” Besides being the universal aggressor, man

is obliged, in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases in every

thousand, to break her into the harness of passion by dint of

both stratagem and perseverance. True, when thus broken,

she often pays him back in his own coin
;
but our inquiry re-

lates to her natural bias. Proffer sexual pleasure at first if

you dare, and she will both spurn it, and despise you. Take

liberties before you get her love, and you “ catch a Tartar.”

Nothing equally rouses her deep indignation, her implacable

haired. But that once enlisted, she tolerates what would other-

wise be utterly repulsive
;

partly because, though deeply pained

by your conduct, her love throws the mantle of charity over

your faults, and partly because, where she loves, compliance

and a disposition to oblige are as natural as breathing. Be-

cause she lacks sufficient firmness to resist, and yields to your

importunities mainly out of kindness, (though she would infi-

nitely prefer propriety,) you think your liberties acceptable,

condemn her as wanton, and proceed with increased boldness;

little realizing that her apparent passivity, perhaps even reci-

procity, is. far more likely to result from her strong native,

(though in this cai?e unjustifiable) disposition to oblige, and dif-

ticultv of resisting those she loves, instead of from carnality.
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Especially this dalliance of Benevolence at first, too often en-

lists her own feelings, and this sacrifices virtue. And now, wo-

man, I appeal ; Does not this tally with your own conscious-

ness, and cause and account for some of your derelictions,

otherwise unaccountable even to yourselves ? Depraved man,

are you willing to effect her ruin by means of this her native

kindness ? Bear in mind, that often, generally^ she simply

tolerates from kindness what she has too little sternness to

resist.

FEMALE SANCTITY MAN’s SPECIAL CARE.

But, man should give woman no occasion to govern '"’^'ler

her person or her love. Well married, she would have none

;

nor any before a suitable age for marrying. Properly deve-

lop and direct her affections by giving her a suitable, season-

able object, and not one in tens of thousands could be seduced

by any possibility whatever. While ripening into marriage,

or concentrated on a husband, that exclusiveness of love al-

ready demonstrated absolutely precludes the possibility of her

fall. But, break this off, and her affections will shoot out in

some other direction. Arrest their primitive flow, and they

will seek another channel, because, flow they must. Death

alone can stop them, and doubtless -only opens them into the

rivers of eternity ! This overwhelming power of woman’s love

alone fits her to become the wife and mother. What would she

be without them 1 A drone. Even less, because of no service

in her feminine capacity as such. But, behold how they exalt

her nature ! See how they transform her from nothing to a

terrestrial angel. At least, this devotedness of her love ren-

ders her the most perfect work of creation’s Architect. Could

an angel’s power of speech portray the exaltation added to her

nature by this single endowment? Is itgod-like to “ love our

enemies,” and “ return good for evil ” ? Behold her ! cling-

ing even to her betrayer with a devotedness bordering on ma-

nia ' Min ’ and body a complete wreck, effected by arts how-
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evei diabolical ! so that one would expect her to arm herself

with fiendish vengeance, and drink his heart’s blood; yet, be-

hold her fondly embracing him, and still delighting to serve

him, even to the utmost that complete devotedness can possibly

devise ! Keeping sleepless vigils night and day over his sick

bed ! Seizing and making every opportunity to load him with

perpetual kindness ! Closing her ears to whatever is uttered

against him ! Blind to his faults, though as palpable as Egyp-

tian darkness
;
and pertinaciously defending him, though as

black with crime, committed even against herself, as a devil

incarnate! Utterly regardless of self! and patient under all

the misery she suffers, because inflicted by him! Yet devoted

still ! ! Ay, even completely wrapped up in him, and meekly

enduring any and every torture he inflicts! Oh, woman! thy

love is indeed a marvel 1 Could angels more than requite

such evil with such good ?

But, if all this transpires in the green tree, what shall not be

done in the dry ? If she can thus love and thus bless even her

betrayer, and a human fiend at that, what can measure hex

love for virtuous man—intelligent, pure-minded, and recipro-

cally devoted ? Her greatest hi npiness, to render him happy I

A living sacrifice of self equally complete, a devotedness equal-

ly entire, a power of emotion equally intense and divine, mor-

tals are privileged no where else to behold, nor endowed with

words to express !
“ Entreat me not to leave thee ! for where

thou goest, I will go
;
and where thou lodgest, I W ’'jdge

•

thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God.

And now, oh, man! how can you convert this very ecstacy

of her love, and its consequent conu^mitance of person, into

your chief instrument of her ruin 7 Will you pervert what \ras

instituted expressly for your own highest good into an instru-

ment of death to her body, pollution to her soul, ond destruc-

tion to all her angelic excellencies? Granted, that herecstatic

love puts her within your power, will you seduce her because

you can ? Will you not rather refuse indulgence attainable,

and even proffered, especially since, for the wisest of reasons
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her desire is unto you ? Will you make her weakness, (rather,

highest female ornament and crowning excellence,) your dag-

ger? Shall not the rery fact that you can thus easily win her

love, and through it possess her person, protect both? ’How is

it elsewhere? Does the noble lion pounce upon the feeble

,
lamb because he c^an ? Yet to the mighty boss and powerful

horse, shows he such favors? .Does the strong man abuse the

weaker, because in his power ? Rather, even provoked

by inferiority, he says, “ An equal, I would cl. '‘v'
;
an^infe-

rior, I scorn to conquer.” Is it contemptible to tainalize a help-

less victim, or break the bones of a prostrate foe even, and is it

not infinitely more so to torture a helpless suppliant, and she

our bes.t friend, and greatest earthly blessing? A pirate once

captured a merchantman. The piratical captain encountered

in deadly combat, a resolute seamhn of the latter. Long and
desperately they fought and thrust, each doing his very utmost

to imbue his sword in the heart’s blood of the other. An un-

lucky blow at length broke the seaman’s sword at its hilt.

Baring his breast, he cried, “ Stab, for I’m in your power.”
•‘No!” exclaimed the pirate, “as long as you fought me, I

sought your life
;

but now, your helplessness is your safety.

So far from killing a defenceless foe, I will protect your life

even with my own. Or, accept another sword, so as again to

become my equal, and I will kill or be killed.” Airnature
through, helplessness is safety. Shall the fond mother love
and cherish her feeble offspring most, and we avoid treading on
the worm because of its impotence, arid shall man stamp woman
into the very dust because in his power, though put there for
his own good ? Or, is it indeed so great a victory, to capture
her affections, all ready at the out-set

- for capitulation, and
through them possess the citadel of her person ? Will you de-
spoil it, because you can? Rob it of jts priceless jewel—and
all the diadems of earth are trash compared with woman’s vir-
tue-because you possess its gates ? Shall not such possession
render you responsible for their safe-keeping ? Does not their
lobbery criminate yrurself more than her ? Why vaunt your
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self almost to bursting, because you can commit, or nave pc/

petrated, sacrilege ? And yet, how many men recount theii

female conquests, obtained by whatever stratagems and false

promises matters nothing, as exultingly as Indian warriors

pow wow over their scalps, thus glorying in their own shame

!

Even those whose consciences prevent actual indulgence, often

go far enough to see that they could go farther, and then boast

>f their power over woman’s passion, and jeer at the “ easy vir-

tue” of the sex

!

Not, however, that we would by any means weaken her el-

forts at self-protection, by throwing the responsibility of her

protection wholly on man
;
but that we would savt her from

ruin, by charging her to bestow her affections only where she

may properly surrender her person. This done—her love go-

verned by that great law of the ascendency of the moral senti-

ments and intellect, already developed, she need not be for

ever on the alert lest she fall. Properly to guide and govern

her affections, is perfectly to protect her person
;
because the

latter is utterly inaccessible except through the gate-way of

the former. Keep that closed, and the fortress of her person

is absolutely impregnable. Guard but the beginnings of love,

and restrain its first goings forth, till you are certain of happy

wedlock, and all the wily arts of the seducer will make no

impression. Does this scientific safeguard weaken resolu-

tion ? Does it not nerve to effort, by pointing to complete sal-

vation, easily attained? So far from casting you into the

stream of passion and promoting passivity while its fearful

current sweeps you on to destruction, it puts the only oar of

self-preservatior into your hands, and tells you how effectually

to ply it. Rather, keeps you securely housed on shore
^

till

you may virtuously and happily embark for life. This^ inti-

macy of person and affection—your only vulnerable point—

your betrayers fully understand, yet you do not
;

and hence,

YOU too often open the door of affection to their solicitation,

through which they then too readily enter the sanctuary of yo»*r
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person, only to pollute and destroy both. Oh, depravity be-

yond comparison ! Oh, sacrilege without a parallel

!

Woman! pray mark well this principle, and hail it as your

only efficient deliverance. Still, it is not your reproach, or

even weakness, but that element o£ which it is the perversion

..s the constituent element of your femininencss, and therefore

your glory, not condemnation Take no umbrage, therefore

;

bec.ause you know and feel it to be true. Scorn and neglect it,

at your peril I

“ But, why break the secret, and thereby help to make se-

ducers, and thus ruin woman by wholesale ?” Are seducers

either ignorant, or fools 1 Do gamblers understand their black

game better than these devils incarnate understand every se-

ductive art, and this as their king-card ? A means thus palpa-

ble and efficacious, escape their eagle vision ? A few liberties

taken before, and then after, having gained her affections, will

teach them this lesson effectually. But, who has befriended

woman, by pointing out his weapon, and her exposure 'I And
yet, was her ruin ever effected but by its instrumentality ?

And now, oh, man 1 I carry the appeal home to thy inmost

soul. By all your love to the mother who bore you, to the

sister that dotes on you, and to the dear one whose gushing

tenderness you have won, as well as to the gentler, angelic

sex, I beseech you, guard the sanctuary of female love and

virtue I But, should this appeal prove unavailing— even

though you “ fear not God, nor regard man” nor woman

—

yet, at least, foi your own sake, preserve both her affections

and her person. She defiled, what becomes of man's domestic

happiness ? Her every instance of frailty re-acts on him
;
so

that, even his own interests should induce him to preserve her

pure. Especially, since she does not seduce her&olf, should

he charge her frailty to his own perfidy and carnality. Ten
fold is his guilt, since he cannot possess her person without

first ravishing her affections 1 Defiling her body, a mountain
in itself, is but a mole-hill compared with blighting her affec-

Hons! Her soul humbled! H3r whole nature, with all its
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charms, all its capabilities of conferring and experiencing en

joyment, even all its angelic perfections, laid in ruins! All her

joys converted into sorrows I Blasted be that fiend ki human

shape who does this wicked deed ! Hurled—ay, even hunted—

from society ! Scorned by.man—spurned by woman I Un-

cheered by one ray of love. The plagues of Egypt be upon

him 1 The mark of Cain 1 The blasts of sirocco ! Compar-

ed with this crime, murder is innocence. Even hanging is too

good for him, unless hung a life-time. The deepest place in

hell is his, because his sin is greatest. And he is hung fo"

life

!

Is in a perpetual hell on earth, the fagots and brim

stone of whose flames he himself has piled and lighted
,
while

from the heaven of love, and all its joys, he has for ever ex-

cluded himself The raging fires of this hellish passion are

lit up all around him, all within him. Pestilence is his very

breath. Moral stench, his only atmosphere. Gross sensuality,

his perpetual wallowing place. A living purgatory within

and without, his endless portion
;

because that very blackness

of depravity which can ruin unsuspecting woman, is that deep-

est sin and suffering which constitute hell itself. And what

sin or misery like his ?

Him I reprobate, his victim pity. Pity both—him for his

>.o-norance and depravity, her as their sacrificer—him for driving

the car of passion thus recklessly, her as being crushed beneath

its wheels. Neither know what they do. Still, I commiserate

her most, because, though least guilty, yet most severely pun-

ished by that false state of public sentiment which condemns her

as most vile, and her very presence as moral pollution itself, yet

censures him less than for committing some trifling misdemea-

nor. Though plighting his solemn vow of marriage as the

only means of accomplishing his diabolical end, yet he suffera

little or none in either standing or business, while she is turned

out either to starve, or else to live on the wages of her own

shame and sin. He flirts again, and yet again, ruining victim

after victim; she is spurned by all, yet perpetually disgusted

and tormented with the lascivious winks of those who interpre
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hei fall as the guide-board to carnality, and who, if refuawt,

act louder than words,” “ why not me as well as him?” Oh
society, thou ari a tyrant! Why this fish of one and fowl of

another ? And of the wrong one ? When wilt thou treat err-

ing woman as our great Exampler treated the sinning Magda-
len? When, and as far as, thou followest His precepts and
examples. This proscriptive spirit is not Christianity, ia

not humanity, is not philosophy. It does not deter others, yet

it ruins uncounted thousands of those whom forgiveness would
save. The odium heaped upon those who have made one false

step literally drives them on down the broad road to destruc-

tion, and heads off every attempt to reform. This state of pub-
lic sentiment is the great peopler of houses of infamy, which
the restoring spirit would rob of tenants. Does God forgive
us our trespasses, and shall not we also forgive one another?
Shall we pray, “Gur Father, who art in heaven,” to “forgive
us our trespasses as we forgive” others, and yet be relentless to-,

wards our fallen-sisters? How dare we invoke from him that
vindictiveness touching our own sins, with which we persecute
her who is seduced by man’s libidinousness, not her own ?

And are we so very “ pure in heart” that we could cast the
first stone? Even then, shall we not rather say, with our
Pattern

;

“ Neither do 1 condemn thee,” only, “ sin no more ?”
Nor are the most condemnatory themselves always the most
virtuous. The reverse. Who arraigned the frail woman be-
fore Christ? To a man, guilty of the same crime. Who be-
rate the fallen most? Those who walk nearest the edge of the
8.W1C precipice, and require only allurement to leap it

;
because

they look through the colored and magnifying glasses of their
own corrupt feelings, and are therefore both the most suspi-
cious and censorious—suspicious, because they judge oth«r-
by themselves; censorious, because themselves censurable^
whereas purity is unsuspecting, and virtue tolerant and forgiv-
ing. Who in our towns and circles the most violently 'de-
nounce the moral reform movement as improper? They
whose, illicit Dleasures it abridges. This is fact, and support-
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ed by philosophy; while the “pure in heart” are the most

“ merciful.” as well as the most assiduous in their labors of

prevention and reform * “

ABANDONEi WOMAN AND HER REFORM.

Abandoned females are generally considered as constitution*

ally the scum and offscouring of mankind. Of many, this is

too true. Of all who fall by sin and passion. Do you hear

that dreadful imprecation, and those horrid blasphemings ? It

is their habitual language. Behold woman, the representa-

tion of purity and perfection, offering herself, at even-tide, in the

mart of pollution, without a blush, and receiving the wages of

sin without remorse 1 Utterly devoid of truth. Pollution it-

self! Robbers all, by profession! Every fiendish passion

rankling in their souls 1 Themselves fiends incarnate, going

about seeking whom they may devour 1 We shudder to

behold 1

But are they not human beings ? Perhaps as good by na

ture as ourselves. Do we stand wholly by our own strength $

Subject us to their temptation, and should even we with-

stand ? Is the real difference so heaven-wide between us, ex-

cept in those circumstances that have saved us but ruined

them? They are our sMfers, not female brutes or devils. In-

deed, many of them are superior women, mentally and physi-'

callv—splendid looking as well as truly beautiful and intel-

lectual.t Indeed, it was their beauty and its accompanying

* Ur. Wieting, an able lecturer on Physiology illustrated by the

manikin, in his private lec ure, which we cordially recommend,

tells a story of a very prudish Miss, whose modesty was very moow

shocked by the bare annourxiement of his subject, but who follo\vod

him thirty miles, imploring him, with the agony of desperation, to

hide her shame by committing infanticide. These extra particu-

lar people need watching most.

+ See illustration of the principle that shape and looks are ai

character and cast of mind, i. the American Phrenological Jour

»al, 1845 and 1346.
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intensity of feeling which ruined them. The taste of no epi-

cure for his delicaiies and viands equals that of seducers foJ

their “ game.” Ordinary women tempt their appetite less.

“ The best, or none,” is their motto. I appeal to observation,

the more extended the better, whether the majority of prema-

ture mothers, and of those seduced, have not warm tempera-

ments, and cordial, whole-souled feelings—j.ust the elements,

properly directed, for making .excellent wives and mothers.

Talk to them, before case-hardened, of their fall, and they

weep and sob as if their very hearts would break. Their ex-

isting depravity, admitted to be without a parallel, is less innate

than artificial^ induced by circumstances the worst possible.

They are more unfortunate than naturally corrupt. Unless
seduced by artfulness the most consummate, they would now
have filled important places of interest and usefulness in fami-

lies and social circles. And may yet. Their case is bad,

but not hopeless. They have the material upon which to ope-

rate, and require only effort, and asylums or kind families, in

which to commence reform and restoration. Shall Washino--
• • ^

tonianism rescue from the gutter loathsome drunkards, cast off

and cast out for a score of years, the pests and detestation of
all, and reinstate them in society—converting beggars into

princes, aye, making them eloquent and intellectual—and shall

not similar means shed equal blessings on this forlorn class ?

Are they not equally valuable, and equally capable of restora-

tion? Is not their salvation equally desirable? Granted that
the labor is more arduous, shall not the temperance victory
lead on to similar effort and conquests in this sister cause of
reform? Is any thing hard now that should be done? But,
difficult or easy, shall humanity rest till it is achieved ? Our
neighbors house on fire, we run to the rescue, nor heed
danger. Shall we then behold the souls of the fairest portion
of creation set or fire by the torch of perdition, and burning
mnd and morals \o the cinders of the bottomless pit, uncon”
cerned, perhaps deride? “ God forbid.” Fathers and rno-
thers in Israel, brothers and sisters nl’ In nthropy and virtue,
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lot US address ourse ;es to thii leglected but arduous and most

needed work of humanity. We can save them by thousands,

and dry up this fountain of sin and wo. But we can do nothing

at arms length, nor by prayei ? and preaching alone, but mainly

by personal effort. Nor by regarding them as vile things,

whose very touch contaminates, but as sisters of humanity, and

treat them tenderly, nor ever taunt them with their past frailty,

but encourage.

Especially, must we prevent their fall by removing tempta-

tion, by purifying our literature, and especially by banishing

novel reading, that hot-house of this passion. We must shut

up the grog-shop always at their elbows, and so indispensable

to their carousal.?. Above all, we must reform man. What a

burning shame that he should prowl, wolf-like, about every

neighborhood and family, seeking, by that taking bait of pre-

tended courtship and marriage, to devour all female virtue, and

making such terrible havoc. The best of women hardly safe!

The most execrable bandit on earth ! A mighty work, but it

mil be done. 'I'he dawning millenium must disperse this

dee. Ten years will witness effort, and twenty, a mightv

change. But we leave the rest to our supplement.

TEST OF love; SUDDEN LOVE.

To apply more specifically that infallible test of the charac-

ter of love furnished by our subject Tt is this. In exact pro-

portion as the love of any individual tends to sexual * ratificc

tion as such, is it debasing and brutal
;
because un*^ tded by

intellect, and unsanctified by moral purity. Shun such there-

fore as vipers
;

for their lust will vanish with indulgence, and

embrace any other sexual thing that will feed this flame of

sensuality. On either their continence or constancy, no reli-

ance can be placed. The very nature of their love precludes

it. Whereas love based on the higher faculties, kills sensual-

ity as such, and remains satisfied with that spiritual inter-com-

inunien of the precediug section. '
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Let young women universally apply this unerring test of

.ove to the conduct of their suiters. It will reveal, in all its

nakedness of deformity, the designs of many a villain, however

solemn his protestations of true love. It will discover the pro-

jecting ears peeping through the lion’s skin, and thereby save

many a worthy and unsuspecting maiden from all the miseries

of unhappy wedlock, besides telling some suiters that thei'^

love is mainly animal, and therefore shor* -lived.

It also condemns sudden love as more sensual than spiritual
j

because, by supposition, the latter has not yet had time to dis-

cover that moral beauty on which alone it can be founded.

Our subject also determines, what has long divided mankind,

whether love is sensual or spiritual. Most contend that it

is only refined sensuality, and that even the most platonic con-

sists in a desire for animal indulgence. Now, since most men

feel their way to conclusions, their doctrines being as their

characters

;

the love of those in whom Amativeness predomi-

nates issensual, and hence they accuse all of similar sensuality

;

whereas predominant moral sentiment purifies and spiritual-

izes this love in its possessor, so that he takes ground for Pla-

tonic love—shown by our subject to be the highest- in charac-

ter, and happiest in effect. It is therefore easy to determine

the characters of given individuals from their doctrines as re-

gards love
;
they who argue that love is only refined sensual-

ity, being themselves sensual, but in them who maintain that

the sensual ingredient is subordinate, it is subordinate. “ As a

man thinketh in his heart so is he.” Still, the two do natural-

ly go together, but its spiritual department should always

guide and govern its sexual.

t
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SECTION VII.

STATES OF MIND IN PARENTS MOST FAVORABLE 10 TALENT*

AND MORALITY IN OFFSPRING.

RecaDitiilatiC5i- Inference. Parents must exercise those faculties

desired in their chil Iren. This function inspires devotion. Con-

' Bcientioiis in conflict. In concert. Spirituality. Sacredness.

Taste. Its absence. Connubial etiquette. Mirthfulness. In-

tellectual faculties. Causation. Parental Intellect. Improv-

ability of man. The millennium. Connubial love its means

;

Makes children better than their parents. Importance of know-

ledge.

The mvltum in parvo of this whole matter is, summarily,

tnis : Parentage perpetuates our race. Offspring take on the

physical and mental qualities and conditions of parentage ex-

isting at generation. That function which gives being to off-

spring necessarily awakens all the physical functions, in order

to their transmission. By means of love, its constitutional pre-

decessor and accompaniment, it also augments all the mental

faculties, as the means of their transmission, and in that supre-

macy required for happiness.

The great practical inference from this is, that those parents

who desire intellectual and moral children, mv.st love each

other
;
because this love, besides perpetually calling forth and

cultivating their higher faculties, awakens them to the highest

pitch of exalted action in that climax, concentration, and con-

summation of love which propagates their existing qualities

—

the mental endowment of offspring being proportionate to the

purity and intensity of parental love.

Next, they should exercise those faculties mo.«t which they

most desire in offspring. Those who would have religious

and devout children, must give them being and character whilst

exercising their own devotional feel ngs. If to praise and wor-

sh'p God at this period should appear incongruous, as it doubt-
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less will to some, mid even to professors, it is ne\ertheless pos-

sible, and indispensable to piety in children. Is this function

incompatible, per st, with the spirit of prayer? Does any fa-

culty, properly exercised, necessarily conflict with any other ?

Besides, does not love ncturally excite devotion? Testify, ye

who have experienced this holy emotion : Did not the contenv

plation of its hallowea object involuntarily awaken a spirit of

prayer for this object, and thankful adoration of its Giver? Love

and worship naturally assimilate
;
nor can either exist in per-

fection unaccompanied by the other; and, since this parental

fiinction is only the consummation of that love which invites

holy aspiration, shall we not pray before, during, and after ?

Shall we implore the divine blessing on labor, sleep, table lux-

uries, &c., and not on what determines the destinies of immor-

tal beings? Do not, and should not, all the faculties constitu-

tionally blend with each other, and therefore paternity with wor-

ship ? It in order to the moral perfection of its product

;

and will^ where parents love each other and their heavenly

Father, Children thus begotten will be holy from the first

dawn of being, as were Samuel and John. Not, however,

where carnal pleasure alone is sought
;
because this never in-

duces that sanctifying action of the higher faculties which alone

spiritualizes this function, and imparts mentality to its product.

Religious education, to be effectual, must commence hee.e
;

and if children still remain hardened, perhaps scoffers, after

all the prayers and instruction of pious parents, the cause may
perhaps be found in this very omission. Is not this Bible doc-

trifii' as well as philosophy?

We should also exercise Conscientiousness at this period.

Especially should not violate it in a matter so a/Z-important

;

because, dethroned Aere, it gives the whole field over to pro-

pensity
;
but, victorious here, few things strengthen it equal-

ly
;

for, if it can withstand this temptation, it can any other.

.Showed to speak out here, it kills desire; for there is no mid-

dle groun i. !'. u ust d« throne or be dethroned. At least, its

wmpunction.« interrupt unlawful pleasure, and this enfeebles
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its product, besides creating that moral vacuum sho ivn to cha.
racterize illegUimutes, and allowing depravity to grow with their
growth

;
whereas its sanctions augment pleasure, and therebj

^

improve its products, besides bestowing on them that high'
toned moral principle which so immeasur^ably exalts human
ity. Words cannot express the importance of parental recti-

tude, and the moral glory with which it crowms its offspring.
Spirituality (Marvellousness) should, above all, be exercised

at this period. It is this which imparts that feeling of purity,
ecstasy, heavenly sweetness, and sicredness which always ap-
pertains to love. Does not this emotion etherealize the soul,
and raise it above mundane affairs, and create holy longings
and heavenly aspirations ? And should not this holy spell be
carried to this its ultimate embrace, there to stamp its influence
on offspring ? Ay, it even comes unbidden, and as an attending
handmaid, where love has her perfect work. Still, only tha*

happy few will appreciate this principle whose love is of the
very highest order

j
and that in proportion to its order. But

such will, and to a degree beyond description
;
and their chil

dren will be earthly angels, as are the offspring of parents who
are thus strongly exercised in practical godliness while beget*
ting them. Ask those parents whose children are remarkable
for early piety, whether, at this period, their own religious

feelings were not peculiarly active, and also an.ilogous in cast

to those of their children ? We have already demonstrated
that principle which enforces the inference that devotion in p.i-

rents begets devout children, and is indispensable thereto.

Ideality shotild also be exercised at this period. Has not

nature taken special pains to banish grossness and vulgarity,

and associate purity, propriety, taste, refinement, and elevatiom
of feelings and manners throughout all the stages of love, and
of course with this its ultimatum ? Does not love naturally chai'-

ten, polish, refine, all that lovers say and do when tegethen
and render them bland, graceful, and accomplished? Let

universal observation and experience answer. The reason,

has already been given. Then, should not this refinement be
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carried into both man age and parentage 1 What act of our

whole lives is more befiuing delicacy, propriety, and purity of

feeling ? Taste is tlie twin-sister and only sanctifier of this

function, and alone converts it from vulgarity and gross sensu-

ality into a pure and delicate emotion. Behold the exaltation

It furnishes to this function ! Inexpressible by words. To be ap-
preciated, it must he. felt. Woman especially will testify as to its

existence, and its sweets
;

yet, alas ! is often compelled to njourn
its absence when she most desires its presence, and to endure an
uncouthness and indelicacy utterly incompatible with her na-
tive sense of propriety and modesty, as well as at war with
both her daily converse with her husband, and her dearest re-
lations to him. Husbands

! pray mark this point
;
and avoid

whatever can offend the refined feelings of your partner in this

repast of love, and proceed with that delicacy and softness so
congenial to her feelings, so promotive of your mutual enjoy-
ment, and so requisite to stamp that native purity on your chil-

dren, which shall cause them to be disgusted with vulgarit}i and
vice, and lender their entire nature chaste and virtuous. Re-
member, moreover, how exceedingly agreeable' to a fine feeling
wornan are blandness and delicacy of approach, and how dis-
gusting their absence. Catechise them in reference to this
matter, and govern your manner accordingly. Those coarse
jests, frequent improprieties, and occasional vulgarities, in the
conversation and conduct of husbands and wives by thousands,
deteriorate and degrade their feelings and character to a de-
gree little suspected, and diminish affection, where mutual
propriety would greatly strengthen it. So important is this sub
ject, that it deserves a small volume on connubial etiquette.
Mirthfulness should undoubtedly be exercised in this con

nexion so as to render its products brisk, cheerful, light- heart
ed, animated, buoyant, joyous, and happy. The pfeasurabU
excitement it affbrds will also greatly enhance the ardor of em
brace and cc.'.sequently endowment of offspring. Nor should
parents fail frequently to joke and frolic with each other. Ap-
probativeness is also e.ssenthl, in order to give both that acrept
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able, winr.:ng, taking manner, requisi e to secure the commen-

dation to each other, and thus promote both the agreeableness

of the repast and the pleasantness of offspring. Secretiveness

commingling seeks retirement. Parental Love desires, and

Hope anticipates its fruits; Inhabitiveness wishes to people

home and country
;

Continuity, adjoining the social group, ef-

fects its completion by preventing this feeling from subsiding

prematurely
;
Language promotes the then most delightful in-

terchange of thought and feeling
;
Individuality, Form, Size,

Color, &c. promote love by observing beauty of symmetry, &c.

;

Weight governs motion, Cautiousness gives care. Time se-

cures that concert in this respect so indispensable;* Con-

structiveness, Locality, &c., aid by their respective func-

tions
;
and especially Causality and Comparison are indispen-

* The notable fact, that the length of time occupied by the seve-

ral speci'es of animals in accomplishing this function, bears a marked

proportion to their respective lengths of life—of which the elephant

and fly are contrasted examples—together with the converging fact

that haste is propagated as much as other parental conditions,

admonishes parents th-at haste at this period tends proportionally to

hurry its product through life, and out of it, besides entailing that

imperfection which generally accompanies haste. As to half mas-

ticate food, neither allows the gustatory pleasure afforded by

eating deliberately, nor fits it for nourishment, so haste in this re-

spect both prevents that pleasure already shown to improve

.offspring, and allows the faculties and functions too little time fairly

'o marshal their forces, and fully to represent themselves in the

xmnsels of reproduction, ana therefore leaves its product propor-

fionally imperfect.

Nor is time with regard to each other unimportant Being in-

dispensable even to the production of life, it is of course so to

the perfection of offspring. To obviate existing differences by pro

viously advancing the tardy subject would both further that simul-

tnneousness which i.ature lias taken so much pains to secure, and

render fruitfu' many unions now unproductive, besides perfecting

the progeny.
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sable in order to discover and apply the causation employed

throughout in reciprocally adapting the sexes to earth other,

and in. attaining the physical and mental perfection of offspring

by a system of causation as complicated as it is perfect.

Behold, in this union of intellect and moral sentiment

with love, and then of love with this parental function, the

Divine Causation employed to endow man with mind.

Behold in the fact, that that love which induces this func-

tion, calls forth, when she has her perfect work, almost

compels, the exercise of both the intellectual faculties and moral

virtues, the means employed to transmit mentality and create

SOUL ! These means, our subject imbodies. Poorly presented,

but deep, infinitely beyond this meagre outline. Wise, infi-

nitely beyond human conception. Efficient beyond the possi-

bility of failure. Inconceivably minute in detail, yet as com-

prehensive as all time, and all animated nature ! As perfect

as even a God could render them. As no other work of

the Deity compares in magnitude Avith the creation of the im-

mortal spirit, so the machinery employed in effecting none, is

equally fraught with the very infinitude of Divinity. Love

and its constitutional inflence in awakening the intellectual

faculties and the moral affections of parents at this perioffto their

highest pitch of healthy action, is this Divine instrumentality !

Learn, then, oh
!
prospective parents, the necessity of exer-

cising intellect and the moral afifections in conjunction with

this parental function. How incalculably would that intellect-

ual converse and moral communion, at this period so agree-

able to yourselves, enhance the intellectual and moral endow-

ment of your prospective offspring I Will you not perfect by

culture what nature requires by instinct? Shall your in-

tellects lie dormant at a time when their exercise would stamp

the impress of talent, perhaps of greatness, upon your beloved

offspring? Shall your moral affections slumber when their

activity, besides exalting your own happiness, is so indispensa-

ble to the moral endowment of heirs of immortality? But
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alas, how few parents exercise any more mind, or employ any

more knowledge, at this period, than compelled to by the very

nature of the function itself!

Behold, again, in this spontaneous accompaidment of intel-

lect and moral feeling with love, and of love with this pa-

rental function, an instrumentality for •*

•’FRFECTING OUR RACE I

Progression is a law of man’s very being, written in living

characters upon every department of his nature, and destined t?

augment his intellectual capabilities and moral virtues no less

than his progression in numbers. His capabilities are indeed

boundless, and his virtues angelic! He will not always re-

main that stupid, degraded, depraved thing he now is. If he

were forever to continue to be that plundering, rapacious, blood-

thirsty animal he has thus far been—if murderous warfare,

that imbodiment of all that is wicked in character and direful

in consequence, is forever to be, as it has always been, his

highest glory, his chief employ—then, alas for our race

!

How insignificant its end ! But no ! A brighter destiny is

before him. A thousand years to come, he will be incalculably

superior to what he now is in physiology, in health, in intel-

lectual capacity and attainment; in short, in every conceivable

aspect. “ None shall say I am sick.” “ The child shall die

an hundred years old.” “ They shall beat their swords into

ploughshares, and their spears into pruning hooks, and all shall

know the Lord, from the least even unto the greatest.” Even

now that happy day is preparing to dawn upon him,

“ Which kings and prophets waited for

And sought, but never found.”*

* See a series of articles in tae American Phrenological Jouma-

for 1S45, entitled, ‘‘ Progression a Law of Nature, and its applica-

tion to human improvement, collective end individual.” This pio-

gressive principle, compar‘'d with history, and t* en applied to hi*

future attainments an 1 destiny, i-^ full of ins ruction and interest.
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But how is all this to be brought about ? By what meant

effected ? By spiritual love and its stimulating influence- on

the higher faculties of parents, particularly when they unite

to stamp their existing mentality on oflTspring. Its constitu-

tional effect being first to exah the action of the higher facul-

ties and sooth propensity, anc then, by means of that natural
^

accompaniment of love with person already shown to be an or-

dinance of nature, to induce that function which transmits this

exalted moral and intellectual action to offspring, it of course

renders children better than their parents. Or thus : Children

take on the existing conditions of parentage. Love renders

the higher faculties of parents greater in action at this period

than they are by nature. It then induces, while the action of

these higher faculties is thus preternaturally exalted, that pa-

rental function which is but the very climax and consumma-

tion of love, and which trcmsmits this then-existing increased

moral and intellectual action to offspring. Since, then, the

children of affectionate parents receive existence and constitu-

tion when love has rendered the mentality of their parents both

more elevated and more active than it is by nature, of course

the children of loving parents are both more intellectual and

moral by nature than their parents. Now if these children

and their companions also love one another, this same law

which renders the second generation better than the first, will of

course render the third still better than the second, and thus of

all succeeding generations. Hence, by a law of our very

being, this spiritual love, when love has her perfect work, ren-

ders every succeeding generation, as long as man continues to

propagate, more and still more intellectual and moral than the

preceding, and thereby constiirutionally perfects our race. As
yet, man is but a comparative pigmy in every thing. He is

still in the first of his teens, compared with what this very prin-

ciple will one day render him. Love rolls onward, faster and
still faster down the declivity of time, that ball of human pro-

gression which is destined, at every step, to perfect humanity
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more and more, till all terrestrial concerns are merged ini'o the
ocean of eternity. “ Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
hath it entered into the heart of man to conceive,” the extent to

which this principle will yet carry his physical perfection, his in-

tellect lal power and attainments, and his moral virtues! Yes!
Millennial glory is indeed in store for man ! Philanthropists,
behold the grand lever of human reform and improvement

,

Other reform efforts are brass and copper
;
this is fine golul

Others lop ofl’ the outer branches of the great tree of human
depravity and wo, yet hardly as fast as they grow

;
this lays

the axe at the root^ and plants, instead, the trees of Eden.
Others improve, this perfects the germ of humanity. Educa-
tion modifies and trains, this creates goodness and greatness.

To reform and perfect parents as parents, is to reform and per-

fect mankind. To promote connubial love—this, philoso-

phers, is your talisman. This, moralists, is your mighty Ar
chimedean lever. You may preach and pray till doomsday
may send out missionaries, may circulate tracts and Bibles, and
multiply revivals and all the means of grace, Avith little avail

;

because, as long as mankind go on, as now, to propagate by
animal impulse, so long must their offspring be animal, sens-

ual, devilish ! But only induce parents cordially to love each
other, and you thereby render their children constitutionally

talented and virtuous. Oh
!

parents, by as much as you prefer

the luxuries of concord to the torments of discord, and children

that are sweet dispositioned and highly intellectual to those that

are rough, wrathful, and depraved, be entreated to “ love one
ANOTHER.”

IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE.

Reader, thou hast now fairly before thee the gist and sub-

stance of our treatise. Judge candidly of its truth, cf its

importance. As to its truth. Is either of its two fundamental

pillars unfounded ? Is its first, that offspring take on the exist-

ing physiology and mci tality of parentage, unfounded ? Then
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A hn( Decoit es of that established physiological law of the reci-

procal relation known to exist between the several states of body

and mind, on the one hand, and of all the secretions, on the other?

Of this, in particular ? And, what becomes of our facts ? But

this reciprocity does exist, and thereby renders children like iheit

parents at this period. Or is our second pillar unfounded, that

love develops the higher elements of our nature ? Is love in-

deed mere sensuality? All carnality? No, no: it is pure and

perfecting, and then induces what transmits this exalted purity.

On these two indubitable truths rests our whole superstruc-

ture.

And, if any knowledge on earth is worth possessing, then

is that of these fundamental principles of human nature, human

virtue, and human happiness. Here, pre-eminently, “ Know-

ledge IS PoiAnER” to perfect offspring, and ignorance is

their imperfection, as well as parental misery. Parents may
perchance stumble upon these favorable conditions, and avoid

those unfavorable, without understanding them. But how in

calculably would knowing what conditions in themselves at

this period subserve both connubial love and the intellectuality

and the morality of offspring, and what deteriorate them, pro-

mote the application of the former, and prevent the latter ! In

no other work of life, is skill equally available, or knowledge

mftre essential to skill. However, let those who love darkness

rather than light, both close their own eyes, and then 'hark in

the manger. But let those who will learn and apply these

principles, reap therefrom the richest harvests, and gather the

most delicious vintage of life, to both themselves and the pro-

spective products of their own bodies and souls.

preparation.

The consequences of this function being thus momentous, it

should neither be treated with jest, nor participated in thought-

lessly. Since parents thereby determine the physical, intellect

ual, and moral destinies of immortals, they should make pre-

oaration commensurate with these its undying results. As wp
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do not even cat without a double preparation, first of ourseives

by hunger, and next of our food by seasoning, so parents should

prepare themselves to work out, at this period, the future ta-

lents, virtue, and happiness of their children. Our prepara-

tion for visiters, is proportionate to our estimation of them,

Shall, then, such Zi/e-visiters be unprovided for? Indeed, pre-

paration is as much a part of every work of life as the work

. itself, and often its most important part. Much more so as re-

gards this. No chance-comers, feebly endowed, because unin-

tended, undeserved. No stifled-up room, without fresh air

fully to arterialize the blood. But previous rides, or rambles,

or a dance, or frolic, to stir up and bring out all the mental and

physical energies of both. No supervening on previous ex

haustion, but the most vigorous hour of the day and yeai

Sufficient exercise to promote all the animal and mental func

tions, but not enough to exhaust.*

Above all, the previous and present commingling, and mu
tual exercise, of that love shown to be so promotive of desire m
parents, and the endowment in children, should not he neglect-

ed. Previous endearments and caresses exalt that interest and

pleasure already shown to endow offspring.

But, these suggestions, and many others like them, grow so

perceptibly out of our subject, that readers can make their own

specific applications, these being samples merely, and inserted

mainly to dravv attention to such and similar applications.

But contrasts deepen impressions, and what follows will

serve greatly to enforce our leading doctrine—the Importanre

of Connubial Love.

* Farmers never sire their stock wne/i either parent is fatigued,

and even allow them to rest and feed for days before to promote

preparation. The steed is never rode or driven, except for exer-

cise. Would that men took proportionate pains in other similar

cases as much more importan ai human perfection is more impor-

tant than anima ..
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SECTION VIII.

^FF*CT8 ON OFFSPRING OF PARENTAL DISAGREEMENT, AND

UNREQUITED LOVE,

Hereditar) depreciation and improvement accounted for. Blight*

ing influence of disappointment and discord. The disappointed

maiden. Death of friends. Discord deranges the nervous sys-

tem. Animalizes parents and offspring. Destroys parental plea-

sure. This union wrong without love. Cause of depravity.

Fully indoctrinated with the great law of things, that chil-

dren resemble their parents, the counter fact, that the children

of truly excellent and religious parents were sometimes
irreligious and wicked, puzzled the Author exceedingly for a
long time. So, also, did the fact, that children sometimes ex-

cel both parents in talents and goodness. In short, he could

not account for either the degeneracy of some children as com-
pared with their parents, or the superiority of others. He no-
ticed this superiority in one family of children, whose parents

lived together most affectionately. He had before observed,
“ in boarding round," that the rough, selfish, bad children of
a school he once taught, were from parents who disagreed

;

but that his amiable and knowing scholars were from affec
tionate parents. His profession had also shown him, that
those children, one or both of whose parents were intemperate
were less favorably organized than either parent, and that those
born after the father “ took to drink,” were inferior to those
born before.

All these knotty problems were solved by the two cardinal
doctrines of our work; first, that children take on the condi-
tions existing in parents at the time they received being and
character; and, secondly, that affectionate wedlock, more^than
all other influences combined, calls forth all the higher facul-
ties, not only habitually, but especially at this period

;
while
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nothing hirrows up all the animal passions equally with either

matrimonial disagreement, or unrequited love. In the very

nature of things, marriage increases the action of all the facul-

ties, for good or evil—happy wedlock, for good
;
unhappy, for

evil.* What, equally wi.li blighted affection or matrimonial

discord, will keep Oombativeness in so perpetual a foam cF

fretfulness and anger? It will make almost any woman, how-

ever good her disposition by nature, as cross and hateful as xan-

tippe—an angel, a tartar. It animalizes and sensualizes the

whole being, body and soul together. Steels them against all

goodness and greatness. More fatal still: It engenders that

lost, reckless, don’t-care state of mind which blasts ambition,

cripples effort, quenches the spirit of elevation and aspiration,

shrinks from sight and hearing, and breeds a desire to die

!

But to see the full force of this subject, we must bear m
jYiind—what few know or heed—the power of the affections

over the entire mental and physical being. Reciprocated love

infuses new life into both soul and body, increases appetite, di-

gestion, muscular elasticity, power and disposition to labor

moral purity and intellectual capability and desire, and augments

every power and function of life. But disappointed love

weakens muscular energy, exchanges the sprightly step for

the heavy drag, enfeebles digestion, supplants the keen appe-

tite for a loathing of its wonted food, diminishes that fullness

of respiration which reciprocated love promotes, renders the

looks dispirited, careworn, perhaps haggard, as though some

dire calamity had befallen them
;

unstrings the nerves, fevers

the brain, dissipates the mind, renders desire turgid,^ drives

sleep from the pillow, or fatigues by dreams of evil, irritates

the propensities, plants disease in body and mind, and bears

its unhappy victim down into a premature grave ! See that

loved maiden, all life, and health, and happiness. Her eyes

sparkling with joy. Her step graceful and elastic. Her ful.

checR glowing with health and beauty. Her whole nature

“ Fiwler on Matrimony,” pp- 25 to 35.
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o\'erf!owing with hnppiness. But behold her now ! Her af-

‘ections withered by disappointment ! Her fondest hopes for-

ever blasted ! She vacates her seat at table. She becomes

pale and languid. She “drags her slow length along.’’ She is se-

date, subdued, and broken-hearted. She rolls restlessly on her

fevered pillow. She pines in mind and sickens in body. She

becomes incurable— the best medical aid having lost its

wonted power. She dnally sinks into a premature grave from

a broken heart! ThN welcome grave alone can assuage her

grief Young women die by thousands, ostensibly of con-

sumptions, fevers, nervous affections, and female complaints,

but caused in fact by blighted love—that most prolific parent

of these and other forms of disease. As well bury them alive

as blast their love, because the latter will soon kill them by

inches. Well is it called a broken heart, because it is a matter

of life and death to both body and soul. Let experience and

observation disclose what words can so pQorly express—that

sinking and blighting in every corner and crevice of the soul,

thn' palsy of the whole being, occasioned by both unrequited

love and unhappy wedlock 1*

Look again. Behold that weeping mother, just bereaved

of a darling child. She is now healthy. But anon, she be-

comes pale and wastes away with grief She, too, becomes an

* The fact is a little remarkable, that most of those who are dis-

appointed in love, or live unhappily with their consort, care little

about living, or else desire to die. iVow, it is a fact that desiring to

die tends to induce death. Let a person indulge this sorrowfu’

feeling, and it preys upon life with incalculable rapidity. Let such
be entreated not to throw themselves away by indulging this death-

desiring feeling. Banish both this feeling and its cause. Engage
in something that shall call off and divert your minds. Don’t
allow it to prey upon you. Shake off the thoughts of it. Pouring
thus melancholy over it, does not restore affection’s mate, but unfits

}
oil for the joys a id the duties of life. Above all, locate your affec-

tions 01. another object as soon as you can conveniently find one
suitable. This is the rary best antidote in the world

—

nature’s
uutidote.
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invalid, and sickens, and dies, solely in,consequence of the in

fluencc cf reversed affection on health. Note yonder mourn-

ing widow. If she shakes ofT her grief, she will survive the

shock. But if it continues to prey upon her, it impairs diges-

tion and disturbs the sleep; and these great vital functions

impaired, life itself is enfeebled or else destroyed. The loss

of the deceased is but a part of this dire calamity. The grief

of surviving friends, if intense and protracted, throws them also

into a decline, and then into their graves. How many females

in particular \vill find the cause of their disease in the loss of a

dearly beloved child or friend! Deliver me, if from no

other affliction, at least from this most dire of all calamities, the

death of children and dear friends. Let my friends die of age,

and in this fulfilment of nature’s ordinance, not subject me tc

that fainting of body and sinking of soul which palsies life, in-

vites disease, and hastens death.* The uniform and the neces-

sary consequence oCdisturbed affection in all its forms, is injur-

ed health, deteriorated intellect, depreciated moral feeling, and

increased and depraved propensity.

* Allow, bereaved parents and friends, this important advice.

Banish tour grief. It does the dead no good. It does you incal-

culable injury. It both shortens life and renders it miserable by ;

inviting disease. Then why indulge it 1 “ But it weans us from the
\

world, and prepares for heaven.” Does enjoyment in this life,
!

that is, obeying its laws, unfit you for heaven 1 Do earth and i

heaven conflicts Has notour Heavenly Father beautifully iiar- i

MONizEDthe two? And ismot the doctrine of their conflict a vir-

tual IMPEACHMENT of either His wisdom or goodness 1 Rather, of

his who advocates this relic of heathenism, that our affliction ap

peases his wrath and ensures his favor. The best possible prepa

ration for another life is to obey the laws of this, which also makes us

happy here. To make ourselves happy here, is to prepare for a

hereafter, and whatever renders us unhappy here, as does grief for

friends, both breaks the laws of eartii, and unfits for heaven. We
do not need to wean ourselves from earth, bit onL to seek how

most elfectually to enjoy and altacii ourselves .o it-
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Once more. Disappointed love and unhappy wtdlock are

ilmost certain to derange the nervous system. Nothing more

painfully excites it, and painful excitement is prolific of disease.

Few things take so thorough a hold of all the interests of life, as

love, and hence its interruption proportionally pains, and thereby

diseases (painful action always diseases) the whole nervous sys-

tem, the brain especially. Now a diseased nervous system

necessarily and always diseases the propensities^ and this, as

already shown, depraves them. We need not digress to prove

this point, but, taking it for granted, we see how and why dis-

appointments in love render its subject peevish, cross, irritable,

misanthropic, and even wicked. Namely, disappointed love

irritatp-s Amativeness, and therefore the organs of the body
around it. Why not, since reciprocated love soothes passion

and promotes moral feeling ?

Besides, when love remains riveted, we feel that, be the whole
world untrue and unworthy of confidence, our loved one is in-

deed a paragon of moral purity and trustworthiness. But,
when that true and trusted friend proves untrue, and we al-

ways feel thus when disappointed, except by opposing circum-
stances, we feel that verily no trust can be reposed in man

—

that are indeed traitors. This deteriorates our own con-
sciences, by making us feel that we have been deeply toronged*
and this awakens Combativeness to resent it, perhaps De-
structiveness to revenge it, and thus both rouses propensity,
and deteriorates the moral tone.

Still more prolific of nil these evil consequences, nervous
disorder in particular, and destructive of good feeling, is dis-
cord between husbands and wives. Married life brings every
e ement of both, not perfectly harmonized by love, into direct

* If the idea that the conscience of him who sufiers the wrono-
is deteriorated thereby, should be new to any, it is, neverthelesj
even so : because the painful exercise of any faculty deteriorates
It. Tho.se painful feelings, therefore, consequent on knowing that
we have been wrono eh, deteriorate our moral feelings equally
with the coinnuncr’on^ f a guilty conscience.
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collision, and excites a perpetual succession of heart-burnings,

and mutual sense of having been injured. If husband and

wife do not cordially love each other, they must hate^ except

that when they partly love and partly hate they are unable to

live either together or apart, and thus rendered proportionally

miserable in both. Discord, in the exact proportion in which it

exists, kindles the sour, hating, hateful, animal in parents, and

depreciates their moral feelings, and therefore transmits this

moral depreciation and animal exaltation to offspring.

Besides, since love heightens the ardor of the parental em-

brace, and thereby improves offspring, the absence of the for-

mer renders the latter tame and insipid, and this enfeebles its

product. Those disaffected companions whose conscientious

scruples curb passion in other directions, may content them-

selves with this merely animal relief, but can never enjoy that

spiritual intercommunion already shown to be so promotive of

parental pleasure, and so indispensable to the mental endow*

ment of oflspring. They violate the laws of matrimony, and

must suffer its righteous penalties.

But, as the person goes with the affections, mutual hatred,

if carried far, not only annuls desire, as regards each other,

but produces mutual disgust

;

and that even when this passion

is strong. Pure-minded woman, again our umpire, will bear

the witness as to her loathing and even utter abhorrence. She

may make a virtue of necessity, and tolerate what she cannot

avoid, but prefers death to this living purgatory ! But to un-

.veil the inner recesses of her soul, seems like sacrilege, and

having thus effectually drawn attention to this point, we for-

bear to prnsecute it farther.

The inference is conclusive, that those who do not cordially

Jove each other should never reciprocate this hallowed repast

of love, even though married by law
;
because, fi-st, law can-

not possibly justify what nature has unequivocally condemned

by rendering thus repulsive
;
and secondly, between such, it

can never be anything else than mere animal indulgence, the

supposed absence of love being the consequent absence of thoss
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pure moral feelings which it alone can bnng lO this repast.

Hence, their offspring must of necessity be far below their pa-

rents in intellectual and moral endowment, because parental

intellect and moral feeling were not called forth by love, and

therefore not transmitted to offspring. Moreover, their off-

spring must necessarily be essentially animal, because the

supposed disagreement of parents rouses all their animal pas-

sions, and transmits them, thus roused, to offspring Such

sensual intercourse is morally wrong, even by those legally

married to each other, because it may, must^ beget human aui-

nals only, but never human intellect and soul^ except of an in-

ferior grade—never that born in the ‘ image of god.’ Our world
is full already of such scapegoats of humanity. Hence, to a

great extent, its appalling depravity. This fatal omission of

sanctifying this function by spiritual love, it is, which has al-

lowed animal propensity to go on begetting mankind “ in sin,

and bringing them forth in iniquity.” This is that ^’forbidden

fruit,'' that “ original sin'' which has comparatively blasted
and imbittered huraanit;^until now, and will continue to do
so till supplanted by spiritual love and its accompanying in-

tercourse of soul. To this one cause more than to all others
combined, is attributable that wide-spread sgnsuality and de-
pravity of mankind in all their forms, in all their aggravation.
Nor can the latter be removed but by obviating their cause,
namely, sensuality without spiritual love. As the elements of
in and vice, and of disease and pain, are propagated, how cruel
and wicked thus to usher into the world beings constitutionally

80 puny, so sickly, so depraved, so miserable, perhaps a curse
to themselves and their race ! Especially since they might just
as well, ay, better—with more pleasure to parents, as well as
inlinitciy more happiness to offspring—have been highly en-
dowed, physically and mentally, and most e.xalted in their
intellectual capabilities and moral virtues. Oh! parents,
pause and tremble! in view of relations thus fraught with
weal and wo to yourselves, your children, and your children’s
children forever.
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SECTION IX.

all-important considerations to the married : reciprocity.

Necessity of Reciprocity in love. Do. in parentage. The marriage

rites. “ The tie that binds.” Want of sexual reciprocity the great

cause of discord. Advice to brides. Effects of refusals. Reasons.

Cases. Reluctant marriages. Nero. Potipher’s wife. Amnon. Ta-

mar. A case. Advice to husbands. Do. to wives. Cause of di^

ference.

Love always requires a return. Reciprocity is a consti-

tuent ingredient in its very nature. Without it neither can

ever be happy in either love or wedlock. Its absence is mise-

ry to the ardor of the one, and repugnance to the coldness of

the other. A cardinal law of both love and connubial bliss

requires, that the more tender the affection of either, the more

cordially should it be reciprocrated by the other. This requi-

sition is fundamental and absolute, anfl based in the physiolo-

gical principle stated by St. Paul, that “ The man hath no"

parental “ power over his own body, but of the woman
;
and

the woman hath no power over her own body, but of the

man.” Duality has already been shown to appertain to love

and marriage. It does so because it appertains to parentage,

the former two having their only terminus in the latter Be-

cause parentage absolutely requires the joint participancy of

two, a male and female, and allows only two to partake in the

authorship of every single product of humanity, both of whom

must necessarily thus partake together
;
therefore love, which

is only an incipient and preparatory stage of parentage, must

be reciprocal between two opposite sexes. Both must love

EACH OTHER, in Order that both may participate with each

other in this parental copartnership. As both must participate

together in this repast of love, in order to render ii productive,

so both must cordially love each other as a preparation for

this repast. The absence of this reciprocity in love, renders it

incipid and painful, for the same reason that the parental func
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tion IS abortive unless participated in by two conjointly. The

exalted pleasure shown in Chapter I., Section V., to appertain

to this parental function, constitutes the on'e essential imbodi

ment of love, as well as the principal object and ingredient in

marriage. Its anticipation imbodies the chief incentive of the

former, and the main motive of the latter. What other motive

does or should prompt either? Nothing but this single legiti-,

mate object of marriage, and only consumination and consti-

tuent element of love. What else does the very etymology of

matrimony signify?* And in what consists the marriage

vow, but in the implied and fully recognised act of covenant-

ing with each other to participate together in this ultimate

past of love ? Candidates for matrimony 1 what but this do

vou seek and proffer in forming this alliance ? Affected pru-

dishness may pretend to frown upon this home truth
j

but,

viewed in whatever light }’'ou please, the long and short, warp

and woof, and sole imbodirnent, of both love and matrimony

—

the one legitimate element, end, motive, and object desired

and prompted—of either separately and of both collectively

—

consists in the anticipation and pledging of each to participate

this function of love with the other. This is the origin of the

marriage rites. The bridegroom justly thinks himself enli-

lled to these rites, because the very act of the bride in becoming

his wife consists simply in a surrender of her celibacy, and a

pledge to partake in this parental function. And the value

set by either party on matrimony is mainly the price set on

this repast. Other advantages grow incidentally out of mar-

riage, but are only incidental. All depend on this—are its

satellites—and grow legitimately out of it.

This being “ the tie that binds,” the absence of reciprocity

here is of course the bane of contention. If similarity in other

respects is essential to love, how all essential in this the

very essence of the marriage covenant and compact ? Matri-

monial felicity can no more be had without reciprocity and

* Derived from “ matrix,” which signifies sicature, mould, &c. (Exod. xiii. 12,

\

from which also matron ia derived, and from monos, which signifiea one.
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mutual pleasure here, than noon-day without the sun
;

nor

can discord co-exist with reciprocity here any more than dark

ness and sunshine
;
because they who cannot make each othei

happy in this the ultimatum cf love and marriage, cannot in

minor matters; while those who can, will find all the minoi

causes of discord drowned in this key-note of concord. The
happiness conferred by each on the oth2r being the sole occa-

sion of love, and reciprocity here being the heart’s-core of all

the happiness of both love and wedlock—their basis, and

frame-work, and superstructure, and all in all—therefore those

who are qualified to confer on each other this summum bonum

of matrimonial felicity, are bound together by the strongest

bond of union connected with our nature; whilst those who
cannot both confer and receive mutual pleasure in this respee

cannot possibly be happy in married life, and consequenA

cannot possibly love each other
;

and therefore should nevet

enter together the sacred enclosure of wedlock. On nothing

does the bridegroom set an equal value. AH else in married

life is of little value to him compared with reciprocity and

happiness here. This expected pleasure alone prompts mar-

riage. Oh ! if I could catch the matrimonial ear of the whole

world, I would say, in the language of this law of love, to the

blooming bride as she enters upon the nuptial relations: By

all the happiness you are capable of conferring and receiving

in married life, note every invitation to this banquet of love,

and cordially respond. Coldness or squeamishness in love’s

repast, will dampen your consort’s pleasure, and therefore his

love, while your cold repulse or petulant refusal persisted in,

will be the death-blow of matrimonial felicity to you both—

a

blasting sirocco to his fondest hopes; for it will force him to

drink the mere dregs of the marriage cup, in lieu of the de

licious nectar he had so fondly expected to sip at the hymeneal

altar. But, if you watch the rising desires of love, and bestow

the welcome embrace, you re enkindle its flame and crown

your blessed union with the complete f-'iition of this the iin-

bodiment of all its pleasures.
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But, nothing will sting him so severely with disappointment,

despair, ar.d hatred, as unsatisfied desire. The reason is this.

As already seen. Amativeness, the cerebral organ of this passion,

bears the most intimate relation to the whole body, and the

entire mentality, as the means of the propagation of both.

Hence, its gratification abates that burning fever consequent

on its unsatisfied cravings, and calms down that irritability

of the animal propensities, which always necessarily accom-

panies its reversed and painful action.

The precise physiological principle involved, is, summarily,

this : Amativeness bears the most intimate reciprocal relation

possible to the body, in order to its propagation, and also to

the animal propensities. Hence, gratification sates that fever-

ish, morbid, irritable, and depraved state of both this organ

and of the whole of the animal propensities, among which it

is situated
;
but its denial^ fires up to their highest pitch of ab-

normal and therefore depraved manifestation, the whole of

the animal region, the body included
;
and thus produces sin

and misery in their most aggravated forms. Fully to enforce

this cardinal doctrine, requires the full exposition of that fun-

damental law of relation subsisting between the various states

of Amativeness and of the animal propensities.* But, assum-

ing this point, behold in it the cause of that bitter hatred and

implacable revenge always and necessarily consequent on the

cold refusal in place of the soul-inspiring expectation of a cor-

dial welcome

!

This doctrine of the necessity of reciprocity must commend
Itself to all who have experience concerning it, and requires no
other proof; while the uninitiated will find ample proof in the

universal fact that those husbands and wives either one of

whom went reluctantly to the hymeneal altar, never lived hap-
pily together. Scrutinize all the cases in which either party
was over-persuaded by the importunity of the other, or by offi-

c ous parents or friends, and every identical one, except those
in which the requisite reciprocity has been subsequently re-

' See “ Edncat'5n and Self-Iinprovemont,” p. IM.
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established, which are rare, will be fouad to have resulted in

misery to both. Let this principle and fact effectually warn
all against persuading or being persuaded to marry against

their feelings. Ardent love in one can never compensate for

the loss of it in the other, but only increases the disparity.

Warmth in one and coldnc'«s in the other, is as ice i^ to fire.

Reciprocity is indispensable. Those who love each other well

enough to marry will need no urging, but will literally rush

into each other’s arms. Then let all beware how they marry
unless both love and are beloved

j
because love in one and

not in the other is a breach of love’s cardinal requisitions, and

therefore can never render either happy, but must, in the very

nature of things, torment both for life. And let those who
are married put forth their utmost endeavors to reinstate, as far

as possible, reciprocity in this vital requisition of matrimonial

felicity. A few facts

:

From the very hour that Nero’s “ wanton dalliance”* and

desired incest with his mother was interrupted, he plotted hei

death, and consummated that most revolting matricide with

impatient haste and the most infamous cruelty. Potipher’s

wife hated Joseph as cordially after he refused her this indul-

gence, as she loved him before, and solely in consequence of

such refusal. This alone converted the frenzy of her love

into revenge equally frantic. The story of Amnon and Ta-

mar, (ii. Sam. xiii.) also .-istablishes and illustrates our posi-

tion. An enamored widow in New-York, similarly refused

by an amorous man, because of his filial regard for her ve-

nerated husband, from that hour to this has pursued him

with all the artful vengeance of a human fiend. The details

of this case are full of thrilling interest. One of the recent

cases of crim. con. in New-York, grew out of a husband’s

conscientious refusal to gratify his wife in this respect, while

fulfilling her maternal relations. This roused her worst pas-

sions, and she sought with a paramour what she was denied

in wedlock. In short, does this hw of love, and law of mind,

* BalliuL
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t^jat refused indulgence engenders hatred, require farther

proof, however similar in other respects, or that reciprocity

here is the olive-branch of connubial peace, however illy

matched in other respects? Need we prove that coldness in

the one and ardor in the other, is “hope deferred ” to the for-

mer, and repulsiveness to the latter, which necessarily blasts

their mutual happiness, and of course their love ? Is not this

SETTLED TRUTH—the Very summing up of this whole matter ?

Forbearing reader ! Condemn not our freedom
j

because

our subject is fraught with the very life and death of all matri-

monial felicity. It is one of mighty moment—the great sand-

banks of matrimonial shipwreck—yet rarely developed. Its

chagrined victims rarely tell the fatal secret. It remains to be

disclosed by science. Besides, reader, you yourself may re-

quire to know what you can learn probably no where else.

Accept, then, as you prize domestic happiness, the following

matrimonial life-preservers, in the form of preparatory advici

to all whom it may concern :

First, to the reluctant wife 1 For you to yield, is to conquer

By showing a desire to do all you can to oblige a beseeching

husband, you throw yourself on his generosity, and therebj

quell that desire which coldness or refusal would only ag

gravate. Your cheerful submission to what he knows to b(

disagreeable, at once excites his pity and gratitude, and thu.‘

awakens his higher faculties in your behalf, and subdues desire
,

because, how can, he who dotes on you take pleasure in whai

occasions you pain ? He takes your will for the deed, and

loves you therefore too well to 'nsist on so delicate a matter

unless agreeable to you also, or to feast himself at your ex-

pense. Compliance is a sovereign remedy for his importunity

because it kills his desires. Remember, you must always

yield cheerfully, and with a view to please him, or else the

whole effect will be lost. Never prove remiss, but do all you

can to conform. Thereby you will lay your husband under

the highest possible obligations of love and gratitude
; where-

as the unkind refusal begets increased importunity, and makes
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him insist on his rights, and threaten you with vengeance if

you dare refuse. Abundant excuse, such as the most unrea-

sonable demand on his part, and utter inability on yours, alone

should warrant your refusal.

Husbands ! It is now your turn. To 'promote desire is your

only plan. To excite those feelings which alone can render

your wishes acceptable to the partner of your love, will obviate

present repugnance, and render both happy in what otherwise

would be a torment to both. Cultivate the defective faculty.

Apply those perpetual stimulants which you alone can employ,

and your wife, if a true woman, will necessarily respond. This

element is of right, at least always ought to be, comparatively

dormant at marriage, and therefore requires to be cultivated

before its full activity can reasonably be expected. This, and

this alone, can secure your desired boon—alone can obviate

the difSculty. It is not for her, but for you, to excite her to

willingness. Nor need you pride yourself on your manhood,

unless you can call forth the desires you so much wish. Her

coldness is your fault mainly. Almost any wife whose hus-

band is* not repugnant, can be persuaded to all the intensity of

emotion necessary or desirable.

But, mark : this can never be done by blaming her. By

soft words and tender manners only. And yet many husbands

think to drive their wives to this tender repast by blaming

them for delays. This is the very last thing that should be

done
;
because this produces disaffection, and disaffection weak-

ens the remaining fragment of love. By thus provoking de-

sire, he can frequently obviate barrenness, which is often caus-

ed by want of interest in her. Excite this interest, and you

thereby secure offspring—the one object of marriage and end

effected by love. In short, “ provoke her to love."

After having done all that can be done to draw out her feel-

ings permanently, let forbearance do the rest. What but her

reciprocity cm render this repast agreeable to your own feel-

ings ? You are not a man, but a brute, if you can insist at

her expense. Where are your higher feelings 1 Where is
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vour love ^ Its only tost is the sacrifice of personal interest

on 'the altar of her happiness. The wife, too, who truly loves,

will most cheerfully make an equal sacrifice, and this spirit

of mutual sacrifice and mutual desire to oblige, will nearly or

quite control all constitutional differences, and render your

union happy to both.

It, however, deserves remark, that ninety-nine cases in the

hundred of tameness on the part of wivesarec used by disease,

in one or another form, of the organs of their sex. Such dis-

ease sometimes inflames desire, but usually annuls it by enfee-

bling and debilitating those organs on the healthy action of

which desire depends. And the fact, that a large proportion

of our women are diseased, explains the repugnance of many

wives to that which their husbands so earnestly desire
;
and

this disparity—the sole product of disease—is the great breeder

of connubial discord. Husbands, whose wives are thus afflict-

ed, should attribute their wives’ tameness, perhaps reluctance,

not to constitutional apathy, or disobliging unwillingness, but

to actual incapacity, induced by the prostration of health—by

a disease very likely induced by the husbands themselves, as

explained in Amativeness, p. 43. And the remedy will be

found in the restoration of these organs of their partners from

the prostrating influence of disease to the vigorous action of

health, directions for doing which are given in Chapter V. of

our Supplement. Do not blame when you should doctor.

The torpor of which husbands complain is mainly their own

fault.

Yet, sometimes, that sluggishness which tends to mutual

dislike is on the husband’s side, and possibly the penalty of pre-

mature indulofence in some form. But the advice alread

given applies here also, and need not be repeated.

The vast importance of this matter alone induced its inser-

tion. Some will affect to scorn it, but even they may derive

invaluable benefit therefrom, while those whom it more espe-

cially concerns will rejoice in the day that disclosed the se*

crct cause of matrimonial discord, and brought again the oliv«

branch of concord.
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SECTION X.

FREQUENCY.

rs nature boundaries. All our faculties should be exercised onlj
when their results are required. Appetite, Combativeness, Hoard
ing, Benevolen' ?, Conscientiousness, Language, &c. Offspring
the result of this faculty. Analogical inference furnished by the
brute creation. Objection. Woman the final umpire. To follow
nature our highest happiness. Nature never tempts. The hus
banding principle applied here. Love restrains animal desire. Ar
egregious error. Repose. Propensity- soon cloys. Prospect
An infallible guide. Influence of sensud indulgence on love. Do
indulgence to secure offspring. Precaution. Appeal. Conclusion

It remains to define nature’s boundaries in this important
respect, thereby to restrain exorbitant demand on the one
hand, and to prevent excessive taxation on the other. Such
bounds exist, and to practise them is the very acme of hy-
meneal bliss That a most ruinous excess is now indulged
is certain. What, then, are the dictates of infallible na
ture 1 ^

That no faculty of body or mind should ever be exerciser,

except when the results are required, and for the express
purpose of securing such results, is a law of nature. Not i(

dwell on the folly of exercising the voice, muscles, eyes
See., when we do not require the products of these respec
tive functions, we should never indulge Alimentiveness foi

the mere gustatory pleasure it affords, but only when we
require nourishment, or the legitimate product of eating;
and in eating thus, we experience the greatest possible

gustatory pleasure. We should never exercise Cemba
tiveness for the mere sake of opposition, but only wne.n its

constitutional results—opposition to evil, de.'fcncc cf right,

the accomplishment of good—are required. All oJ iv op
position is sinful in character, and painful in effect. ' le

gitimate end alone sanctifies its exercise. So, to civ.isi »ir
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or to kill merely for the sake of doing so, is hartvarous

;

whereas to exercise Destructiveness when it is required to

effect its legitimate ends, is virtuous in character and bene-

ficial in effect. So, also, to hoard for its own sake, and

not for the purpose of effecting some beneficial end with

the property acquired, is mean and miserly. To make mo
ney for its uses alone, sanctifies its acquisition. To do thing?

merely to obtain praise, is weak and wicked
;
but we should

do honorable deeds for tfieir own sake, and then enjoy con

sequent commendation. This law applies equally to thi

• moral affections. We should exercise Benevolence onlj

when we can do good thereby, and Conscientiousness onlj

in order to secure right and prevent torong, or to effect it»:

constitutional ends. This law applies equally to the intel-

lectual range. Thus, to talk without saying any thi.//7‘, or

having any thing to say—to utter sounds without movning
or sense

;
that is, to talk except when we require /;f/od re-

sults from such talking, is consummate folly. Thuy of Rea-
son. Thus of all the mental faculties, and of every func-
tion and element of our entire being. To exercis e any of
them, except for the express purpose of effecting the consti-
tutional ends to accomplish which such faculty or element
was instituted, is foolish in itself, and injurious in its con-
sequences

;
because abnormal—a violation of Nature’s ordi-

nance—and is, therefore, necessarily fraught with evil. This
is fundamental truth. From this law there is no appeal.
It therefore governs the exercise of Amativeness. Should,
then, the ultimate function of this faculty be indulged in
except when its legitimate products are required 1

And, what are such results 1 Offspring simply. This
is the one p-oduct of all the operations of love. Is not
this -^asoning conclusive and final 1 Doe^ it not enforce
the inevitable inference of one, and only one, parental
interview to every product of humanity 1

Still, though the arguments which conduct us to these
results seen to be sound and conclusive, and doubtless im-
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body the general intension of nature
;
and, though most of

the sound physiologists, much to the injury of their popu-

.arity, and doubtless against their own inclinations, have

been compelled to teach similar doctinnes
j
yet this result

s undoubtedly mod' tied by a principle of surplus^ which

nervades all nature. Thus, more blossoms form on treei

than can possibly be matured into fruit or seed, and hence

half or more usually become abortive, and even then often

require to be thinned out in order to secure the greatest per-

fection of the remainder. Far too many limbs grow upon

trees, and either die off or require to be removed by art.

If all the seeds formed in a single year should be allowed to

grow, they would be so thick that none could mature—na-

ture having ordained a great surplus of all seeds, and thus

amply provided against scarcity. But this surplus provi-

sion is too obviously a principle of nature to require fur-

ther amplification, and its applicability to the case before

us is too apparent to need argumentation, and, of course,

lets down this doctrine of extreme continency.

This doctrine finds unequivocal confirmation in the ana-

logy furnished by the entire animal kingdom touching the

frequency of this function—a species of argumentation the

force of which is irresistible. Propagating just as man does,

what is best, in and of itself is best for both animal and

man. The law involved is clear.

“ This reasoning,” many will say, “is conclusive. We
see 116 way to ward off or escape its conclusions

;
yet we

do not like to admit them. They are utterly at war with

the habits of all married subjects. They curtail the prin-

cipal pleasures of wedlock, yet leave us all its cares and

dregs ;* so that, once admitted, few would ass'.'me the bur-

* The cares and drudgery incident to the family, are all pleasures.

Bvery single thing necessarily appertaining to the family is pleasure-

able only. A most egregious error genendly prevails in regard to

this subiect, which we shall endeavor lO correct in the work announc-

ed in the preface, b/ giving a few recipes, alias directions, for ren-
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dens of marriage for so paltry a return. Above all, such

continence it is not in human nature to observe, when so

powerful and perpetual a temptation, enforced by all the

ardor of passion in both, added to such facilities, are set for

both parties, as wedlock proffers.”

Bear in mind, that to observe the ordinance ot nature in

this respect, is not difficuJft—it “ whisLhs itself
''—is not self-

denying, but is both easy in itself and yields the very per-

fection of this species of pleasure
j
and to suppose that fre-

quent indulgence even in wedlock aids the government of

this propensity, is a great mistake. The converse of this is

the result. Indulgence inflames, necessarily and always,

in wedlock or out of it. The more it is indulged, the more

it demands. If it cannot be governed by continence, it

certainly cannot by gratification. Moreover, it is certain

that excessive indulgence in wedlock kindles fires that burn

out of it, and consumes the virtue of untold thousands who

would otherwise remain virtuous. But, of this in our sup-

plement. Besides, far, very far, is it from nature to spread

temptation before us, and then punish for yielding. Na-

ture never tempts :
“ But every man is tempted when he

is drawn away of his own lust, and enticed,”* not by na-

ture, to obey whom is always easy.

There is a feeling in human nature which instinctively

husbands whatever is deemed especially valuable. Pre-

eminently does this feeling treasure up and cherish what-

ever appertains to love. Much more, to the feast in ques-

tion, which, moreover, imbodies an ingredient of holy sa-

credness, to tarnish which by familiarity shocks us as sacri-

legious. Those whose love is of the very highest order,

instinctively regard this its ultimate repast as the “ holy ol

holies” of the human soul—that inner temple of life which

dering the family the happiest place on earth, and banishing all its

cares, perple.xities, troubles, dregs—in short, every thing at all disa-

grneab'.e.
* James i. 16 .
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should be entered only on the most hallowed anniversary—

that most dainty banquet of their being;, and therefore to be

reserved for the choicest occasions of life. When, there-

fore, the pure-minded and tenderly devoted bridegroom en-

tertains the higher order of spiritual love for his adored

i»-;aase, will he not regard her as too pure and holy to be

carnalized at once for carnality’s sake 1 Will he not re.

serve her purity for that “ natural use” which shall make

them parents 1* Paul imbodies this sentiment when he

says : “ Nevertheless, he that standeth fast in his heart,

having no necessity, but having power over his own will,

and hath so decreed in his heart that he will keep his virgin^

doeth we//.”t Indeed, spiritual love quells animal desire as

such, and remains content with that holy cofnmunion ol

soul described in section live—what was said there of love,

applying here to this function—finding enjoyment of a fai

higher order in folding its beloved object in the arms of

tenderness, and bestowing and receiving mutual caresses

and embraces of love without one carnal desire as such.

The supposition that all sensual pleasure is imbodied in

this ultimate fruition, is most egregious. Pardon the free-

dom of adding, that those soft accents and tender caresses,

to participate in which the pillow of rest invites the mar-

ried pair, are vastly more pleasurable than ultimate in-

dulgence, because, allowing that spirituo-sexual magnetism

* Precipitancy is certainly injurious, besides thwarting the very

pleasure sought, especially of the bride. Wait, at least, till dial

shrinking, trembling diffidence with which nature has invested this

matter, has been obviated by personal familiarity, and time allowec

for mutual acquaintance and desire. Besides, haste is the pro

duct of animality ;
whereas, by a law of our very being, propensity

should always be governed by die higher faculties, which dictate tha-

the wife be allowed to remain the maiden till both are prepared 1 <

fulfil the parental function and destiny.

t 1 Corinth, vii. 36. See also verse 36, and compare the enUi<

tenor of this chapter with the doctrines of this work ;
which, howevr

contrary to public sentiment and practice, are ncverdjcless sumainec

Bj high authority.
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mentioned in section five, to be imparted and imbibed,

“ without let or hinderance,” from a large serous surface,

besides being perpetual, and increasing by exercise while

animality soon cloys, and also consumes the relish for this

hicrher banquet of love. Indeed, this pure and protracted

embrace is the compensation proffered by nature in lieu of

sensual gratification, and infinitely the superior, because i

imbodies the highest and holiest emotions contained in our

nature, and yields the most soul-hallowing and exalting

repast on which mortals can banquet. Still, nothing but

the very highest order of love will thus sanctify and^subdue

propensity
° But this will. But why enlarge 1 The world

is not yet prepared to receive or appreciate a doctrine

which exalts the spiritual so far above the animal. Yet the

pure minded few, and <hose only whose love has never

been carnalized by disappointment, will understand and

obey
;
and we trust, future ages, whose spirituality shall

purify and exalt this function to its primitive destiny, will

cause the clamors of propensity as such to cease, and ena-

ble mankind to find their highest happiness in fulfilling the

ordinance of nature.

An infallible guide as to frequency, is to be found in its

effects on love and offspring. This function being the im-

bodiment of the former, and the servant of the latter, what-

ever amount of frequenc) is promotive of spiritual love,

and the consequent endowment of offspring, is right, and

even duty. Nor is the argument destitute of plausibility

or force, that this mutual banquet promotes the highest hap-

piness of its participants, and thereby their mutual love

;

and hence the endowment of offspring. If so, the married

may enjoy this boon and bounty as frequently as is compa-

tible with health, and the oftener the better. Admit that

one function may have two primitive ofiices, and that the se-

condary office of this function is to promote connubial love,

by augmenting connubial happiness, and we are furnished

with “ the largest liberty” not positively injurious to health.
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ut, difficult of complete dcmonstiatioii as is this suoiect.one umveml guide as to frequency should undoubtedlytake precedence over all others. We have already adduct

'1;° of the nature of truelove. We have also shown that this parental function thefrequency of which we would now determine, is only itultimatum of love-that both are governed by the Celaws, and the former only the incipient stages of the latter

W Le ^ umpire in this doubt-'tut case. And this view IS both sustained and renderedconclusive by that arrangement which has rendered themale always prepared to fulfil his part of the propagating
function

i whereas the female is not always thus prepared"Her very nature precludes her perpetual preparation inways too apparent to require mention. What could render the conclusion more self-evident, that man should waiton woman in this matter of frequency, and not woman on

^ K '^o'^an, but sim-ply hold himself in readiness, subject to those invitations
which woman knows full well how to give, without theshadow of impropriety, and, in reality, leading while sheseems to follow 1 She, then, is that final umpire by which
every husband should never fail to abide, and which if a]
lowed to control this whole matter of frequency, will con-
duct nearly every married pair to complete connubial fe-
licity.

Of course, only healthy wives are qualified to regulate
this delicate matter. Either disease or prostration in the
organs of her sex renders her decision erroneous, ab. ilute.
ly

i yet, even then correct, relatively—renders her too spi-
rilless in reality, yet, under existing circumstances,though
she would be averse to due frequency, yet, more than she
desires would be injurious to her

j and the husband must
conform to the required denial. His lot is less fortunate
yet non-conformity will only increase his misfortune. Even
then his wife is his judge

; and his only appeal consists in
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restoriag her to \ealtl., and thus increase the enjoyment of

both.

Yet the opposite not unhequently occurs. When female

complaints cause slight inflammation instead of toi^or, or a

chronic fever, the result is undue desire, or that insatiable

nymphomania, which not unfrequently afflicts the gentler

Bex. Nor will the desired frequency here effect a cure. It

will only aggravate. So that voluntary restraint in such

cases becomes indispensable.

Undue desire or torpor may arise from other causes—may

often be hereditary—yet these exceptions leave our great

governing rule of frequency to be determined almost exclu-

sively by women who are healthy and perfect as females

an umpire to which gallant men should not object, and by

which he should be proud to abide. Conclusive as is the

argument of one interview at a birth that result should give

place to this. Yet between the two, less disparity probablj

exists than appears at first sight. When woman is prepared

for the recipiency of the germ of life, nature indicates such

preparation by an intensity of desire both not to be mistak-

en, and highly promotive of the endowment of offspring. Be-

fore such preparation, and after such recipiency, her desires

are, as at these times they should be, too tame to impart the

exalted impress given by high-wrought passion to progeny,

and the pleasure attendant on this function, is comparatively

insipid—one exalted interview surpassing scores of tame

embraces. And if parents would diminish their frequency

so as to enhance ecstasy, they would be incalculable gainers

in the amount of pleasure experienced, besides doubling,

perhaps quadrupling, all the endowments of their offspring.

No mistake can be greater than the prevalent supposition

that hymeneal pleasure is in proportion to frequency
;

whereas it is in the reverse ratio. Do we not enjoy a sin-

gle meal, when really hungry, more than scores when not

so } fcso here, frequency begets satiety, and gluts the appe-

tite and enjoyment Suppose New Year came once a week,
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we should take less pleasure in fifty-two new years than we
now do in one, because frequency would render it insipid

;

whereas now weeks and months are spent in most delightful
preparation and anticipation of this one day, which is often
an instrument of more and more exalted pleasure, than any
entire month of the year. The applicabiTty of this illustra-

tion to the case in hand, is too apparent to require specifica-

tion, and the practical lesson here taught, should induce the
married, merely as a means of securing the ver}' pleasure
sought, to partake less often, that it may be with ? keener
relish.

Bear in mind, that we write to promote sexual pleasure

instead of to curtail it. We recommend abstinence in or-

der to increase the sum total of enjoyment, and deprecate

frequency, because destructive of the very pleasure sought.

The epicurean philosophy is the true one. Self-denial

forms no part of our creed. We go for SE'LF-enjoyment in

the fullest sense of that term, and in its application to the

subject in hand. We wish to show parents how they can

the most effectually enjoy this banquet, instead of diminish-

ing one iota from hymeneal bliss as such. That exercise

of this function is most concordant with nature which yields

the most enjoyment, both in and of itself, and in its various

and multifarious bearings on our other enjoyments. Thus

qualified, neither our motives nor our philosophy can well

be misunderstood
;
for we give the largest liberty compati-

ble with the highest sexual enjoyment, to promote which

is the one desire of both this section and this work. Call

me not a hymeneal Stoic, but Epicure
;
yet as gluttony pre-

cludes gustatory pleasure, and as a single meal, eaten \vith

the keen relish conferred by appetite, gives more and more

exalted pleasure than scores without it, so hymeneal post-

ponement is the secret of hymeneal appetite and pleasure
j

while as the gourmand can never know exalted gustatory

pleasure, so the cloyed advocates of connubial frequency

necessarily depr've themselves of most of the pleasures they
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leek and what few are left, are embittered. We therefoie

trust, that we shall be remembered with gratitude for advo-
cating this doctrine of abstinence by all who put it in prac-
tice, though most of our coteraporaries who take similar
ground, have been visited with unmitigated censure from
all. Are not our arguments sound, and our conclusions
the true interpretation of nature’s ordinance touching fre-

quency 1

But its kindj and the feeling and spirit with which it is

participated in, determine its influence on love even more
than frequency, which, however, it involves. Compare
the effects on love of indulgence sought for its own sake,
with that sought as a means of ofl^spring. Their diflbrence
IS heaven wide. The former sensualizes and depraves, ne-
cessarily and always. Behold its brutalizing influence on
the sensualist ! Scrutinize the expression of his countenance,
the tones of his voice—all he says and does—and you discover
the escape of grossness, vulgarity, animality, and lust from
every avenue of expression. Nor is it difficult, from these
and other indices of carnality, to detect the sensual and the
wanton.*

It also breeds disgust for its paramour. We are com-
pelled by a law of mind, to regard a frequent partner of
sensuality as a kind of animal tool, a mere sexual thing,
gross, low, and sensual. This shows why the libertine, how-
-ever intently he pursued his “game,” before indulgence
always becomes indiflferent after desire is sated, and finally
casts her off. This is always the case, because based in the
law of mind that sensuality, in and of itself, degrades its
joint partner in their own eyes, and in the eyes of each
other breeds disgust of s^f and one another, deteriorates
the morm tone, and demeans and animalizes the entire be-mg! This abasement is inherent in excessive indnltrence
for its own sake

;
nor does marriage wipe away the pollut-

* These signs, and also those which disclose self-abuse, will be'ound in our supplement.
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ing stain. Carnality is carnality, the world over, in wed

lock as ranch as out ot it, and constitutionally breeds con-

tempt, disgust,” and hatred, even between the married.

This must always be the case where animal indulgence is

sought
;
the laws of nature knowing no difference between

those legally married or unmarried. I speak of mere ani-

mal indulgence as such.

Does not this principle develop one cause of the mighty

difference in the estimation in which lovers hold each other

before marriage, compared with their mutual estimation

—

depreciation—afterwards 1 That such depreciation often—

•

generally—does actually take- place, the recollections of

most that are married, are vouchers. Let them compare

notes touching their mutual estimation before the first in-

terview with that entertained afterwards, and say whether

it does not almost always humble and depreciate each in

the estimation of one another. Did it not go far to

dispel that association of the angelic before entertained, and

substitute one much lowered down, perhaps debased to the

thing ? But for ruthlessly invading the bridal sanctuary,

it would be in point to put some home questions concern-

ing this matter, yet this sacred veil must not be removed.

But we call upon the bridegroom to testify whether indulg-

ence did not breed a feeling of commonness and deprecia-

tion in place of the most exalted estimation. Yet these

deteriorating effects on love are experienced by those only

who seek carnal gratification as such. But, alas ' these

form the mighty many !

Far otherwise is the effect of this banquet, if served for

the express purpose of becoming parents. Let the fond

bridegroom preserve the hymeneal jewel of his adored bride

till both are prepared for offspring, and let parentage be

the primary object sought, and hymeneal pleasure only se-

condary, just as the gustatory pleasure of eating should be

secondary to its results, and this holy intercommunion, so

far from lowering down either in the other’s estimation
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will incalculably elevate, both. It will radiate the eyes of

the doting husband with additional lustre, and cause those

of the devoted wife to glow with increased tenderness, as

they interchange looks and tokens of love ,• because each

will prize the other as a co-worker and joint partner in

achieving the most desirable object of life. Nor will the

prospective mother shed one tear, or heave one sigh of sor-

row, over her cherished, but now sacrificed jewel, because

its loss is the gain of one infinitely dearer—one that opens

up the gushing fountain of maternal tenderness in addition

to all the ravishing joys of connubial love. Not a blush of

shame tinges the cheek of modesty, as she exchanges looks

and tokens of conjugal affection with the father of her dear

babe
;
but, so far therefrom, by all her maternal pleasures

is her estimation heightened, and her love augmented. To
• tlius have offered up the maiden on the altar of the matron,
only swells her flood of joy and bliss

j
whereas to be defiled

by sensuality but humbles and debases, without leaving in

return one single item of value. Even chance maternity,
when she sought carnality, always pollutes, never elevates.

Dear reader, seest thou now the different effects on love
of the carnality and the spirituality of this function 1 That
the former vitiates and poisons all it touches 1 That the
latter sanctifies, and purifies, anjJ perfects 1

Having now laid the entire issue before his readers, the
Author lays the unction of frequency and character upon
their own souls. Choose, individually, between the bless-

ing and the cursing. But whether you serve up this ban-
quet frequently or rarely, partake thereof only in the high-
est and holiest possible exercise of spiritual love. Carnal-
ity, frequent or seldom, necessarily corrupts. The doctrine
of frequency, so much more congenial than continence, may
be the order of nature

—

is, fvovided it promotes spiritual
love, which it may do in case one function can have two
offices—nature’s warrant for which, however, is less clear
and in case this bounty is enjoyed onJij as a mntual inter-
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change of holy love

;

otherwise, never. Beloved reader!

May a vigorous intellect determine thy ^choice, and moral

purity guide thy participation. God forbid the sacrilegious

prostitution of this highest and holiest human function to

brutal lust

!

May this humble treatise go forth to promote conjugal

AFFECTION ^to SANCTIFY THIS BANQUET OF LOVE tO ENDOW
OFFSPRING with the best physiology and the highest men-

tality in the power of parentage to confer
;
and incalcula-

bly to ADORN, PERFECT, and BLESS MANKIND, both now and

foi ever.
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APPENDIX A.

This law, that progeny inherit those particular states of mind and

body, existing in parents at the time the former receive being and

character from the latter, also governs all that propagates. This is

rendered apparent by the fact that all animals procreate by and while

in the exercise of those functions which predominate in their na-

tures. Thus, flight is the great function of all birds—that by which

they procure most of their subsistence and pleasure—and accordingly

they fuiiil this parental function winLE tjsino their wings, and can-

not without them, especially the male. Yet domestic fowls, which
seldom use their wings, use them a little, and proportionally little at

tins period. House flies use their wings very actively both in the

coupling function, and during their whole lives. This is equally

true of insects generally, of which the butterfly is another example.

Behold the contrast in crawling animals—the male crawling, in-

stead of flying,—a coincidence which pervades both kingdoms.
Waterfowls, again, fecundate their eggs near the water—ducks, the

most attached to this element, in it
, but geese, less attached, near it.

Pish impregnate their spawn while swimming, thus doubtless pro-
moting the swimming propensity of their product.

Vicious animals, again, are far more ferocious at this period,

than at any other. Of this dogs are examples—the female
yelping and snarling at her pursuers, and the male biting and fight-

ing his competitors. Lions, tigers, leopards, panthers, catamounts,
and cats—all carniverous animals—are terribly fierce at this sea-
son. Turkeys, geese, prairie hens, and all the fighting species
of the feathered tribes, contend combatively at this period, but do not
bite destructively. Horses bite, and kick, and contend while coup-
ling, and their progeny are desperate when not subdued, or when
cornered. Behold in these and kindred examples, the sweeping uni-
versality of this law of propagation.

Behold, also, in the ferocity of all vicious animals at this period,
contrasted with the amiableness and sweetness of the dove, and in
the coarse, rough, harsh manner o'’ the former in opposition with the
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softness and gentleness of pigeons, another conclusive proof that

offspring takes on tliose particular states which exist in parents at

the period of procreation. What can equal the tenderness and love

liness of the dove while fulfilling the parental destiny, and what so

gentle and lovely as their product ? And does no relation of cause

and effect obtain between these coincidences ?

Running animals, again, unite to parent their young while in the

midst of a violent and protracted chase. The deer, and all its spe-

cies, are extraordinary runners, and in accordance with our law, run,

for days together, while the sexual fever rages, which, from this cir-

cumstance, is appropriately called “ t^ running season.” Dogs

furnish another running example. The female, at this period,

frisks about awhile, and then starts off at full speed, and the male

follows up, both racing for hours, sometimes days, before and afte

they unite, and accordingly, their progeny’s leading trait is to run

Why not, since they received being and character while both parents

were in full chase ?

The horse, especially, when wild, furnishes another pertinent ex-

ample ;
and when even domestic horses are turned out together, male

and female, into field or forest, the female refuses gratification till

pursued for hours and days, until both are heated up to a perfect foam,

and to the farthest point previous to incipient exhaustion ;
and our

stock breeders set both in motion as a preparation. The male is also

compelled to put forth extraordinary exertions of strength in order to

rear and support himself at the required height, and the female both

to sustain her burden and resist tlie propelling efforts of her paramour,

till the flesh of both is all knotted up into ridges and bunches, as can

be easily seen. Behold in the speed and strength put forth by both,

and in the burden borne by the female, the coincidence with the

travelling, drawing, and carrying capabilities of this anknal.

But the bull, though obliged to put forth prodigious exertions of

strength in order to parent his young, runs a little, yet comparatively

but little, and hence his progeny is powerful in strength, yet lacks

speed. The sexual habits of the bufihlo—fierce, powerful, ranging--

also correspond with our law ;
while all lively, brisk, sprightly ani-

mals are particularly so at this period.

Nor are these illustrations, striking and sweeping as they are, by

any means all
;
but the reader’s own knowledge and observation will

enoble him to follow them out to any required extent. Yet they are

sufficient to establish this great law—as universal as it is palpable-
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that the nabits and peculiarities of all animals are especially mani-

fested when they unite to propagate. Now, are all these striking co-

incidences merely casual ? Are they not rather the instrumentali.

ties employed by nature for perpetuating these peculiarities ? What
more or clearer evidence is required to teach parents that tlieir chil-

dren will take on those several states of mind and body existing in

themselves at the period of parental union ? The law here illustrated

pervades all animated nature, and teaches parents, with all the em-
phasis of their regard for tlieir children, to put themselves into those
states previously which they wish their offipring to possess through
life. Behold, in the body of the work, the value and applicability of
this law to the improvement of mankind !

APPENDIX B.

INCREASE OF POPULATION.

The Circassian race usually doubles itself every twenty-five year.N.
Our national population doubles every twenty years. Let us assume
thirty years, so as to be at least within bounds, and 20,000,000 is
our number in 1860. In 1910 we shall equal 80,000,000 '; within
less than a hundred years, 160,000,000; and in a little over two hun-
dred years, which some of our grandchildren’s grandchildren w’”
doubtless five to see, it will be 1,280,000,000, or seventy-two then to’

one now. Old people often tell with surprise how small our towns
and cities were fifty years ago, and all of us are witnesses of their
extremely rapid increase. Now, let this increase continue with its
present ratio, and it will soon fill our whole earth completely full—

.

wiU cram every mountain, and valley, and river, to their utmost ca-
pacity yet unless checked, go on still to multiply human beings at a
frightful ratio. Nor is this period so far ofl-but that it will eventually
come, and come it must, even in spite of any cause of premature
death, for this is the earth’s destiny.

But, this period arrived, what will arrest its multiplying progress ^
Or must all its inconceivable horrors-universal starvation, and con-
sequent, desperation-be let loose upon a world literally covered
with human masses ? This is certainly far from being an ordinance
of nature. All her provisions tend to happiness ; none to misery

allow-will efleci:
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But How ? WOl not Amativeness exist then, as now ? And, exist-

ing, will it be satisfied with begetting two offspring in a life time 7

This implies a feebleness inadequate to the due endowment of even
these two

; for it must exist in great power, in order to confer a pow-
erful organization in its products. Or will mankind be so conciliatory

to one another, that many, to oblige others, will forego becoming pa-

rents ? This cannot be expected. Or will all learn and practise self-

denial sufficient to resist all indulgence of this passion, excepting

twice to each human being ? But, as already seen, nature never re-

quires self-denial at our hands. Or will infanticide be practised 7

No ! for this is too monstrous in itself, and cannot be perpetrated with-

out destroying the mother’s health and life. Besides, nature’s motto

is not “ Of two evils, choose the least,” but “no evil; all good.’’

By what pleasurable means, then, will she arrest this multiplying

propensity 7 By the spiritual love of section five, and the conti-

nence of our last section—means amply sufficient to prevent any

more propagation than is sufficient to replace the then existing num-

ber, no: only without any sexual self-denial, but the doctrine of our

last section being true, with tlie highest connubial love and happi-

ness parents can experience. Amativeness will then love the vir-

tues of its partner more, and the person less, and substitute the com-

merce of soul there pointed out for that of body now so excessive.

Besides, all the passions will then become purified and sanctified, as

shown in our articles on Progression in the Phrenological Journal,

and of course lust will give place to love in an order of purity

and power infinitely more pleasurable than -he sensuality now so

rife.
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relations should read this book, and all may profit by a perusal,— 1 . lU/Oisiraiew Magasvihe.

MEMORY AXD LTTELLECTUAL IXPROYEMEXT; APPLIED TO SELF-
Education and Juvenile Instruction. By 0. S. Fowler. Twentieth Edition. Enlarged and
Improve . Illustrated with Engravings. Pritie, 87 cents.

The science of Phrenology, now so well established, affords us important aid in developing the
human mind, according to the natural laws of our being. This, the work before us is pre-emi-

nently calculated to promote, aud we cordially recommend it to all .—JJemocmtic Review,

M.\TRIMOXY ; OR, PHREXOLOGY AXD PHYSIOLOGY APPLIED TO
the Selection of Congenial Companions for Life

;
including Directions to the Married for

Living together Affectionately and Happily. By 0. S. Fowler. Price, 30 cents.

Upwards of sixty thousand copies having been sold in the United States, besides having been
republished in Loudon, no man or woman, married or unmarried, should fail to possess a copy.

PHREXOLOGY PROVED, ILLUSTRATED, AXD 'APPLIED
; ACCOMPA-

nied by a Chart, embracing an Analysis of the Primary Mental Powers in their Various
Degrees of Development, the Phenomena produced by their Combined Activity, and tho
Location of the Phrenological Organs in the Head. Together with a View of the Moral and
Theological Bearing of the Science. By O. 8. and L. N. Fowler. Price, $1 25.

This is a Practical, Standard Work, and may be described as a complete system of the prin-
ciples and practice of Phrenology. Besides important remarks on the Temperaments, it con-
tains a description of all the primary mental powers, in seven different degrees of development,
together witli tlie combinations of tlie faculties; in short, we regard this work as not only the
most important of any which has before been written on tho science, but as indispensably
necessary to the student who wishes to acquire a thorough knowledge of Phrenological Science.

PHREXOLOGICAL ALMAXAC. PUBLISHED AXXIJALLY. WITH CAL-
endars for all Latitudes. Profusely Illustrated with Portraits of Distinguished Persons. C cfs.

POPULAR PHREXOLOGY; EXHIBITIXG THE PHREXOLOGICAL AD-
mcasureraents of above Fifty Distinguished and Extraordinary Personages of Both Sexes.
With numerous Portraits and other Illustrations. By Frederick Coombs. Price 80 cents.

PHREXOLOGICAL BUST; DESIGXED ESPECIALLY FOR LEARXERS.
Showing tlie Exact Location of all the Organs of the Brain fully developed. Price, including
box for packing, $1 25. [May be sent by Exj.ross. Not mailaole.]

®

This is one of the moat ingenious inventions of the age. A cast made of plaster of Paris, the
size of the human head, on winch the exact locution of each of tlie Phrenological orcrun^ i«i

1 resented, fully developed, with all the divisions and olassificationl Tlmse who
^ Of

PHREXOLOGY AXD THE SCRIPTURES
; SHOWIXG THEIR HARMOXY.

An able, though amall work. By Eov. John Plerpont Price, 12 cents.

PHREXOLOGICAL GUIDE. DESIGXED FOR STUDEXTS OF THEIR
own Charactora. With numerous illustrativo Engravings. Price 15 cents.

PHREXOi.OGY AXD PHYSIOLOGY; A SYXOPSIS, COMPRISIXG A COX-
densed Description of tho Functions of tho Body and Mind. By L. N. Fowler. Price 10 cts
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PHRENOLOGICAL SPECIMENS FOR PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETIES AM)
Private Cabinets. ~We have made a selection of forty of our best specimens, among which
are casts from the head, size of life, of John Qnincy Adams, Aaron Burr, George Combe,
Elihu Burritt, T. II. Benton, Henry Clay, Kev. Dr. Dodd, Thomas A. Emmett, Dr. Gall,

Sylvester Graham, J. C. Neal, Walter Scott, A'^oltaire, Sila.s Wright, Black Hawk, etc., etc.

Phrenological Societies can expend a small snm in no better way than by procuring this set,

as they have been selected particularly with reference to showing the contrasts of the Phre-

nological developments in different characters. They can be packed, and sent as freight

or by express, with perfect safety, to any ijlace desired Price, only $25 00.

RELIGION, NATURAL AND REVEALED; OP, THE NATURAL THEO-
lo^ and Moral Bearings of Phrenology, including the Doctrines taught and Duties inculca-

ted thereby, compared with those enjoined in the Scriptures : with an Exposition of the

Doctrines of a Future State, Materialism, Holiness, Sins, Kewards, Punishments, DepraAity,

a Change of Heart, Will, Foreordination, and Fatalism. By 0. S. Fowler. Price, 87 cents.

If ever our various religious opinions are to be brought into^ harmonious action, it must be done
through the instrumentiuity of Phrenological Science.—C/w'iSiwMi- J^reeman,

SELF-CULTURE, AND PERFECTION OF CHARACTER; INCLUDING
the Education and Management of Youth. By 0. S, Fowler. Price, 87 cents.

“ Self-made, or never made,” is the motto. No individual can read a page of it without being

improved thereby. With this work, in connection with Physiology, Animal and Mental, a^
Memory, and Intellectual Improvement, we may become fully acquainted ^^th curseive^ c^-
prehending, as they do, the whole man. We advise all to read these works.

—

t07n. oc/ioot Auv,

SELF-INSTRUCTOR IN PHRENOLOGY AND PIIYSWLOGY. ILLUS

trated wltb One Hundred Engravings; including a Chart for recording the various De^ees

of Development. By O. S. and L. N. Fowler. Price in Paper, 30 cents
;
Muslin, 50 cents.

This treatise is emphatically a book for the million. It contains an explanation of

full enough to be clear, yet so short as not to weary ;
together with ^ombinatiims o^^

and engravings to show the organs, large and small : thereby

study, to become acquainted with practical Phrenology. An excellent work for students.

SYMBOLICAL HEAD AND PHRENOLOGICAL CHART, IN MAP FORM.

Showing the Natural Language of the Phrenological Organs. Price, 25 cents.

TEMPERANCE AND TIGHT LACING; FOUNDED ON PHRENOLOGY

and Phvslolo-TT, showing the Injurious Efffects of Stimulants, and tie Evils inflict^ on the

?Iuma7cSutTon by comprissing tho Organs of Animal Life. With Numerous Ulus-

tr&tioQS. By 0. S. Fowler. Price, 15 cents.

these little (great) works will render effectual aid.— Beecher.

THE WORKS OF GAU, COMBE, SPU1KHE13I, AXD OTliEI'A WITH

all the works on Phrenology, for sale, wholosalo and retail. 808 Broadn ay, Now 1 ork.

fowlers and Wells have all works on Puresoloot, Fuvsiologv. Hvdrop.vtht. and the Nat-

ural Sciences generally. Booksellers supplied on the most liberal terms. Agents wanted In eve y

SuL coun“ "and town. These works are univers.ally popular, and thousands might be sold

TtLrrin^oTherI™ i" all cases, he post-paid, and directed to the Put.

Ushers, as follows:^ WELLS, 308 Broadway, New York.
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142 Washington St
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231 Arch Street

” By DO other way can men approach nearer to the gods, than by conferring health on men.”

CiCKBO.

y [k “ If the people can be thoroughly indoctrinated in the general principles of Hyduopatuy, and

If i make themselves acquainted with the laws of life and healtii, they will well-nigh emancipate

t jr themselves from all need of doctors of any sort” Dn. Tkall.

ACCIDENTS AAl) EMEEGEXCIES: A GUIDE, COmiNKG DIREC-
tionsfor Treatment in Bleeding, Cuts, Bruises, Sprains, Broken Bones, Dislocations, Eailway
and Steamboat Accidents, Burns and Scald.s, Bites of Mad Dogs, Cholera, Injured Eyes, Chok-
ing, Poisons, Fits, Sun-stroke, Lightning. Drowning, etc., etc. By Alfred Smee, F. R. S. Il-

lustrated with numerous Engravings. Appendix by Dr. Trait Price, prepaid, 15 cents.

BUI.FER, FORBES, AAD HOCGIITON, OX THE WATER-TREATMEXT.
A Compilation of Papers and Lectures on the Subject of Hygiene and Rational Hydropathy.

. Edited by R. S. Houghton, A. M., M. D. 12mo. 890 pp. Muslin, $1 25.

CHROXIC DISEASES. AX EXPOSITIOX OF THE CAUSES, PR,0-

S
-css, and Terminations of various Chronic Diseases of the Digestive Organs, Lungs. Nerves,
inibs, and Skin, and of their Treatment by Water and other Hygienic Means. Br James

M. Gully, M.D. Illustrated. Muslin, $1 50.

COOK ROOK, NEW HYDROPATHIC. R. T. TRAIL, M.D. A SYS-
tem of Cookery on Hydropathic Principles, containing an Exposition of the True Relations
of all Alimentary Substances to Healtli, with Plain Receipts for preparing all Appropriate
Dishes for Hydropathic Establishments, Vegetarian Bo.irding-houses, Private Families, etc
etc. It is the Cook's Complete Guido for all who “ eat to live.” Price, Paper, 62 cents •

Muslin, 87 cents
;
Extra Gilt, One Dolla'.

’

CIIILDREX; THEIR HYDROP.YriIIC HAXAGEMEXT IX HEALTII AXD
Di.scasc. A Dcscriptl»-o and Praetical Work, designed as a Guide for Families and Physi-
cians. With numerous cases described By Joel Sliew, M.D. 12mo. 432 pp. Muslin, $1 25.

COXSTAIPTIOX; ITS PREVEXTIOX AXD CURE BY THE WATER-
Trcatment, With Advice concerning Hemorrhage of the Lungs, Coughs
BnincliitLs, and Sore Throat,. By Dr, Show. 12mo. Muslin, 87 cts.

’
Colds, Asthma,

CURIOSITIES OF COMMOX WATER ; OR, THE ADVAXTAGES THEREOF
in preventing and curing Diseases: gathered from the Writings of sovoral Eminent Phvsi-
clans, and also from more than Forty Years' Experlonco. By John Smith, C M Fnim'tho
Fifth London Edition. With Additions, by Dr. Show. 80 cents.
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CHOLERA: ITS CAUSES, PREVEXTION, AXI) CURE; SHOWING THE *

Inefficiency of Drug-Treatment, and the Superiority of the 'Water-Cure in this and In all
;

other Bowel Diseases. By Dr. Show. Price, 80 cents.

DOMESTIC PRACTICE OE IIYDROPATHT, WITH FIFTEI'X ENGRAVED
!ep(

3d.

Illustrations of Important Subjects, with a Form of a Beport for the Assistance of Patients

in consulting their Physicians by Correspondence. By Ed. Johnson, M. D. Muslin, $1 50.

EXPERIENCE IX WATER-CUP.E; A FA.MILI.MI EXPOSITION OF THE
Principles and Results ofWatnr-Treai.mcut in Acute and Chronic Diseases ; an Explan^ion of

Water-Cure Pi’ocessos; Advice on Diet and Regimen, and Particular Directions^ >\oincn

in the Treatment of Female Diseases, Water-Treatment in Childbirth, and the Diseases oi

Infancy. Illustrated by Numerous Oases. By Airs. Nichols. Price, 80 cents.

ERRORS OF PHYSICIANS AND OTHERS IN THE TRACTICE OF THE
Water-Curo. By J. H. Eansse. Translated from the German. Price, 80 cents.

HYDROPATHIC FAMILY PHYSICIAN. A READY PRESCRIBER AND
Hygienic Adviser, with reference to the Nature, Causes, Prevention and Treatment of Diseas^

Accidents, and Casualties of every kind ;
with a Glossary, Table of Contents, and Index. Il-

lustrated with nearly Three Hundred Engi-aviugs. By Joel Show, M.D. One l^ge volmne of

820 pages, substantially bound, in librar}' style. Price, with postage prepaid by mail, oO,

It possesses the most practical utility of any of the author’s contributions ^
and is well adapted to give the reader an accurate idea of the organization and functions of the

human frame.— York Trihxt^ne, *

IIYDROPATHY TOR THE PEOPLE. WITH PLAIN OBSERV.AriONS ON

Drugs, Diet, Water, Air, and Exercise. A popularWork, hy Wm. Horsell, (rf London. With

Notes and Observations hy Dr. Trail. Muslin, 8T cents.

HYDROPATHY; OR, THE \^ATER-CURE. ITS PRINCIPLES, PRO-

nosses and Modes of Treatment. In part from the most Eininent Autho^ Ancient and

Modern, Together with an Account of the Latest Methc^s of Pnes^Itz. umerous Cases,

•with full Trestmout described. By Dr. Show. 12mo. Muslin, f1

HOME TREATMENT FOR SEXUAL ABUSES. A PRACTICAL TREA-

tlse for both Sexes, on the Nature and Causes of Excessive and Unnatnrol Indnl^n^ the

DlLases and Iniuries resulting therefrom, with their Symptoms and Hydropathic Manage .

ment By Dr. Trail. Prjoe, 80 cents.

HYDKOPATIIIC EXCYCI.0I’.«DIA: A SYSTEM OF in'MOrAljn AAU A

an fcolored Plates. Substantially bound, In one large volume, ^
for eXr edition! prepaid hy mail, in Muslin, »3 00; in LeatlKW, W BO.

This is the most comprehensive and
lrtfich’'fi'?ve alteincT sn^

withnearlyone thousaiid pnims. or all ^ none are more •adapU'd to general

kneyclopaMUa.-W. I. jWmne. ^
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.YDliOPATlIlO QUAPTEHLY REVIEW. A PROFESSIOXAL MAGA-

zine, devoted to Medienl Eeform ;
embracing Articles by

slo1o"v. Pathology, Surgery, Therapeutics, Midwifery, etc.
;
Reports of Remaikable Ltoes m

OeuGal Practice, Criticisms ou the Theory and Practice of the Various Opposing Systems of

Metlical Science, Reviews of New Publications of all Schools

Progress of Health Reform in all its aspects, etc., with appropnate Engraved Illustrations.

Terms, a Year, in advance. Two Dollars.
^

Filled with articles of permanent value which ought to be read by every American.—A'". T. Trio.

B Y G I

E

X E AX D H Y D R 0 P A T H Y. THREE LECTURES. FULL OF

Interest and Instruction. By R. S. Houghton, M. D. Price, 3Q cents.

IXPRODUCTIOX TO THE WATER-CURE. FOUXDED IX XATURE, AXH
adapted to the Wants of Man. By Dr. Nichols. Price, 15 cents.

MIDWIFERY, AXD THE DISEASES OF WOMEX. A DESCRIPTIVE AXD
Practical Wort, shelving the Superiority of Water-Treatment in Menstruation and its Disor-

ders, Chlorosis, Leucorrhoea, Fluor Albus, Prolapsis Uteri, Hysteria, Spinal Diseases and other

Weaknesses of Females; in Pregnancy and its Disesises, Abortion, Uterine Hemorrhage,

and the General Management of Childbirth, Nursing, etc., etc. Illusti-atcd with Numerous
Cases of Treatment. By Joel Shew, M. D. 12mo. 482 pp. Muslin, $1 23.

tPAREXTS’ GUIDE FOR THE TRAXSMISSIOX OF DESIRED QUALITIES
to O^prlng, and Childbirth made Easy. By Mrs. Hester Pendleton. Price, 60 cents.

PRACTICE OF WATER-CURE. WITH AUTHENTICATED EVIDENCE
of its Efficacy and Safety. Containing a detailed account of the various processes used in

the Water-Treatment, etc. By James Wilson, M. D., and James M. Gully, M. D. 80 centa.

PHILOSOPHY OF WATER CURE. A DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRUE
Principles of Health and Longevity. By John Balbirnie, M.D. With a Letter from Sir
Edward Lytton Bulwer. From the Second London Edition. Paper. Price, 30 cents.

PREGNANCY AXD CHILDBIRTH. ILLUSTRATED WITH CASES, SHOW-
ing the Remarkable Effects of Water in Mitigating tho Pains and Perils of the Parturient
State. By Dr. Show. Paper. Price, 30 onts.

illPRlNCIPLES OF HYDROPATHY : OR, THE INVALID’S GUIDE TO
Health and Happiness. Being a plain, familiar E.vposition of the Principles of the Water-
Cure System, 15y David A. Uarsha. Price, 16 cents.

IRESULTS OF HYDROPATHY; OR, CONSTIPATION NOT A DISEASE
of the Bowels ; Indigestion not a Disease of tho Stomach

;
with an Exposition of the true

Nature and Causes of these Aliments, explaining tho reason why they arc so certainly cured
by the Hydropathic Treatment. By Edward Johnson, M. D. Muslin. Price 8T cents
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SCIExXCE OE SWIIMB^G. GIVING A HISTORY OF SWIMMING, AND
InstrnotlonstoLcaruers. By an Experienced Swimmer. Illustrated with Engravings. 15 eta.

Every boy in the nation should have a copy, and learn to swim.

lYATER-CURE LIBRARY. (In Seven 12mo. Yolusies.) EMBRACING
the most popular works on the subjecL By American and European Authors. Bound In
Embossed Muslin, Library Style. Price, prepaid by mail, only $7 00.

This library comprises most of the important works on the subject of Hydropathy. The vol-
umes are of uniform size and binding, and the whole form a most valuable medical library.

WATER-CURE IN AMERICA. OVER THREE HUNDREI) CASES OF
various Diseases treated Avith Water by Drs. Wesselhceft, Shew, Bedortha, Trail, and others.
With Cases of Domestic Practice. Designed for Popular as well as Professional Ee^ng.
Edited bj' a Water Patient. Muslin, $1 25.

WATER AND VEGETABLE DIET IN CONSUMPTION, SCROFULA,
Cancer, Asthma, and other Chronic Diseases. In which the Advantages of Pure Water are
particularly considered. By William Lambe, M. D. With Notes and Additions by Joel
Shew, M. D. 12mo. 268 pp. Paper, 62 cents

;
Muslin, 87 cents.

WATER-CURE APPLIED TO EVERY KNOWN DISEASE. A NEW
Theory. A Complete Demonstration of the Advantages of the Hydropathic System of Curing
Diseases; showing also the fallacy of the Allopathic Method, and its Utter Inability to
Effect a Permanent Cure. With Appendix, containing Hydropathic Diet, and Buies for

Bathing. By J. H. Eausse. Translated from the German. Muslin, 87 cents.

WATER-CURE MANUAL. A POPULAR WORK, EMBRACING
Descriptions of the Various Modes of Bathing, the Hygienic and Curative Effects of Air,
Exercise, Clothing, Occupation, Diet, Water-Drinking, eta Together with Descriptions of
Diseases, and the Hydropathic Eemedies. By Joel Show, M. D. Muslin, Price, 87 cents.

WATER-CURE ALMANAC. PUBLISHED ANNUALLY, CONTAINING
Important and Valuable Hydropathic Matter. Illustrated with Numerous Engravings,
with correct calculations for all latitudes. 48 pp. Price, 6 cents.

WATER-CURE JOURNAL, AND HERALD OF REFORMS. DEVOTED TO
Physiology, Hydropathy, and the Laws of Life and Health. Hlustrated with Numerous
Engravings. Quarto. Published Monthly, at $1 00 a Year, iu advanca

We know of no American periodical which presents a greater abundance of valuable informa-
tion on all subjects relating to human progress and welfare.—W. F. Tribune.
This is, unquestionably, Uie most popular Health Journal in tlie world.—W. 1 . EvetUng Post,

FOWLERS ANDWELLS have all works on Puysiologt, Htdropatut, Pubexologt, and the Nat-

ural Sciences generally. Booksellers supplied on the most liberal terms. Aprkts wanted in every ;

State, county, and town. These works are universally popular, and thousands might be sold

where they have never yet been introduced.
j

Letters and other communications should, in au. cases, be post-paid, and directed to the Pub- 1

I
Ushers, as follows

:

FOWLERS AND WELLS, 308 Broadway, New York.
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WORKS OK PHYSIOLOGY,
PUBUSUED BY

FOWLERS AND WELLS,
Boston: 1

142 Washington St f
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| 231 Arch Striet.

^COHOL AKD THE COKSTITUTIOK OF MAY. ILLUSTRATED BY A
beantiMly Colored Chemical Chart ByProf.E.L. Youmans. Paper, 30 cts. Muslin, 50 cts.

IMATIYEXESS; OR, EVILS AXD REMEDIES OF EXCESSIVE AXD
Perverted Sexuality, including YVarnlng and Advice to tbe Married and Single. An im*

portant little work, on an important subject. By 0. 8. Fowler. Price, 15 cents.

OMBE OX IXFAXCY ; OR, THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AXD MORAL MAX-
agement of Children. By Andrew Comhe, M. D. "With Illustratlona. Muslin, 87 cents.

SOMBE’S PHYSIOLOGY. APPLIED TO THE PRESERVATIOX OF
Health, and to tbe Improvement of Pliysical and Mental Education. By Andrew Combe,

M. B. With Notes and Observations by 0. S. Fowler. Muslin, 87 cents.

IHROXIC DISEASES; ESPECIALLY THE XERVOUS DISEASES OF
"Women. By D. Bosch. Translated from the German. Price, 80 cei.ts.

DIGESTIOX, PHYSIOLOGY OF. COXSIDERED WITH RELATJOX TO
the Principles of Dietetics. By A. Combe, M. D. Dlnstrated with Engravings. Price, 30 cts.

FRUITS AXD FARIXACEA THE PROPER FOOD OF MAX. WITH
Notes hy Dr. Trail. Illustrated by numerous Engraviugs. Muslim Price, $1 00.

FOOD AXD DIET. WITH OBSERVATIOXS OX THE DIETETIC REGIMEN
suited to Disordered States of tbe Digestive Organs

;
and an Account of tbe Dietaries of

some of the Principal Metropolitan and other Establishments for Paupers, Lunatics, Crimi-
nals, Cliildren, the Sick, etc. By J. Pereira, M. D., E. E. S. Octavo. Muslin. Price, $1 25.

GEXED ATIOX, PHILOSOPHY OF. ITS ABUSES, WITH THEIR CAUSES,
Prevention, and Cure. Illustrated. By John B. Newman, M. D. Price, 80 cents.

HEREDITARY DESCENT: ITS LAWS AXD FACTS APPLIED' TO
Human Improvement. By 0. 8. Fowler. Paper. Price, 62 cents. MusUn, 87 cents.

MATERNITY; OR, THE BEARING AXD NURSING OF CHILDREN,
including Female Education. By 0. S. Fowler. "With Illustrations. Muslin, 87 cents

NATURAL LAWS OF M AXT"A ITIILOSOPIIICAL CATECHISM.
By J. Q. Spnrzheim, M. D. An important work. Price, 80 cents.
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NATUlUL IIISTOllY OF MAY'. SHOWIXG HIS TIIllEE ASPECTS OF
Plant, Beast, and Angel. Plant Life, comprising the Nutritive Apparatus. Beast Life, or r

Soul, the Phrenological Faculties. Angel Life, or Spirit, Jehovah's likeness In Man. By f

John B. Newman, M. D. Illustrated with Engravings. Price, S7 cents.

PHYSIOLOGY, AXIMAL AXD MEXTAL. APPLIED TO THE PI1ESER^A-
tion and Eestoration of Health of Body and Power of Mind. By 0. S. Fowler. Illustrated

:

with Engravings. Price 8T cents.

REPRODUCTIVE ORGAXS. XHEIR. DISEASES, CAUSES, AXD CURE:
on Hj-dropathio Principles. By James 0. Jackson. Price 16 cents.

SEXI.LVL DISEASES; THEIR, CAUSES, PREVEXTIOX AXD CURE, OX
Physiological Principles. Embracing Home Treatment for Sexual Abuses

;
Chronic D'ls- -

eases. Especially the Nervous’ Diseases of Women; The Philosophy of Generation; Ama--
tiveness; Hints on the Eoproductive Organs. In one volume. Price, 25 cents.

SOBER AXD TEMPERATE LIFE. THE DISCOURSES AXD LETTERS OF
Louis Coruaro. With a Biography of the Author. With Notes, and on Appendix. 80 eta, .

Twenty-five thousand copies have been sold. It is translated into several languages.

TOBACCO: ITS HISTORY, NATURE, AND EFFECTS ON THE BODY
and Mind. With the Opinions of the Kev. Dr. Noth L. N. Fowler, Eev. Henry Ward
Beecher. Horace Greeley, Dr. Jennings, 0. S. Fowler, Dr. E. T. Trail, and others. By Joel

Show, M. D. Price, 80 cents.

TOBACCO. THREE PRIZE ESSAYS. BY DRS. SHEW, TRALL, AXD
Eev. D. Baldwin. Price, 15 cents. Per hundred, $3 00.

TEMPERANCE TRACTS. BY TR.\LL, GREELEY, BARNUM, FOWLER,
and others. Price, per hundred, 75 cents. Per thousand, by E-xpross, $4 00.

TEETH: TITEIPt STRUCTURE, DISEASE, AND TREATMENT. WITH
numerous Ulnstratlons. By John Burdell. Price 15 cents.

TEA AND COFFEE. THEIR PHYSICAL, INTELLECTUAL, AND MORAL
Effects on the Human System. By Dr. William A. Aloott. Price, 15 cents.

USE OF TOBACCO; ITS PIIYSICAUNTELLECTUAL, AND
Effects on the Human System. By Dr. William A Alcott. Price, 15 cents.

MORAL

YEGETABLE DIET; AS SANCTIONED BY MEDICAL MEN. AND_BY
Experlonoo in all Ages. Including a System of Vegetable Cookery. By Dr. Aloott 87 cts.

UTERINE DISE.VSES; OR, THE DISPLACEMENT OF THE irrERUS. A

tborougl) and practical treatise on tho Malpositions of the Uterus and a-liMcnt Organs Illns-

trntod with Colored Engravings from Original Designs. By K. T. Trail. M. D. Price, ^ 00.

Ernisn OF rnx.sE Works may be ordered and received by return of the first m.ul, postage pre-

paid by tho Publishers. FOWLF.KS AND WELLS, 308 Broadway, New York.
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MESMERISM AND rSYCHOLOGY.
V SEW ..VXD COMl’LETE UBIiiKT OF SlESJIEluSi ASl) I’SY-

chology, embracing the most popular works on the subject, with suitable Illustrations.

In two volumes of about 900 pp. Bound in Library Style. Price, $3 00.

3I0L0GY; OK, THE I’KIXCIPLES OF THE IIUMAX MIXD. DEDUCED
from Physical Laws, and on the Voltaic Mechanism of Man. Illustrated. Price, 30 cents.

LECTRICAL PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY OF. IX A COUKSE OF
Twelve Lectures, By John Boveo Dods. Muslin. Price, 87 cents.

LiSCIXATIOX
;
OK, THE PHILOSOPHY OF CHAKMIXG. ILLUSTKAT-

in^the Principles of Life, in connection with Spirit and Matter. By J. B, Ne^yman, M.D. 87 cts.

\i»

KEXTAL ALCHEMY. A TKE.4TISE OX THE MIXD, XERVOUS S YSTE.M,'
Psychology, Magnetism, Mesmerism, and Diseases. By B. B. 'Williams, M.D. Price, 62 cts.'

IIACROCOSM AXD MICROCOSM ; OK, THE UXIVEKSE lYITIIOUT AXD
the Universe Within: in the World of Sense, and the World of Soul. By Wm. Fishbough.
Price, Paper, 62 cents. Muslin, 87 cents.

.MIILOSOPHY OF MESMERISM. SIX LECTURES. WITH AX IXTRO-
dnetion. By P.ev. John Bovee Dods. Paper. Price, 80 cents.

XSYCHOLOGY ; OK, THE SCIEXCE OF THE SOUL. COXSIDEKED
Physiolomrally and Philosophically. With an Appendix containing Notes of Mesmeric and
Psychical Experience. By Joseph Haddock, M. D. With Engravings. Price, 30 cents^

HUPJTUAL IXTERCOURSE, PHILOSOPHY OF. BEIXG AX EXPLAXA- i
tlon of Modem Mysteries. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 62 cents.

^UPERXAL THEOLOGY, AXD LIFE IX THE SPHERES. DEDUCED
from alleged Spiritual Manifestations. By Owen G. Warren. Octavo. Price 80 cents.

MTSCELLAMOUS.
ROTAXY FOR ALL CLASSES. COXTAIXIXG A FLORAL DICTIOXARY
and a Glossary of Sclentlflo Terms. Dlustrated. By J. B. Newman, M.D. Price, 87 cents.’

MIE.MISTKY, AXD ITS APPLICATIOXS TO AGRICULTURE AXD
Commerce. By Justus Liebig, M. D., F. R. S. Price, 26 cents.

DELIA’S DOCTORS; OK, A GLAXCE REIIIXD THE SCEXES. BY
Hannah Gardner Creamer. Paper. Price, 62 cents. Muslin, 87 cents.

FAMILIAR LESSOXS OX ASTROXOMY : DESIGXED FOR THE USF
of Children and Youth In Schools and Families. By Mrs. L. N. Fowler. Illustrated. 87 cts!



Fowleus and Wku^’ Pcbucatioxs.

1'UTI:RE of iiATIONS: IX WHAT COXSItSTSaTS SKCURITV.
l.ccturo delivered in thoTabernaclo. New York. ByKossuUi. AVithaLlkcnes?. Pric6,12<SA
\Y1IAT THE SISTER ARTS TEAGH AS TO FARMING. A.s- A.pdb(*s. CylTorsa
Greeiey. Price, 12 cents. TRUE BASIS OP AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE. As Aj5
rnESS. By lion. Wm. II. Seward. Price, 1 S cents, ESSAY ON- WAGES.- The;Meaiii
Emploved for Upholding Them. By P. G. Frlo.so. Price, 15 cts.; LABOli, ITS HlSTOKTi

. AND tUOSPECTS. By Robert Dale Owen. Price, 30 cents.

II I X T S TO W A II D S IIKFORMS ; COXSISTIXG OF LECTURES,
says. Addresses,- and other Writings, With the Crj'stal Palace, and itjs Lessons. Secohil

Edition, Enlarged, ByHorace GreSey. Price, .^1 25. ,
•

HOPES AXD HELPS FOR THE YOHXG OF BOTH SEXES. RELAT'D;!}.^

to the Formation of Character, Choice of Avocjitlon, Health, Amusement, ilusic, Convers*-^

tion. Cultivation of Intoilcet, Moral Sentlmcnte, Sasial Aifeetion, Courtship and Marrlaga) i

By Rev. G. 8. Weaver. Price, in Paper, C2 cents. Muslin, 8T cents.

HUMAX RIGHTS, AXD THEIR POLITICAL GIJARAXTIES. li^

Judge Hurlhut. With Notes, by George Comhe. Price, Paper, 62 ceits. ^uslin, 87 eta ^

HOHE' FOR all. A XEW, CHEAP. COXYEXIEXT/ AND SIIPEKIOR

Mode of Building, containing full Directions for Constrncting Grivel Walls, With Vien^
Plans, and 'Engraved Illustrations, Now Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Price, ST cents. I

IMMORTALITY THIUMPHAXT. THE EXISTEXGE OF A GOD
Human Immortality, Practically Considered, and the Trutli of "Divine Revelation Sub

tiated. By Rev. John Bovee Dods. Price, Paper, 62 cents. Muslin, 87 cents.

LlTERATUllE AXD ART. RY S. MARG.YRE'T FULLER. -TWO PARI
in one volume. With an Introduction, by Hor.aco Greeley. Muslin. Price, $1 25.

PHOXOGIIAPHIC TEACHER. PRier-, 45 Cents. REPORTERS’ MA
ual. 75 cents. And all other Works on. Phonograpliy. 'Wholesale and EetalL

POWER OF KIXDXESS: IXCnUCATIXC THE PRIXCIPLES
Benevolence and Love. By Cliarles Morley. Paper, 30 cents. Muslin, 50 cants.

POPUL.VnOX, THEORY OF. DEDUCED FROM THE GEXER.VL LA\j

of Animal Fertility. With an lutcoduotiqn by K. T. Trail, iL D. I’rlco, 15 cents.

WO MAX; HER EDUCATION AND IXFLUEXCE. RV MRS. JirCI;

Reid, With an Introduction hy Mrs. C. M. Kirkland. "With Portraits. l*ricc,Si r

Tuksk works may be ordered in large or small Quantities. A liberal discount will be niad^

Aqest.s, and othSrs. who buy to sell again. Xl.cy may be sent by Kxpress, or as Ikeight,

Railroad, Steamsliips, Sailing 'V'esaels, by Stage or Canal, to any City, Town, or illaso. n

^
United States, the Canadas, to Europe, or any place on flic Globe. S

Checks or drafts, for large amounts, on New York, Pliiladeiphia, or Boston, alwaj s pre

Wepaycostofoxchiingc. All letters should be post-paid, and addressed as follows: "A: id

FOWLBKS AND \VDL1 .S, 80S Bro:tdwsy, New
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